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18. THE SEEN WHICH IS COMPOSED OF THE ELEMENTS AND THE SENSE ORGANS IS OF
THE NATURE OF STABILITY, ACTION, AND INERTIA, AND IS FOR THE PURPOSE OF
PROVIDING EXPERIENCE AND THUS LIBERATION TO THE SEER.
19. THE THREE GUNAS -- STABILITY, ACTION, AND INERTIA -- HAVE FOUR STAGES: THE
DEFINED, THE UNDEFINED, THE INDICATED, AND THE UNMANIFEST.
20. THE SEER, ALTHOUGH PURE CONSCIOUSNESS, SEES THROUGH THE DISTORTIONS OF
THE MIND.
21. THE SEEN EXISTS FOR THE SEER ALONE.
22. ALTHOUGH THE SEEN IS DEAD TO HIM WHO HAS ATTAINED LIBERATION, IT IS ALIVE TO
OTHERS BECAUSE IT IS COMMON TO ALL.
23. THE SEER AND THE SEEN COME TOGETHER SO THAT THE REAL NATURE OF EACH MAY
BE REALIZED.
24. THE CAUSE OF THIS UNION IS IGNORANCE.

THE scientific mind used to think that there is a possibility of impersonal knowledge. In
fact that used to be precisely the definition of the scientific attitude. By "impersonal
knowledge" it is meant that the knower can remain just a spectator. His participation is not
needed. Not only that, but if he participates in the known, the very participation makes the
knowledge unscientific. The scientific knower should remain an observer, should remain
detached, should not in any way get involved in what he knows. But this is no longer the
case.
Science itself has come of age. Just these few decades, past three. four decades, and
science has realized its fallacious attitude. There is no knowledge which is impersonal. The
very nature of knowledge is personal. And there is no knowledge which is detached, because
to know means to be attached. There is no possibility of knowing anything just like a
spectator -- participation is a must. So now the boundaries are no longer so clear.
The poet used to say that his way of knowing is personal. When a poet knows a flower he
does not know it in the old scientific way. He is not an observer from the outside. In a certain
deep sense he becomes it: he moves into the flower and allows the flower to move into him,
and there is a deep meeting. In that meeting the nature of the flower is known.
Now science also says that when you observe a thing you participate -- howsoever small
the participation, but you participate. The poet used to say that when you look at a flower it is
no longer the same flower as it was when nobody had looked at it, because you have entered
it, become part of it. Your very look is part of it now; it was not that way before. A flower
standing by the side of an unknown path in a forest, nobody passes by, is a different flower;
then, suddenly comes somebody who looks at it -- the flower is no longer the same. The
flower changes the looker; the look changes the flower. A new quality has entered.
But this was okay for poets -- nobody expects them to be very rational, scientific -- but
now even science says that this is happening in the labs: when you observe, the observed is
no longer the same; the observer has participated in it and the quality changes. Now
physicists say that atoms move in a different way when nobody is observing them. When you
observe, they immediately change their movements. Just the same as when you arc taking
your bath: you are a different person; then suddenly you realize somebody is looking through
the keyhole -- you change. When the atom also feels that somebody has looked, it is no
longer the same; it moves in a different way.
These were the boundaries: science was thought to be absolutely impersonal; are existed
just in the middle of science and religion and was thought to be a partial participation; and
religion was a total participation.
The poet looks at the flower -- there are glimpses in which he is there no more, the flower
is there no more. But these are only glimpses. For seconds there is a contact, and then they
are again apart, then they fall apart. What happens when a mystic, a religious man, looks at
the flower? The participation is total. It is not fragmentary. The knower and the known both
dissolve; only energy vibrating between the two remains. Experience remains: the
experiencer is no longer there, neither is the experienced. The polarities disappear, object and
subject disappear, all boundaries are lost.
Religion is total participation. Poetry or art or painting is partial participation.
Science used to be no participation at all -- this is no longer the case. Science has to come
back nearer poetry, nearer religion. The boundaries are all confused now. Just fifty years ago,
any man trained in the ways of science would have laughed at Patanjali, would have laughed
very loudly at Shankara and Vedanta, would have thought deep down that these people have
gone mad. Now, it is impossible to laugh at Patanjali. He is proving truer.

As science grows deeper, yoga seems to prove truer, more valid, because this has always
been the standpoint of the yogi: that only one exists. The separation, the division of
boundaries, is provisional -- it is because of ignorance. It is needed; it is an absolutely
necessary training. One has to pass through it, one has to suffer it and experience it -- but one
has to pass through it. It is not a home; it is just a passage. This world is a passage of
separation, of a divorce.
If you pass through it and you start understanding the whole experience, the marriage
comes nearer and nearer and nearer, and one day, suddenly, you are married, married to the
whole -- all separation disappears. And in that marriage is bliss. In this separation there is
suffering because the separation is false. It exists only because you don't understand. It exists
in your misunderstanding. It is like a dream.
You are asleep: then you dream a thousand and one things, and in the morning they all
disappear. And suddenly you start laughing at yourself. The whole thing seems to be so
ridiculous. You cannot believe that it happened. You cannot believe that you were deceived
by it that it was real. You cannot believe how it was possible that you got so enchanted by
images floating in the mind, nothing but bubbles of thought, and how they looked -- so solid,
so substantial, so real.
The same happens when one comes to know the reality, but the reality is to be known
through deep participation. If you don't participate you will know the reality from the outside
as a stranger, an outsider. You can come to this house; you can move around the house and
you will know certain things about the house, but you have moved outside, on the periphery.
You have looked at the walls from the outside -- you don't know the house from the inside.
Sometimes, like a thief in the dark of the night, you can enter the house also; the poet is a
thief. The scientist remains a stranger. The religious man is a guest; he does not come in the
dark of the night, does not steal in the house. Because one can know certain things as a thief
also, the poet will be better than the man of science who has been wandering around and
around and around, about and about and about, and never in. Even a poet will know
something which a scientist can never know, because he has been in the house -- though in
the night, in the dark; though uninvited, not as a guest, not from the front door.
A religious man enters in the house as a guest. He earns it. And he knows something not
only about the house but about the host also -- because he is a guest. He not only knows
about the material house that exists, but also about the immaterial host that is there who is
really the center of the house. He knows the owner.
Science knows only matter. Art sometimes has glimpses of the immaterial because a thief
can also come across the owner, but he will be asleep. He can also see the face, but only in
the dark because he is afraid, always afraid something may go wrong. He is a thief and is
always afraid and trembling. But when you come to the house as a guest -- invited, you have
earned it -- the host embraces you; there is welcome. Then you know the very center of the
reality.
In India we have two words, both mean "the poet." In no other language are there two
words for poet, because there is no need; one word is enough. It explains the phenomenon of
poetry -- "poet" is enough. But in Sanskrit we have two words, kavi and rishi, and the
distinction is very subtle and is worth understanding. Kavi is one: he is a poet who has come
as a thief. He participates, so he is a poet, but his knowledge is in fragments. In certain
moments.. as if the thief was inside the house and there was sudden lightning in the sky and
he could see the whole house from the inside also -- but it is for a single moment. The
lightning gone.. everything has become like a dream.

The poet comes across the reality sometimes, but as if he has not earned it. That's why
you will sometimes be surprised: you read a poem by somebody -- X, Y, Z -- it appeals to
you, to your very heart, you are stirred and you would like to meet this man out of whom
these lines have flown, but when you meet the man, the poet, you are disappointed -- he is
just plain, ordinary, nothing.
In the flight of his poetry he was so extraordinary, but if you meet the poet he is ordinary.
What has happened? You cannot believe that such a beautiful gem can come out of such an
ordinary man It is because a poet is not a permanent resident of the temple. He is a thief.
Sometimes he enters, but in the dark. Better than just roaming around and around; at least he
has a glimpse. He sings about that glimpse -- continuously there is a nostalgia in his being for
the interiormost glimpse that he has attained. He sings about it again and again, but it is no
longer his experience now. It is somewhere in the past, a memory, a remembrance, not a
reality.
The rishi is the poet who has been received as a guest. The word rishi means "a seer," and
the word kavi also means "a seer" -- they both mean: one who has seen. Then what is the
difference? The difference is that the rishi has earned it. He entered the house in the full light
of the day; he entered from the front door. He was not an uninvited guest; he was not
trespassing on anybody else's property. He was welcomed. The host received him. Now he
also sings, but his singing is totally different from ordinary poetry. The Upanishads are such a
poetry, the Vedas are such a poetry -- they are out of the hearts of rishis. They were not
ordinary poets. They were extraordinary poets -- extraordinary in the sense that they had
earned the glimpse; it was not a stolen thing.
But this is possible only when you learn how to participate totally -- that's what yoga is.
Yoga means meeting; yoga means marriage; yoga means union. Yoga means: how to come
together again -- how to dissolve the separation, how to dissolve all boundaries, how to come
to a point where the knower and the known have become one. This is the search of yoga.
Science, within these few decades, has become more and more aware that all knowledge
is personal. Yoga says all knowledge is absolutely personal, and the more personal it is, the
better -- you should get involved in it: you should become the flower, you should become the
rock, you should become the moon, you should become the sea, the sands. Wherever you
look you should be both the subject and the object. You should get involved. You should
participate; then only, life throbs, throbs with its own rhythm. Then you are not enforcing
something on it.
Science is aggression, poetry is robbery, religion is participation.
Now, try to understand these sutras of Patanjali.
THE SEEN WHICH IS COMPOSED OF THE ELEMENTS AND THE SENSE ORGANS IS OF THE
NATURE OF STABILITY, ACTION, AND INERTIA, AND IS FOR THE PURPOSE OF PROVIDING
EXPERIENCE AND THUS LIBERATION TO THE SEER.

The first thing to be understood is that the world exists for you to be liberated. Many a
time the question has arisen in your mind: "Why does this world exist? Why is there so much
suffering? For what? What is the purpose of it?" Many people come to me and they say,
"This is the ultimate question -- 'Why are we at all?' And if life is such a suffering, what is the
purpose of it? If there exists a God, why can't he destroy all this chaos? Why can't he destroy
this whole suffering life, this hell? Why does he go on forcing people to live in it?" Yoga has
the answer: Patanjali says, "... for the purpose of providing experience and thus liberation to

the seer."
It is a training, suffering is a training -- because there is no possibility of becoming
mature without suffering. It is like fire: the gold, to be pure, has to pass through it. If the gold
says. "Why!" then the gold remains impure, worthless. Only by passing through the fire will
all that is not gold be burned, and only the purest gold will remain. That's what liberation is
all about: a maturity, a growth so ultimate that only the purity, only the innocence remains,
and all that was useless has been burned.
There is no other way to realize it. There cannot be any other way to realize it. If you
want to know what satiety is, you will have to know hunger. If you want to avoid hunger, you
will avoid satiety also. If you want to know what deep quenching is, you will have to know
thirst, deep thirst. If you say, "I don't want to be thirsty," then you will miss that beautiful
moment of deep quenching of the thirst. If you want to know what light is, you will have to
pass through a dark night; the dark night prepares you to realize what light is. If you want to
know what life is, you will have to pass through death; death creates the sensitivity in you to
know life. They are not opposites; they are complementary.
There is nothing which is opposite in the world; everything is complementary. "This"
world exists so that you can know "that" world; "this" exists to know "that." The material
exists to know the spiritual; the hell exists to come to heaven. This is the purpose. And if you
want to avoid one you avoid both, because they are two aspects of the same thing. Once you
understand, there is no suffering: you know this is training, a discipline. Discipline is to be
hard. It has to be hard because only then will real maturity come out of it.
Yoga says this world exists as a training school, a learning school -- don't avoid it and
don?t try to escape from it. Rather live it, and live it so totally that you need not be forced
again to live it. That's the meaning when we say that an enlightened person never comes back
-- there is no need. He has passed all the examination that life provides. He need not come
back. You have to be forced again and again to the same life pattern because you don't learn.
You go on repeating the experience without learning. The same experience you repeat again
and again -- the same anger. How many, how many thousand times have you been angry?
Count it. What have you learned out of it? Nothing. Whenever the situation arises, you will
be angry again -- the same, as if it is for the first time that you are getting into anger.
How many times has greed, lust possessed you? Again it will possess. And again you will
react in the old way -- as if you have decided not to learn. And to be ready to learn is to be
ready to become a yogi. If you have decided not to learn, if you want to remain blindfolded,
if you want to repeat the same nonsense again and again; then you will have to be thrown
back: you will have to be sent back to the same class -- unless you pass.
Don't take life in any other way. It is a vast training school, the only university there is.
The word "university" comes from "universe." In fact no university should call itself
"university"; the name is too big. The whole universe is the only university. But you have
created small universities and you think that when you pass through them you have become
entitled, as if you have become a knower. No, these small, man-made universities won't do.
You will have to pass through this university your whole life.
Says Patanjali, "... for the purpose of providing experience and thus liberation...."
Experience is liberating. Jesus has said, "Know the truth and the truth will liberate you."
Whenever you experience a thing, alert, aware, fully watching what is happening -participating and watching together -- -it is liberating. Immediately, something arises out of
it: an experience which becomes true. You have not borrowed it from scriptures; you have
not borrowed it from somebody else.

Experience cannot be borrowed; only theories can be borrowed. That's why all theories
are dirty, because they have been passing through so many hands, so many millions of hands.
They are just like dirty currency notes. Experience is ever fresh -- fresh like the dew in the
morning, fresh like this morning's rose. Experience is always innocent and virgin -- nobody
has ever touched it. You come upon it for the first time. Your experience is yours, it is
nobody else's, and nobody Can give it to you.
Buddhas can indicate the way, but you have to walk. No Buddha can walk for you; there
is no possibility. A Buddha cannot give his eyes to you so that you can look through them.
Even if the Buddha gives you the eyes, you will change the eyes -- the eyes will not be able
to change you. When the eyes will be fit into your mechanism, your mechanism will change
the eyes themselves, but the eyes cannot change you. They are parts; you are a very big
phenomenon.
I cannot lend my hand to you. Even if I do, the touch will not be mine, it will be yours.
When you will go and feel something -- even from my hand -- it will be you who will feel,
not my hand. There is no possibility of borrowing reality.
Experience liberates. Every day I come across people who say, "How is one to get free
from anger? How is one to get free from sex, lust? How is one to get free from this and that?"
And when I say, "Live it through," they are shocked. They had come to me in search of a
method to repress themselves. And if they had gone to another guru in India they would have
found some method to repress themselves with. But repression can never be liberating,
because repression means repressing experience. Repression means cutting all the roots of
experience. It can never be liberating. Repression is the greatest bondage that you can find
anywhere.
You live in a cage. Just the other day, one new sannyasin told me, "I feel like an animal in
a cage." There is every possibility that he meant that he wanted me to help him so that the
animal is killed, because we say "animal" only when we condemn. The very word carries
condemnation. But when I told the sannyasin, "Yes, I will help you. I will break the cage and
make the animal completely free," he was a little shocked; because when you say "animal"
you have already valued it, condemned it -- it is not a simple fact. In the very word "animal"
or "animality" you have said everything that you wanted to say. You don't accept it. You
don't want to live it. That's why you have created the cage.
Cage is character. All characters are cages, imprisonments, chains around you. And men
of character are imprisoned men. A really awakened man is not a man of character. He is
alive. He is fully alive, but he has no character, because he has no cage. He lives
spontaneously, he lives through awareness -- so nothing can go wrong -- but he has no cage
around him to protect him.
The cage is a substitute for awareness. If you want to live a sleepy life you need
character, so the character gives you guidelines. Then you need not be alert. You are going to
steal something -- the character just hinders you: it says, "No! This is wrong! This is sin! You
will suffer in hell! Have you forgotten the whole Bible? Have you forgotten all the
punishment that a man has to go through?" This is character. This is just hindering you. You
want to steal; character is just a hindrance.
A man of awareness will not steal, but he has no character; and that is the miracle and the
beauty. He has no character and he will not steal, because he understands. Not that he is
af;aid of sin -- there is nothing like sin; at the most, errors -- nothing like sin. He is not afraid
of being punished, because punishment is not in the future -- it is not that sins are punished,
in fact: sins are the punishment. It is not that you are angry today and tomorrow you will be

punished or in the next life -- sheer nonsense. When you put your hand in the fire today, do
you think it will be burned in the next life? When you put your hand in the fire today it burns
today; immediately it burns. Putting the hand in and the burning of it -- all simultaneous. Not
even a single moment's gap. Life never believes in the future because life is only present.
Not that sins will be punished in the future, sins are the punishment. Intrinsic punishment
is there: you steal and you are punished. In the very stealing you are punished -- because you
are more imprisoned: you will become more afraid; you will not be able to face the world;
continuously, you will feel some guilt, you have done something wrong, any moment you can
be caught. You are already caught! Maybe nobody ever catches you and no court punishes
you -- and there is no other heavenly court anywhere -- but you are caught. You are caught by
yourself. How will you forget it? How will you forgive yourself? How will you undo the
thing that you have done? It will linger and linger. It will follow you like a shadow; it will
haunt you like a ghost. It itself is the punishment.
Character hinders you from committing wrong things, but it cannot hinder you from
thinking them. But to steal or to think about it is the same. To commit a murder really and
just to think about it is the same, because as far as your consciousness is concerned you have
committed it if you have thought about it. It never became action because the character
hindered you; if the character was not there it would have become action. So in fact
character, at the most, does this: it hinders the thought; it doesn't allow it to be transformed
into action.
It is good for the society, but nothing good for you. It protects the society; your character
protects the society. Your character protects others, that's all. That's why every society insists
on character, morality, this and that; but it does not protect you.
You can be protected only in awareness. And how to gain awareness? There is no other
way except to live life in its totality. "... for the purpose of providing experience and thus
liberation to the seer."
"The seen which is composed of the elements and the sense organs is of the nature of..."
three gunas. Yoga believes in three gunas: sattva, rajas, tamas. Sattva is the quality which
makes things stable; rajas is the quality which gives action; and tamas is the quality which is
inertia. These three are the basic qualities. Through these three this whole world exists. This
is the yoga trinity.
Now physicists are ready to agree with yoga. They have split the atom and they have
come across three things: electrons, neutrons, protons. Those three are of the same three
qualities: one is of the quality of light -- sattva -- stability; another is of the quality of rajas -activity, energy, force; and the third is of the quality of inertia -- tamas. The whole world
consists of these three gunas; and through these three Gunas, a man of awareness has to pass.
He has to experience all these three gunas. And if you experience them as a harmony, which
is the real discipline of yoga....
Everybody experiences: sometimes you feel lazy, sometimes you feel so full of energy;
sometimes you feel so good and light, and sometimes you feel so evil and bad; sometimes
you are a darkness, and sometimes you are a dawn. You feel all these gunas. Many moments
of them come continuously, you move in a wheel, but they are not in proportion. A man of
lethargy is ninety percent lethargy. He is active also -- he has to be because just to keep on
living a life of lethargy he will have to act a little. That's all his activity is -- just to support
his inertia. And he has to be a little good to people also; otherwise people will be very, very
bad to him. People will not tolerate his inertia.
Have you watched? People who are not very active.... For example, very fat people are

always smiling. That is their protection. They know they cannot fight. They know that if the
fight happens they cannot escape, they cannot "flight." You always see very fat people
smiling, happy. What is the reason? Why do thin people look sad and why do fat people
never look so sad, always happy? Psychologists and physiologists say that is their protection,
because in the struggle of life it will be very difficult for them to be always in a fighting
mood, as lean and thin people always are. They can fight -- if the other person is weak they
will beat him; if the other person is strong they will escape. They can do both, and the fat
person cannot do either -- he goes on smiling; he goes on being good to everybody. That's his
protection so others should be good to him.
Lazy people are always good. They have never committed any bad thing because even to
commit a sin one need be a little active. You cannot make a lazy person a Hitler, impossible.
You cannot make a lazy person a Napoleon or Alexander, impossible. Lazy persons have not
committed any great sin; they cannot. They are, in a way, good people because even to
commit a sin or to do something bad they will have to be active -- that's not for them.
Then there are active people, unbalanced; they are always on the go. They are not worried
in any way where to reach; they are only worried how to go with speed. They don't bother
about whether they are leaching anywhere -- that is not the point at all. If they are moving
with speed everything is okay. Don't ask, "Where are you going?" They are not going
anywhere; they are simply going. They have no destiny. They have only energy to be active.
These people are the dangerous people in the world, more dangerous than the lazy people.
Out of this second category come all Adolf Hitlers, Mussolinis, Napoleons, Alexanders. All
mischief-mongers come from the second category because they have energy, a
disproportionate energy.
Then there is a third kind of people, which is rare to find: somewhere a Lao Tzu just
sitting silently -- not lazy, passive. Not active, not lazy -- passive: full of energy, a reservoir,
but sitting silently. Have you watched somebody sitting silently, full of energy? You feel a
field around him, radiant with life, but still -- not doing anything, just being.
And yoga is to find the equilibrium between these three. If you can find a balance
between these three, suddenly you transcend. If one is more than the others then that one
becomes your problem. If you are more lazy than active then laziness will be your problem:
you will suffer through it. If activity is more than laziness then you will suffer from your
activity. And the third is never more, it is always less; but even if that is theoretically possible
-- that somebody is too good -- that too will be a suffering for him, that too will create
imbalance. A right life is a life of balance.
Buddha has eight principles for his disciples. Before every principle he adds a word,
sama. If he says, "Be aware," he not only says "smriti," he says "samyak smriti." In English
they have always been translating it as "right memory." If he says, "Be active," he always
says, "Be rightly active." By "rightly" he means be in an equilibrium. The Indian term
samyak means equilibrium. Even for samadhi, even for meditation, Buddha says "samyak
samadhi." Even samadhi can be too much, and then it will be dangerous. Even good can be
too much, and then it will be dangerous.
Equilibrium should be the key factor. Whatsoever you do, always be balanced like a man
walking on a tightrope, continuously balancing. That is the rightness: the factor of balance.
The man who wants to attain to the ultimate marriage, ultimate yoga, has to be in a deep
balance. In balance you transcend a]l the three gunas. You become gunateet: you go beyond
all these three attributes. You are no longer part of the world; you have gone beyond.

THE THREE gunas -- STABILITY, ACTION, AND INERTIA -- HAVE FOUR
STAGES: THE DEFINED, THE UNDEFINED, THE INDICATED, AND THE
UNMANIFEST.
These three gunas have four stages. The first, Patanjali calls "the defined." You can call it
matter; that is the most defined thing around you. Then, "the undefined" -- you can call it
mind; that too is there, felt by you continuously, but is an undefined factor. You cannot
define what mind is. You know it, you live it continuously, but you cannot define it. Matter
can be defined but not mind. And then "the indicated" -- the indicated is even subtler than the
undefined: it is the self. You can only indicate it. You cannot even say it is undefined because
to say something is undefined is, in a subtle way, to define it, because that too is a definition.
To say that something is undefined... you have already defined it in a negative way; you have
said something about it. So, then, there is this subtle layer of existence which is self, that is
the indicated. And then beyond it there is again the subtlest which is "the unmanifest" -unindicated -- that is, no-self.
So: matter, mind, self, no-self -- these are the four stages of all these three gunas.
If you are deeply in lethargy you will be like matter. A man of lethargy is almost matter,
vegetates; you don't find him alive. Then there is the second quality, mind. If rajas, activity,
is too much, then you become too much of the mind. Then you are very, very active -- mind
is continuously active, obsessed with activity, continuously in search of new occupations.
Somebody asked Edmund Hillary, who was the first man to reach the Everest peak, "Why?
Why did you take such a risk?" He said, "Because the Everest peak was there, man had to
go." There is nothing.... Why is man going to the moon? Because the moon is there. How can
you avoid it? You have to go. A man of activity is continuously in search of occupation. He
cannot remain unoccupied, that is his problem Unoccupied he is hell; occupied he forgets
himself.
If tamas, inertia, is too much, you become like matter. If rajas is too much you become
mind: mind is activity. That's why mind goes mad. Then, if sattva is too much you become
self, you become atma. But that too is an imbalance. If all the three are in balance then comes
the fourth, the no-self. That is your real being where not even the feeling of "I" exists, that's
why the term "no-self."
These are the four stages -- three of unequilibrium, and the fourth of equilibrium. First is
defined, second is undefined, third is indicated, fourth is not even indicated. unindicated; and
the fourth is the most real. The first seems to be most real because you live in the first. The
second seems to be very near because you live in the mind. The third even seems to be a little
far away, but you can understand. Fourth seems to be simply unbelievable -- no-self?
Brahman, God, whatsoever you name it, seems to be very far away, seems to be almost
nonexistential; and that is the most existential.
THE SEER, ALTHOUGH PURE CONSCIOUSNESS, SEES THROUGH THE DISTORTIONS OF
THE MIND.

And that fourth, even if you attain it... while you are in the body you will have to use all
the layers of your being. Even a Buddha, when he talks to you, has to talk through the mind.
Even a Buddha, when he walks... he has to walk through the body. But now, once you have
known that you are beyond mind, the mind can never deceive you: you can use it and you
will never be used by it. That's the difference. Not that a Buddha doesn't use mind, he uses:

he uses; you are being used. Not that he doesn't live in the body: he lives; you are being lived
-- the body is the master and you are the slave. Buddha is the master; the body is the slave. A
total change, a total mutation happens -- that which is up goes down and that which is down
goes up.
THE SEEN EXISTS FOR THE SEER ALONE.

This is the climax of yoga or vedanta: "The seen exists for the seer alone." When the seer
disappears, the seen disappears, because it was there only for the seer to be liberated. When
the liberation has happened it is not needed. This will create many problems because a
Buddha... for him the seen has disappeared, but for you it still exists. There is a flower,
somebody amongst you becomes an enlightened person: for him the flower has disappeared,
but for you it still continues. So how is it possible -- for one it disappears and for you it
continues?
It is just like this: you all go to sleep this night, you all dream; then, one person becomes
awake -- his sleep is broken, his dream disappears -- but all others' dreams continue. His
disappearance of the dream does not help in any way for your dreams to be disturbed; they
continue on their own. That's why enlightenment is individual. One person becomes
awakened; all others continue in their ignorance. He can help others to be awakened. He can
create devices around you to help you come out of your sleep, but unless you come out of
your sleep your dream will continue: "The seen exists for the seer alone."
ALTHOUGH THE SEEN IS DEAD TO HIM WHO HAS ATTAINED LIBERATION, IT IS ALIVE TO
OTHERS BECAUSE IT IS COMMON TO ALL.

In India we have made only one distinction between dream and that which you call
reality, and this is the distinction: that dreams are private realities and this reality that you call
the world is a common dream, that's all. When you dream you dream a private world. In the
night you live a private life; you cannot invite anybody else to share in your dream. Even
your closest friend or your wife or your beloved is far away. When you are dreaming you are
dreaming alone. You cannot take anybody there; it is a private world. Then what is this
world, because in India we have called this world also dreamlike? This is a common dream.
We all dream together because our minds function in the same way.
Just go to the river. Take a straight stick with you; you know the stick is straight. Push it
down in the river: immediately, you see it has become crooked, bent. Pull it out; you know it
is straight. Again put it in the water; it has again become bent. Now, you know well that the
stick remains the same, but the functioning of your mind and the functioning of the light rays
create the phenomenon, illusion, that it has become bent. Even if you know now, still it will
be bent. Your knowledge will not help. You know well, perfectly well, it is not bent, but it
looks bent -- because the functioning of the eyes and the light rays is such that the illusion is
created. Then take a dozen friends with you: you all will see it bent. It is a common illusion.
The world is a common dream.
THE SEER AND THE SEEN COME TOGETHER SO THAT THE REAL NATURE OF EACH MAY BE
REALIZED.
THE CAUSE OF THIS UNION IS IGNORANCE.

To be united with this world. which is like a dream, to be united with the body, with the
mind -- which you arc not -- is a necessity. Through this union you will be prepared for a
greater union. Through this union you will come to realize that this union is false. The day
you realize that this union is false, the final union will happen.
When you are divorced from the world, you get married to the divine. When you are
married to the world, you remain in a divorce from God. That's why all the mystics -- Meera,
Chaitanya, Kabir; in the West, Theresa -- they all talk in terms of marriage, in terms of bride
and bridegroom. And they are all waiting for a final consummation.
The allegory has always been used. Psychologists have even become suspicious about it,
about why mystics use that allegory of love, marriage, embrace, kiss. In India even sexual
intercourse has been used as an allegory: when the final marriage happens there is the
ultimate crescendo, the total orgasm of the individual with the whole, of the wave with the
ocean.
Why do these people use sexual allegories? Psychologists suspect that there must be some
repression about sex. They are wrong. There is no repression about sex, but sex is such a
fundamental phenomenon, how can religion avoid it? It has to be used. And sex is the only,
the deepest, phenomenon where you lose yourself. You don't know any other phenomenon
where you lose yourself so completely. And in God or in the total one loses himself
completely -- becomes a no-self. In sex just a little glimpse of it comes to you. It is good to
use the allegory of marriage, of bride and bridegroom.
Remain married to the world and you remain divorced from the divine. Pass through the
worldly experience -- enriched, liberated -- suddenly you become aware that this marriage
was illusory, a dream. Now, the real marriage is getting ready for you. The bridegroom is
waiting for you.
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HOW DOES A BUDDHA PARTICIPATE TOTALLY IN DAY-TO-DAY LIFE?
THERE is no "how" to it. When you are alert no "how" is needed. When you are
awakened you act spontaneously, not with a plan in the mind, because now there exists no
mind at all. A Buddha responds -- moment to moment. Whatsoever the situation demands,
with no plan, no idea how to act, with no technique he simply responds. His response is like
an echo: you go to the hills, you make noise, and the hills echo it. Have you ever asked how
the hills echo? They respond. When you play on a sitar has the sitar any "how"? You may be
having technique and things in the mind -- what to play, what to sing -- but the sitar? It
simply responds to your fingers.
A Buddha is a nothingness. You come around him; he responds. Remember the word
"responds": it is not a reaction; it is a response. When you react you have an idea in the mind
-- how. what. When you react you react from a position. If you come to a Buddha he does not
react from any position; he has none. He has no prejudice, no opinion, no ideology. He
responds. He responds to the situation.
One day a man came and asked, "Does God exist?" Buddha looked at him and said, "No."
And the same day. in the afternoon. another man came. He asked. "Does God exist?" Buddha
looked into him and said, "Yes." And the same day, in the evening, a third man came. He
asked, "Does God exist?" and Buddha remained quiet; he didn't answer.
If he had a position in the mind then the answer would he consistent, because it is not a
response to the situation: it is always born out of an idea in the mind; it will be consistent. If
he was an atheist, not believing in God, then whosoever the questioner it makes no
difference. In fact a man of ideology never looks at you, never looks at the situation. He has a
fixed idea. an obsession really. Buddha would have said, "No!" if he was an atheist, to all the
three persons. If he was a theist he would have said, "Yes," to all the three persons. In fact the
person, the alive situation becomes irrelevant when you have an ideology, a position, a
prejudice, a pattern, a mind; then you don't look at the situation.
Otherwise, the responses will be totally different. There will be a deep running
consistency -- consistency of being, not of answers. Buddha is the same when he said no.

Buddha is the same when he said yes. Buddha is the same when he didn't say anything and
remained silent, but the situations were different.
Buddha's disciple Anand was present in all the three situations. He became confused.
Those three persons didn't know anything about the two other answers that Buddha had
given, but Anand was present in all the three situations. When Buddha was going to lie down
on the bed in the night Anand said, "One question. Why did you answer the same question in
three ways, inconsistent, contradictory?"
Buddha said, "I have not given any answer to you -- you need not worry. You can ask
your question and I will answer you. Those answers were not given to you. Who are you to
come in?" An answer is given to a situation. When the situation changes, the answer changes.
It is a response.
Buddha said, "The first man who asked was an atheist. In fact he was not an inquirer.
When I looked in him he had a position -- he has already achieved, arrived. He has
concluded: he has concluded that there is no God. He had come only for a confirmation from
me so that he can go and say to people, 'Buddha also believes the same way I believe: that
there is no God.' I had to say no to him.
"The man who came in the afternoon was also with a conclusion. He was a theist, a
staunch, orthodox theist -- he believed that God exists. He had also come with the same mind,
to be confirmed.
"The third man who had come was without any position, with no mind. He was an
inquirer. He didn't believe in anything: he has not arrived. He was on the way; he was pure. I
had to remain silent with him. Now, if you have the same question, you can ask."
A response will always be different, and yet deep down will be a running current of
being. Always Buddha looks into the man, into the situation. The situation decides -- not
Buddha's mind; he has none.
So you ask, "Wow does a Buddha participate totally in day-to-day life?" If you try to
participate totally it will not be total: no effort can ever be total. No technique can ever be
total, because you will be manipulating. You will be separate from it; you will be trying to be
total. How can you try to be total? You can relax; only then totality comes into being. You
are in a let-go; then you are total.
Totality is not a discipline. All disciplines are partial. That's why a man who is much too
disciplined will never reach to the truth, because he will always be carrying the burden -doing something continuously: gross or subtle, on the surface or in the depth, but always a
doer. No, Buddha is not a doer. In fact when you relax there is no other way to be -- the only
way left is to participate totally.
It has no "how" to it, but the question arises in your mind because you don't know what
awareness is. It is just as a blind man asks, "How do people who have eyes move without a
stick in their hands to grope their way?" If you say to him that they don't need any stick, that
they don't need groping, he will not be able to believe. He will laugh. He will say, "You are
joking. How is it possible? Do you mean to say that men with eyes simply move without
groping?" A blind man cannot understand it. He has no experience of it. He has always been
groping and groping and, even then, stumbling again and again and falling. He has been
somehow managing. A Buddha does not manage: he is in a let-go and everything fits together
on its own accord.
PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT TYPE OF MEDITATION TECHNIQUES ARE

SUITABLE SEPARATELY FOR THE TAMAS, RAJAS, AND SATTVA PERSON. WHY
DO YOU ALWAYS GIVE DYNAMIC TECHNIQUES?
The dynamic technique is really a very rare phenomenon. It does not belong to any type;
it can help all. To the person of tamas -- lethargy, inertia -- it will bring him out of his tamas.
It will create so much energy in him that the tamas will be broken; if not all, then a part of it.
If a man of tamas is ready to do it, it can work wonders because a man of tamas is really not
lacking energy. Energy is there but not in an active position, not in an active state. Energy is
there fast asleep. The Dynamic Meditation can work as an alarm: it can change inertia into
activity; it can make the energy move; it can bring the man of tamas out of tamas.
The second type of man, the rajas type, who is very active -- in fact much too active, so
active that he cannot find fields where to release his energy, he is in many ways a pent-up
energy -- the dynamic technique will help him to release, to be unburdened. After doing
dynamic techniques he will feel weightless. And in life his hectic, continuous obsession for
activity will slow down. A part of his obsessive occupation will dissolve.
Of course. he will be benefited more than the man of tamas because the man of tamas
first has to be made active. He exists at the lowest rung of the ladder; but once he becomes
active. then everything becomes possible. Once he becomes active he will become the second
type; he will be rajas now.
And for a person of sattva the Dynamic Meditation helps tremendously. He is not in
inertia; there is no need to bring his energy up. He is not obsessively active; there is no need
of any catharsis for him. He is balanced, purer than the other two, happier than the other two,
lighter than the other two. Then how will Dynamic Meditation help him? It will become a
celebration for him. It will become just a singing, a dancing, a participation with the whole.
He will be benefited the most.
This is the paradox of life. Jesus says, "Those who have will be given more, and those
who don't have, even that which they have will be taken away from them." The man of inertia
needs more, but he cannot be given more because he is not capable of receiving it. The
Dynamic Meditation, at the most, will bring him out of his inertia to the second rung of the
ladder; and that too with the condition that he participates. Even that is difficult for him -- to
decide to participate, to make so much activity.
People of that type come to me -- from their faces you can see they are fast asleep, in a
deep slumber -- and they say, "We don't need these active methods. Give us something
silent." They are talking about silence -- they want some method which they can do lying
down on the bed; or at the most they can sit with hard effort. That too it is not certain that
they will do, but the active meditation seems to be much too active for them. If they
participate at all they will be helped; of course not as much as the second type because the
second type already exists on the second rung. He already has something in it; he can be
helped more. He will be relaxed by the method, unburdened, weightless. Slowly, he will start
moving towards the first rung, the highest.
The man of sattva, purity, innocence, will be helped most. He has much; he can be
helped. The law of nature is almost like the banks': if you don't have money they will not give
you. If you need money they will create a thousand and one conditions; if you don't need
money they will seek you. If you have enough of your own they are always ready to give you
as much as you want. The law of nature is exactly like that: it gives you more when you don't
need, it gives you less when you need; it takes away if you don't have anything, and it gives
you in a thousand and one ways if you have something.

On the surface it looks as if it is paradoxical -- the poor man should be given more. By
"poor" I mean the man of tamas. The rich man, the man of sattva, should not be given at all.
But no, when you have a certain richness you become a magnetic force to attract more
richness towards you. The poor man repels; he does not allow richness to come to him. Deep
down, the poor man is poor because he does not attract. He has no magnetism to attract riches
towards him; hence he is poor. Nobody has made him poor. He is poor because he does not
attract; he does not have the magnetism to attract.
These are simple economic laws that if you have a few rupees in your pocket, those
rUpees will attract other rupees to fall in your pocket. If your pocket is empty then even the
pocket will disappear, because some other pocket which has much will attract your pocket.
You will lose the pocket itself. The richer you are, the richer you become: so the basic
necessity is to have something within you.
The man of tamas has nothing. He is just a lump of earth; he vegetates. The man of rajas
is not a lump of earth; he is a fast-moving energy. Much is possible with fast-moving energy.
In fact without energy moving nothing is possible, but then his energy becomes madness -- it
goes to the extreme. Because of too much activity he loses much. Because of too much
activity he does not know what to do and what not to do. He goes on doing; he goes on doing
contradictory things: with one hand he will do something, with another hand he will undo it.
He is almost mad.
You must remember that the first type, the tamas, never goes mad. That's why in the East
madness is not so prevalent. You don't need so many psychoanalysts, you don't need so many
mad asylums, no. In the East people live like lumps of earth. How can you go mad? In tamas
madness is not possible; you don't do anything to go mad. In the West madness has become
almost normal; now there is only a degree of difference between normal and abnormal
people. People who are inside the asylum and people who are outside, they are all in the same
world -- just a difference of degree. And everybody is a boundary case: just a little push, and
you are inside. Anything can go wrong -- and there are a thousand and one things in your life.
Anything can go wrong and you will be inside. The West is rajas -- too much activity. Speed
is the symbol: go on moving, go on doing. And there exists no society which is of sattva
people; up to now it has not been possible.
India claims, the East claims, that they are sattva people. They are not; they are simply
tamas. Rarely sometimes a Buddha happens or a Krishna happens -- that is not the point.
They are exceptions; they simply prove the rule. East is tamas -- very, very slow-moving, not
moving at all.
I used to go to my village. After years I will go and everything is almost the same. I will
meet the same porter on the station, because only one porter is there. He is getting old, but the
same man. I will meet the same tangawala because only a few tangas are there; and one
always claims me, that I am his passenger. And he is a stronger man, so nobody can fight; so
he grabs me and forces me in his tanga. And then the same things are revealed, as if I am
going in a memory, not in a real world. I will meet the same man on the road. Sometimes
somebody has died and that's. big news. Otherwise, the world moves in a circle: the same
man who comes to give vegetables, the same man who comes to give the milk -- everything.
Almost static.
In the West nothing is static, and everything is news. You go back, everything has
changed: your mother may have divorced: your father; your father may have escaped with
some other woman; back home there is no home -- the family doesn't exist at all. I was
reading some data about the American style of life. Almost every person changes his job in

three years, his town also in three years. Everything is changing. And people are in a hurry.
And people are running faster and faster and nobody worries, "Where are you going?"
And a sattva society does not exist. Only a few individuals sometimes happen to be so
balanced that tamas and rajas are just in the same proportion. They have enough energy to
move, and they have enough sense to rest. They make a rhythm of their life: in the day they
move, they do things; in the night they rest.
In the East, in the day also they are resting. In the West, in the night also they are working
in their heads, in dreams. All Western dreams have become nightmares. In the East you can
come across tribes which don't know what a dream is. Really, it happens. I have come across
a few aboriginal tribes in India: If you talk about their dreams they say, "What do you
mean?" Rarely it happens. and when it happens it is a great news in the town that somebody
has had a dream. Because people are resting. In the West sleep has become impossible
because dreams are so many and so violently speedy, everything trembling. Nothing seems to
be in an equilibrium. In the East, everything dead.
Sattva is possible when rajas and tamas both are in equilibrium. When you know when to
work and when you know when to rest, when you know how to keep the office in the office
and not allow it in the home, when you know how to come home and leave the office mind in
the office and not bring your files with you -- then sattva happens. Sattva is balance; sattva is
equilibrium.
For the man who has sattva the dynamic techniques will be tremendously helpful because
they will bring into his life not only silence, but bliss. Silent he is already, because balance
gives stillness, silence. But silence is a negative phenomenon -- unless it becomes a dancing,
a singing, a rejoicing, it is not much. Good as far as it goes, good to be silent, but don't be
content with it, because still much is waiting for you.
To be silent is just like a man who has been diagnosed by medical doctors and nothing
wrong has been found in him. But that is not health. You may not be ill, but that is not
necessarily to be healthy. Health has a different aroma, a vitality. No-disease -- the certificate
for no-disease is not health. Health is a positive phenomenon. You bubble with it; you radiate
with it. It is nothing like a certificate that you have no diseases. Health in itself is not only the
absence of disease, it is itself a presence.
A man of silence, a sattva man, is already silent; he lives a very quiet life. Quiet, but no
laughter in it. Quiet, but no overflowing energy in it. Quiet, but doesn't radiate. Silence, but
dark; the light has not penetrated in it. A sattva man can become absolutely silent, but in the
silence the nad, the anahat, the divine song has not penetrated. The Dynamic Meditation will
help him to dance, to bring dance to his heart, to bring singing to his every cell of being.
Of course, the sattva man will be helped much, benefited most, but nothing can be done;
that is the nature of law. If you have, more will be given to you; if you don't have, even that
which you have will be taken away.
YOU SAID ENLIGHTENMENT IS INDIVIDUAL, BUT DOES INDIVIDUALITY
REMAIN AFTER ENLIGHTENMENT?
No. Individuality does not remain after enlightenment, but enlightenment is individual.
You will have to understand it. A river falls into the ocean. When it has fallen the river has
disappeared -- there is no individuality of that river left, but only an individual river falls into
the ocean. You fall into the ocean of enlightenment as an individual: you cannot take your

wife with you or your friend with you -- there is no way. You go alone. Nobody can take
anybody.
How can you take anybody? When you meditate you meditate alone. The moment you
close the eyes and you become silent, everybody has disappeared -- the wife, the friend, the
children. The nearest are also no longer near; the closest are farthest now. In your deep
silence, inner collectedness, you alone exist. This aloneness will fall into the ocean.
So, enlightenment is individual. Of course after enlightenment individuality disappears;
there is no individuality. So remember this: you cannot go en masse; you cannot go as an
organization; you cannot go as a sect. You cannot say, "Come on all Christians," or "Come
on all Hindus. I am going to enlightenment and I will take all the Hindus with me." Nobody
can take anybody else. It is absolutely alone. And that's the beauty of it, the purity of it. In
your absolute aloneness you fall into the oceanic nirvana. Just a moment before, you were a
river; just a moment before, you were an individual -- the very peak of individuality, a
Buddha -- and just a moment afterwards nothing exists. You are no longer a river; you have
become the ocean. Now you cannot even say, "I am." The ocean is; the river has disappeared.
You can say it in two ways: that the river has disappeared -- one way, the Buddhist way;
or you can say the river has become the ocean -- another way, the Vedanta way. But both are
the same.' The river has become the ocean," or, "The river has disappeared; only the ocean
is," are only ways of saying the same thing.
WHERE DID WE COME FROM AND HOW DID WE BECOME?
From nowhere. And this word "nowhere" can be broken into two words; then it becomes
"now here." These are the two possible answers. Both are true because both mean the same.
You come from "nowhere" or you come from "now here."
When you ask, "From where?" you would like to know about the beginning. There is
none. You have always been; you will always be. Existence is beginningless, endless. It is not
that somewhere it begins. It is not possible, because if existence begins somewhere on some
date, day -- as Christians say that it begins before Jesus, four thousand four years before -that means time existed before existence. That will be foolish because time is part of
existence. That means space existed before existence -- otherwise where will you put this
newly created thing? -- and space is part of existence.
Scientists say, in fact, space-time is the who]e of existence. So time cannot begin because
then another time will be needed. Then you will ask, "When did time begin?" Four thousand
four years before? Monday, six o'clock in the morning? Then there was time before:
otherwise how did you come to know it is Monday, and how did you come to know that
Sunday has passed, and how did you come to know that it is six o'clock and the morning? No,
time cannot begin because then another time is needed. And if you say, "Okay. We say okay
to another time," then that other time cannot begin. Then further ahead another time will be
needed. You fall in an infinite regression. You fall in an absurdity which leads nowhere.
Beginning is not there. And if the beginning is not there, there cannot be any end, because
a thing that never begins cannot end. How will it end?
So you come from nowhere. That is one answer: that you don't come; you have been here.
From this arises the second and more relevant point: break "nowhere" into "now here."
I have heard a story. There was an atheist, and he was a lawyer, and a very logical man.
And to declare his faith he had written on his wall in big letters so whosoever would come

would know -- he had written in big letters: GOD IS NOWHERE. Then he became a father; a
child was born to him. And the child began learning words, and it was difficult for him to
pronounce the big word "nowhere." So the child was reading -- he could read GOD IS, but he
couldn't read NOWHERE; it was too big a word. So he broke it in two. He read, GOD IS
NOW HERE. And I have heard that the father heard it and he was transformed. Suddenly,
something melted in him: the child has brought a message.
So break the word in two; become a child. When I say "nowhere" try to hear "now here."
Either you come from nowhere or you are born every moment now here. Moment to moment
is birth. Moment to moment you die and disappear, and moment to moment you are born
again. You are a process, not a thing: a thing is born -- finished, then it dies. No, you are not a
thing. You are not static. You are a process, riverlike, flowing. Every moment you are being
renewed; every moment you are being resurrected. Every moment you die, and every
moment you are reborn.
If you become aware of the present moment you will become aware of this phenomenon
also: that every moment you move into the black hole, you disappear, and again come anew
out of it. Every moment this is happening, but you are not alert. That's why you miss. To see
that interval, very intense alertness is needed.
And then you will not ask the second part of the question: "... and how did we become?"
You are always becoming. Becoming is your being. You are always growing, always and
always, and there is no end to it. Don't think that there will come a time when you will
become perfect and there will be no growth -- because that will be death. There comes at no
time such a moment. One goes on transcending -- from one perfection to another perfection.
Go to the Himalayas. You see a peak and nothing else. Then you go to the peak and
suddenly other peaks come into your vision. Then go to other peaks, and again many more
peaks come into your vision. The more you grow, the more you see the possibility to grow.
The more you become, the more doors open for your becoming -- new vistas, new avenues,
new dimensions.
Life is an ongoing phenomenon, a continuum. You never come to a point where you can
say, "Now I have become.'' And if you ask for such a moment, you are asking for suicide.
Don't ask that. Remain with the process. If you can remain with the process it is so beautiful:
to be born again and again, to be rejuvenated again and again. If you ask that you would like
to be perfect -- like a dead rock -- then no becoming is needed. You are asking for death: you
are not a love of life; you have not lived and known life.
Live life, accept life, be alert to the passing moment, and all the mysteries will be
revealed to you by your own presence of awareness. There is no other way.
You are coming from nowhere and you are going to nowhere. You are always in the
middle; you are always on the path. In fact. I would like to say you are always the path,
because the path doesn't exist separate from you. When I say you are growing, don't
misunderstand me -- you may think you are separate and you are growing. No: you are the
growth; you are the becoming. Nothing else exists.
Then suddenly, in the whole becoming process, in the whole whirlpool of becoming, you
find void, emptiness -- sunyata -- within you. And that space is wonderful. That space is what
we call the benediction.
YOU MADE ME ALTOGETHER CONFUSED AND LETHARGIC. I AM LIKE MAD.
AT THE MOMENT I FEEL NO TRUST EVEN. NOW TELL ME WHAT SHOULD I DO?

WHERE SHOULD I GO?
This comes from Swabhav. You must have also come across his madness. Now, he
himself has become aware of it -- this is a beautiful moment.
If you can be confused, that shows that you are intelligent. Only a fool cannot be
confused; only a stupid man cannot be confused. If you have some intelligence you can be
confused. An intelligent person can only be confused, so don't look at the confusion. You
must have some intelligence, that's why. Now the intelligence is coming on its own. coming
of age. The confusion was always there, but you were not alert, so you could not see it. Now
you are alert and you can see. It is just like this: you live in a dark room. Cobwebs are there,
rats run here and there, in the corners dirt goes on multiplying. and suddenly I come in your
room with a lamp. You tell me, "Put off your lamp because you are making my room dirty. It
was never so; everything was so beautiful in darkness."
How can I make you confused? I am here to dissolve all your confusions. But in the very
process of dissolving, the first step is going to be that you will have to become aware of your
confusion. If your room has to be cleaned, then the first step is to see the room as it is;
otherwise how will you clean it? If you believe it is already clean -- and in the darkness you
have never known the piles of dirt that have come into it and what miracles the spiders have
been doing in your room and how many scorpions and snakes have made their habitat there -if you remain fast asleep in darkness, then there is no problem. A problem exists only for a
man whose intelligence is growing.
So whenever you come to me, the first thing, the first impact if you understand me will be
confusion. That's a good sign. You are on the right path, go on. Don't be worried. If confusion
is there, then no-confusion is possible. If you can't see the confusion, then there is no
possibility for clarity. Just watch it: who is saying that you are confused. A confused mind
cannot even say, "I am confused." You must have become a little watcher by the side -- you
see the confusion around you like smoke. But who is this who has become aware that there is
confusion? All hope lies in this phenomenon: that a part of you -- a very small part of course,
but that too is too much in the beginning -- you should feel fortunate that a part of you can
watch and look at the whole confusion. Now let this part grow more. Don't be afraid of the
confusion: otherwise you will try to force this part to go to sleep again so you can feel safe
again.
I know Swabhav from his very beginning. He was not confused, that is true -- because he
was perfectly stupid. He was adamant, stubborn. He almost knew everything, without
knowing. Now, for the first time a part of his being is becoming intelligent, alert, aware, and
that part is locking around: there is sheer confusion.
This is beautiful. Now two possibilities are there: either you listen to this part which is
saying this is confusion, and you increase it -- it becomes a pillar of light and in that light all
confusion will dissolve: or you become afraid and scared -- you start escaping from this part
which has become aware, you start drowning it back into darkness again. Then you will be a
knower again: stubborn, knowledgeable, everything clean-cut -- no confusion. Only a person
who does not know much, only a person who is not aware, can remain without confusion.
A really aware person will feel, hesitate -- every step he will take and he will hesitate -because all certainties are lost. Says Lao Tzu, "The wise man walks so cautiously, as if he is
afraid of death on every step." A wise man becomes aware of confusion; that is the first step.
And then there is the second step: when the wise man has become so wise that all the
energy has become light. So now the same energy that was creating confusion and moving in

confusion is there no more; it has been absorbed. All confusion disappears; there is morning
suddenly. And when darkness is too much -- remember that the morning is close. But you can
escape.
"You made me altogether confused...." Perfectly true, that-s what I have been doing. You
should be thankful for it to me.
"... and lethargic." Yes, that too is true... because, I know Swabhav. He is the rajas type -too much activity. When he would come for the first times to see me he was full of energy,
too much activity -- a rajas type. Now, meditation, understanding, is bringing his activity to a
lower pitch, to a balancing state. A man of rajas will always feel, when he is becoming
balanced, that he is becoming lethargic. This is his attitude. He will always feel that "where
has his energy gone"; he has become lethargic. What is happening to him? He had come here
to become a great warrior and to go and win the whole world, and all that I have been doing
to him is bringing him back from too much activity, too much nonsense.
In the West you have a saying that the empty mind is the devi]'s workshop. That has been
created by rajas people. It is not true, because the empty mind is God's workshop. The devil
cannot function there, because in an empty mind the devil cannot enter at a]l. The devil can
enter only in an active mind. So remember this: the rajas mind is the devil's workshop. Too
much activity, then on your activity the devil can write.
You have seen two world wars. They have come from rajas people. In Europe, Germany
belongs to the rajas type -- too much activity. In the East, Japan belongs to rajas people -too much activity. And these two became the source of all the nonsense of the Second World
War. Too much activity. Just think, Germany belonging to the tamas people, lethargic -- what
can Adolf Hitler do? You tell them to turn to the right, and they are standing. You tell them to
turn about; they are standing. In fact they will sit down I y that time and they will have gone
to sleep. Adolf Hitler will look foolish amongst tamas people. He will look absolutely foolish
in a sattvic society -- mad. People will get hold of him and treat him in a sattvic society. In a
tamas society he will look just stupid, a nuisance. Hmm?... people are resting and you are
unnecessarily moving with flags and slogans, and nobody follows you -- alone. But in
Germany he became the leader. the Fuehrer, the greatest leader Germany had ever known,
because the people were rajas.
Swabhav was a rajas type, a kshatriya type, ready to fight, always on edge to be angry;
now he has slowed down, We was running one hundred m.p.h., and I have brought him down
to ten m.p.h. of course he feels lethargic. This is not lethargy; this is just bringing your
obsession with activity to a normal state because only from there the sattva will become
possible; otherwise it will not become possible. You have to gain a balance between tamas
and rajas, between lethargy and movement. You have to know how to rest and you have to
know how to act.
It is always easy to rest completely; it is also easy to act completely. But to know these
two opposite polarities and move in them and create a rhythm is difficult -- and that rhythm is
sattva.
"You made me altogether confused and lethargic." True.
"I am like mad." Perfectly true. You have always been. Now you know it -- and that is the
definition of a man who is not mad
A madman can never know that he is mad. Go to the madhouse, inquire. No madman can
say, "I am mad." Every madman believes that except him the whole world is mad -- that is
the definition of madness. You can never come across a madman who says. "I am mad." If he
has that much wisdom to say that he is mad, he is already a wise man; he is no longer mad.

Madness never accepts. Mad people are very. very reluctant. Even to go to the doctor they are
reluctant: they say, "Why? For what? Am I mad? There is no need -- I am perfectly right.
You can go."
Mulla Nasrudin went to a psychiatrist and he said. "Now something must be done -things have gone beyond me. My wife has gone completely mad, and she thinks that she has
become a refrigerator."
Even the psychiatrist became alert. He had himself never come across such a case. He
said, "That is serious. Tell me more about it."
He said, "Eh, there is nothing more to it. She has become a refrigerator; she believes she
is a refrigerator."
The psychiatrist said, "But, if this is only a belief, there is no harm in it. It is innocent. Let
her believe. She is not creating any other trouble?''
Nasrudin said, "Trouble? I cannot sleep at all because in the night she sleeps with her
mouth open -- and because of the light in the refrigerator I cannot sleep!"
Now who is mad? Mad people never think they are mad.
Swabhav, this is a blessing that you can think, "I am mad." This is the sane part within
you which realizes it. Everybody is mad. The sooner you realize it, the better.
"At the moment I feel no trust even." Good. Because when you become really alert it
becomes difficult to feel trust. There are many stages. One stage, people feel doubt. Then
they suppress the doubt because trust seems to be very promising: "Surrender, and you will
attain everything." I go on promising you, "Surrender, and your enlightenment is certain."
Trust seems to be very promising. Your greed is provoked -- you say, "Okay. Then we will
trust and surrender." But this is not trust, this is greed -- and deep down you hide the doubt.
You go on doubting -- by the side. You remain alert that trust is okay but don't trust too much
because, who knows, this man may be after something, or just befooling, deceiving. So you
trust, but you trust halfheartedly. And deep down is doubt.
When you meditate, when you become a little more understanding, when you listen to me
continuously and I go on hammering from so many points of view, from so many sides -- I
make many holes in your being. I go on hammering, breaking you down. I have to break your
whole structure. I have to destructure you; only then can you be remade. There is no other
way. I have to demolish you completely; only then a new structure is possible.
I go on destructuring; then, understanding arises -- flashes of understanding. In those
flashes you will see that you don't even trust; the doubt is hidden there. First, you doubt.
Second, you trust with doubt hidden deep down. Third, you become aware of the hidden
doubt and the trust -- and how can you both trust and doubt. You hesitate. you feel confused.
Now from this point two possibilities open: either you fall back to doubt, that is the first
stage as you had come to me, or you grow into trust and drop all doubts. This is a very, very
liquid state. It can solidify in two ways: either on the lower rung where you are full of doubts
again -- even the false trust has disappeared; or you grow into trust and the trust becomes a
crystallization -- the suppressed part of doubt has disappeared. So this state is very, very
vulnerable and one should move very cautiously and alertly.
"Now tell me what should I do? Where should I go?' There is nowhere to go when you
have come to me. Now you can go anywhere, but you will have to come. To come to me is
dangerous: then you can go anywhere, but everywhere I will haunt you. There is nowhere to
go.
And nothing is to be done. Just be alert to the whole situation because if you start doing
something, if you are hankering to do something, you will mess everything. Let it be as it is.

Confusion is there, madness is there, trust has gone: just wait and watch and sit on the bank
and let the river settle by itself. It settles on its own: you need not do anything. You have
done enough -- now rest. Just watch and see how the river settles. It has become muddled;
there is mud in it and dry leaves are floating on the surface -- don't jump into it! You are
hankering to jump into it to do something so that the water can be made clean -- whatsoever
you do you will make it more muddy. Please resist this temptation. Remain on the bank, don't
get into the river, and just be a watcher.
If you can watch without doing anything.... And that is the greatest temptation of the
mind -- the mind says, "Do something: otherwise how are things going to change?" The mind
says only with effort, with doing, can something be changed. And that looks logical,
appealing, convincing -- and it is absolutely wrong. You cannot do anything. You are the
problem. And the more you do, the more you feel you are; the "I" becomes strengthened; the
ego becomes strong. Don't do, just watch. Watching, the ego disappears. Doing, the ego
strengthens. Be a witness.
Accept it -- don't fight it at all. What is wrong if confusion is there? Just a cloudy
evening, clouds in the sky -- what is wrong? Enjoy it. Too much sun is also not good;
sometimes clouds are needed. What is wrong in it? The morning is misty and you feel
confused. What is wrong in it? Enjoy the mist also. Whatsoever the case, you watch. wait,
and enjoy. Accept. If you can accept it, the very acceptance transmutes, the very acceptance
transforms.
Soon you will see you are sitting there, the river has disappeared -- not only the mud, but
the whole river -- the mist is no longer there, the clouds have disappeared, and the open sky,
the vast space is available.
But patience will be needed. So if you insist, "Now tell me what to do," I will say, "Do
patience." If you insist, "Where should I go?" I will tell you "Come closer to me."
CAN YOU TALK ABOUT THE BRAHMIN HABIT OF TAKING SEVERAL BATHS
EVERY DAY AND CHANGING CLOTHES? IS THIS RECOMMENDED FOR A
SANNYASIN TODAY?
Brahmins have gone neurotic. They suffer from compulsion, obsession, neurosis. To be
clean is good, but to clean continuously is mad. And the mind can move to extremes. You
can either be dirty, then you don't take a bath.... I used to know an Italian sannyasin. She
happened to stay with me in a camp. I was surprised, she never took any bath. Then I
inquired and she said, "Once a year," she takes. And she asked, surprised, "Is that not
enough? -- once a year?' And then there are brahmins who are not doing anything else -- just
taking baths.
I know a person, he is a close relative; he has some obsession. He has remained a
bachelor all his life -- a very good man in all the ways except one, and that too is innocent,
doesn't harm anybody, but has harmed him completely. He is a poor man because he has
never earned much. He has lived on whatsoever had been left by his father, and has to live
very, very miserly because he does not have much and it has to last his whole life. And he has
no time to earn because of that obsession -- and the obsession is cleanliness. The whole day
he is cleaning his house. There is nothing to clean: a small room, he goes on cleaning it. Then
he will take his baths. And this is part of the obsession: that if he sees a woman he will
immediately take a bath because he is a bachelor, a perfect bachelor, such that "just the

shadow of a woman makes you dirty."
He goes to the public tap to bring water. He goes early in the morning so nobody can
come across him, because if a woman crosses the path he has to clean his pot again -- throw
the water, clean the pot, bring water again. And it has happened sometimes that thirty, forty,
sixty times he will go -- the whole day. And you cannot stop traffic, and people are passing,
and there are as many women as men. It is difficult. And he cannot miss -- he is looking for
women. Even if he can see a woman far away, immediately... The whole day is wasted. He is
so superbly clean, but what to do with this cleanliness? Whole life wasted.
It is always good to remember that balance is always right. Don't be dirty; don't get
obsessed with dirt. Now hippies have got obsessed with dirtiness. That's reaction. It is not
freedom, because reaction can never be freedom. Christianity insisted on too much
cleanliness. They have a proverb that cleanliness is next to godliness. They insisted for
cleanliness too much; now the whole generation, the modern generation, has revolted against
it. Now hippies are not taking baths, they don't bother about any cleaning of the clothes -- as
if dirtiness has become their sadhana: it is their discipline to be dirty. They feel they have got
completely free from the old pattern of the society. No, you are not free: reaction, revolt. is
not revolution. You may go to the other extreme, but you are caught in the same pattern: they
were mad to be clean; you are mad to be dirty.
And if I am asked, "If there is only one way... one has to choose the extreme.!" then I will
choose the extreme of cleanliness -- at least it is clean. But I am always for balance.
And nobody can make a discipline for you: you have to feel your body, your balance -because uncleanliness, dirtiness. becomes a heaviness on your body, your mind. Cleanliness
is not for somebody else or for the society: it is for you -- to feel light, to feel happy, to feel
pure and clean. A good bath gives you wings. A good bath, and you are a little unearthly, not
part of this earth: you can fly a little. A good bath is a must. And nobody else can make the
rule for you; you have to understand your own body. Sometimes you are ill and there is no
need, because the bath can be disturbing; then don't be obsessed with it. Sometimes the
situation is not such that you can take the bath; then don't be neurotic about it -- don't feel
guilty. There is nothing in it to feel guilty: to take the bath is not a virtue; not to take the bath
is not a sin. At the most it is good hygiene.
And you should have to look after your body; the body is the temple of the divine. It
should be clean; it should be beautiful. Yon have to live in it; you have to be with it. It will
affect you in many ways. In a clean body, in a clean temple, the possibility is more for a
clean mind to happen and exist. I am not saying that this is equivalent. I am just saying the
possibility -- in a clean body, more possibility. I am not saying that in a dirty body there is no
possibility for a clean mind -- the possibility is there, but it will be a little difficult, against the
grain.
Meditation is an inner bath of consciousness, and bath is a meditation for the body.
WHY CAN YOU NOT CONTINUE TALKING ON LAO TZU?
If you understand me I am always talking on Lao Tzu. If you don t understand me, even
while I am talking on Lao Tzu it will be of no use. In fact I am never just to anybody else -Patanjali. Jesus. Mahavir, Buddha. No, I am never just; I cannot be. The Lao Tzu goes on
coming in. I am continuously talking on Lao Tzu. When I am talking on Lao Tzu, when I am
talking on Patanjali, when I am talking on Buddha or Jesus; if you can understand me, Lao

Tzu remains the continuous undercurrent. But if you don't understand me, then the question
arises, "Why can you not continue talking on Lao Tzu?"
Lao Tzu to me is not a subject matter; Patanjali is. When I speak on Patanjali I speak on
Patanjali. When I speak on Lao Tzu I don t speak on Lao Tzu; I speak Lao Tzu. And the
difference is vast, tremendous.
IS WERNER ERHARD ANYWHERE NEAR TO BEING ENLIGHTENED?
This is from Madhuri. Erhard is as near as Madhuri. Everybody is as near as Erhard. In
fact enlightenment is a jump, not a gradual phenomenon -- in just a single step the journey is
complete. It is as if you are sitting with closed eyes and you open the eyes and the sun is
there; the whole world is filled with light. Somebody is sitting with closed eyes: even then the
world is filled with light and the sun is there, only he is sitting with closed eyes. And if he is
enjoying it nothing is wrong in it, perfectly okay: but if he is miserable then I say why don't
you open the eyes? The difference between ignorance and enlightenment is just that of
opening the eyes. It is not much of a difference, if you are ready to open. If you are not ready
to open, it is a tremendous difference.
Erhard is as near as anybody else, hut intellect seems to be the barrier for him -- as it is a
barrier for you, most of you. He has understood the point -- exactly he has understood it -but intellectually. When I talked about his few sentences last time, I okayed them all. They
are all perfectly true, but I have not said anything about the person. Whatsoever he has said is
perfectly true; but you can study Lao Tzu -- intellectually you can understand and you can
say the same things. As far as the words go they are true, but the man seems to be much too
intellectually in it, not totally in it. And that's the problem.
And that is the greatest problem one can encounter: you understand everything I say, you
can even explain it to others. but enlightenment will be as far away as ever. It is not a
question of intellectually understanding. it is a question of total understanding -- your total
being understands it. not only your mind. Your heart understands it. Not only your heart -your blood and your bones, your marrow understands it. Nothing is left behind -- our whole
being understands it, is bathed in that understanding. I hen the fragrance comes. then the
dance happens, then you flower.
And there is only one step and the journey is complete. Between you and me the distance
is only of one step -- not more than that. Not even two steps are needed.
But forget about Erhard. Just think about yourself, because Erhard is a problem to
himself; it is none of your business to be bothered about. Just think about yourself. Have you
not many times felt that you understand me perfectly, and again and again you miss? Why? If
you understand me, why do you miss? You understand me intellectually, verbally,
theoretically, but your being does not participate in it. So while you are near me you
understand; when you have moved away, the understanding simply disappears: you are again
back to your old standpoint, to your old world and the pattern. While with me you forget
yourself and everything is clear, crystal clear. Away from me you are again into your hole,
and everything is confused and nothing is clear.
Only one step exists. And the step has to be taken with the total being. You are just sitting
and imagining that you have taken the step. You can go on sitting and you can go on
imagining a great journey. If you do it for long, the journey becomes so real, appears so real,
that you can start talking like an enlightened man -- but that won't help.

You have to be enlightened. It is not imagination; it is not thinking. It is being.
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25. THE DISASSOCIATION OF THE SEER AND THE SEEN WHICH IS BROUGHT ABOUT BY THE
DISPERSION OF IGNORANCE IS THE REMEDY THAT BRINGS LIBERATION.
26. THE UNWAVERING PRACTICE OF DISCRIMINATION BETWEEN WHAT IS THE REAL AND
WHAT IS THE UNREAL BRINGS ABOUT THE DISPERSION OF IGNORANCE.
27. THE HIGHEST STAGE OF ENLIGHTENMENT IS REACHED IN SEVEN STEPS.

THE state of ignorance is the cause of all delusions, of all unrealities, of all appearances,
but to know more is not the state of knowledge. Ignorance is the cause, but knowledge is not
the remedy -- knowledge in the sense of knowledgeability. You can know more and more and
more, but you remain the same. Knowledge becomes an addiction. You go on adding it. but
the being to which you add it remains the same. You know more, but you are not more.
And the root cause of ignorance can be dissolved only when you are more, when your
being is stronger, when your being is powerful, when your being has awakened. The root
cause of all suffering is ignorance, but knowledge is not the remedy -- awakening is the
remedy.
If you don't understand this subtle distinction, first, you are lost in ignorance, and then
you will be lost -- and lost more so -- in knowledge. In the Upanishads there is one of the
most radical statements ever uttered. The statement is that in ignorance people are lost, but in
knowledge they are lost in a deeper way. Ignorance misguides, knowledge misguides more.
Ignorance is not absence of knowledge. If it was absence of knowledge then things would
have been very, very easy -- and cheap. You can borrow knowledge; you cannot borrow
being. You can even steal knowledge; you cannot steal being. You have to grow into it.
Remember this as a criterion: that unless you grow in something it is never yours. When you
grow, only then something belongs to you. You may possess something, but don't be
misguided by the possession. The possession remains separate -- it can be taken away from
you. Only your being cannot be taken away from you. So unless knowing happens into your
being, ignorance cannot be dissolved.
Ignorance is not absence of knowledge; ignorance is absence of awareness. Ignorance is a
sort of sleepiness, a sort of slumber, a sort of hypnosis; as if you are walking in sleep, doing

things in deep. You are not aware what you are doing. You are not a light; your whole being
is dark. You can know about light, but that knowledge about light will never become light.
On the contrary, it will become a hindrance towards light, because when you know too much
about light you forget that the light has not happened to you. You are deceived by your own
knowledge.
It is as if you have been living in a dark cell. You have heard about light but you have not
seen it. And how can you hear about light? It can only be seen. Ears are not the medium to
know light: eyes are. And you have heard about light. And hearing again and again about
light you have started to feel that you know light. You know about; but to know about is not
to know. You have heard. How can you hear light? It will be as if someone says that he has
seen music. It will be absurd.
Hearing about light, the mind becomes more and more greedy. You consult scriptures.
You go and seek wise, old men. You may even come across somebody who has seen, but the
moment he says something about that, to you it becomes the heard. In India the oldest
scriptures are known as shruti, that which has been heard. That's beautiful. That's really
beautiful. How can truth be heard? And all the old scriptures are called shrutis, and smritis.
Shruti means "the heard," and smriti means "the remembered." You have heard and you
remember. You have memorized it, but how can you know truth by hearing? You have to feel
it. In fact you have to live it.
The man living in the cave, in darkness, can collect many facts about light. He can almost
become a great pundit. You can consult him and you can rely on him. He will say everything
that has ever been said about light, but he will live all the same in darkness. And he cannot
help you towards light; he himself is blind.
Jesus says again and again, "The blind are leading the blind.' Kabir says, "If you are
suffering, become alert; you must have been led by a blind man. If blind people lead blind
people, they fall in the well," says Kabir. And you are all in the well of suffering; you must
have heard too much about truth; you must have heard too much about God. Thousands of
pulpits continuously preaching God -- churches, temples, scholars -- continuously talking
"about."
God is not a talk. It is an experience.
Ignorance cannot be dissolved by knowledge. It can be dissolved only by awareness.
Knowledge you can go on collecting in the dream; but it is part of the dream, and the dream
is part of your sleep. Somebody has to shake you. Somebody has to shock you. Somebody
has to bring you out of your sleep; otherwise you can go on and on. Sleep is alcoholic.
Ignorance is alcoholic; it is a drug. You have to be pulled out of it.
I will tell you one anecdote I have always loved. It is about Siddha Naropa, the disciple
Of Tilopa. It happened before Naropa found his Master, Tilopa. It happened before he
himself became enlightened. And it is a must for every seeker; it has to happen to everybody.
So whether it happened to Naropa or not is not the point -- it is a must on the journey. Unless
it happens, enlightenment is not possible. So I don't know historically whether it happened or
not. Psychologically I am certain, absolutely certain, it happened because nobody can move
without it further into the beyond.
Naropa was a great scholar, a great pundit. There are stories that he was a great
vice-chancellor of a great university -- ten thousand disciples of his own. One day he was
sitting surrounded by his disciples. All around him were scattered thousands of scriptures -ancient, very ancient, rare. Suddenly he fell asleep, must have been tired, and he was a vision.
I call it a vision, not a dream, because it is no ordinary dream. It is so significant, to call it a

dream won't be just; it was a vision.
He saw a very, very old, ugly, horrible woman -- a hag. Her ugliness was so much that he
started trembling in his sleep. It was so nauseating he wanted to escape -- but where to
escape, where so go? He was caught, as if hypnotized by the old hag. Her body was
nauseating, but her eyes were like magnets.
She asked, "Naropa, what are you doing?"
And he said, "I am studying."
"What are you studying?" asked the old woman.
He said, "Philosophy, religion, epistemology, language, grammar, logic."
The old woman asked again, "Do you understand them?"
Naropa said, "Of... Yes, I understand them."
The woman asked again, "Do you understand the word, or the sense?"
This was asked for the first time. Thousands of questions had been asked to Naropa in his
life. He was a great teacher -- thousands of students always asking, inquiring -- but nobody
had asked this: whether you understand the word, or the sense. And the woman's eyes were
so penetrating that it was impossible to lie -- she will find out. Before her eyes Naropa felt
completely naked, nude, transparent. Those eyes were going to the very depth of his being.
and it was impossible to lie. To anybody else he would have said. "Of course, I understand
the sense," but to this woman. this horrible-looking woman, he couldn't speak the lie; he had
to say the truth.
He said, "Yes, I understand the words."
The woman was very happy. She started dancing and laughing.
Thinking that the woman has become so happy.... And because of her happiness her
ugliness was transformed; she was no longer so ugly; a subtle beauty started coming out of
her being. Thinking "I have made her so happy. Why not make her a little more happy?" he
said, "And yes, I understand the sense also."
The woman stopped laughing. She stopped dancing. She started crying and weeping, and
all her ugliness was back -- a thousandfold more.
Naropa said, "Why? Why are you weeping and crying? And why were you laughing and
dancing before?"
The woman said, "I was dancing and laughing and was happy because a great scholar like
you didn't lie. But now I am crying and weeping because you have lied to me. I know -- and
you know -- that you don't understand the sense."
The vision disappeared and Naropa was transformed. He escaped from the university. He
never again touched a scripture in his life. He became completely ignorant: he understood
that just by understanding the word, whom are you befooling; and just by understanding the
word you have become an ugly old hag.
Knowledge is ugly. And if you go near scholars you will find them stinking -- of
knowledge -- dead.
A man of wisdom, a man of understanding, has a freshness about him, a fragrant life -totally different from a pundit from a man of knowledge. One who understands the sense
becomes beautiful; one who only understands the word becomes ugly. And the woman was
nobody outside: it was just a projection of the inner part. It was Naropa's own being, through
knowledge became ugly. Just this much understanding that "I don't understand the sense,"
and the ugliness was going to be transformed immediately into a beautiful phenomenon.
Naropa went in search, because now scriptures won't help. Now a living Master is
needed. Then after long journeys he came across Tilopa. Tilopa was also in search of this

man, because when you have something, you want to share; a compassion arises.
The Buddhist term for compassion is karuna. The English word does not carry exactly the
same sense -- it cannot carry. The word karuna is very, very meaningful. It comes from the
same Sanskrit root as kriya. Kriya means action. Kriya and karuna -- kriya means action,
karuna means compassion -- they both come from the same root kra. The Buddhist term
karuna means "compassion in action." And that is the difference between sympathy and
compassion; when you are in sympathy there is no need for action -- you simply show your
sympathy and the thing is finished. Compassion is active -- you do something. When you are
really in compassion you will have to do something. How can you just be in sympathy?
Sympathy will look so pale, so cold. Compassion is warm. Compassion means it has to be
active.
When a man knows, compassion arises. Tilopa had known. He had come face to face
with the ultimate: and now compassion arose. And he started seeking and searching for
somebody who'll be ready to receive... because you cannot throw this knowing of the
ultimate before those who will not understand. A receptive heart, a feminine heart is needed.
A disciple has to be feminine because the Master is to pour, and the disciple is just to allow.
They met and Tilopa said, "Naropa, now I will say everything that I have been waiting to
say. I will say everything because of you, Naropa. You have come; now I can unburden
myself."
This vision of Naropa is very significant. This vision is a must. Unless you feel that
knowledge is useless you will never be in search of wisdom. You will carry the false coin
thinking that this is the real treasure. You have to become aware that knowledge is a false
coin -- it is not knowing, it is not understanding. At the most it is intellectual -- the word has
been understood but the sense lost. Once you understand this you will throw all your
knowledge and you will escape in search of somebody who knows, because only with
somebody who knows -- heart to heart, being to being, the transfer happens. But if the
disciple is already a man of knowledge the transfer is impossible, because the knowledge will
become the wall.
I can see a subtle wall around you always. Whenever you come to me I see whether I can
approach you or not, whether you are approachable or not. If I see a very thick wall of
knowledge it seems almost impossible to approach you; I will have to wait. If I can find even
a small crack I enter from there. But scared people, full of fear -- they don't even leave a
crack; they make a solid wall. They make a citadel around them of knowledge, knowing,
concepts -- abstract words. Futile! Just noise! In fact a nuisance, but you believe in them.
So this is the first thing to be understood: knowledge is not knowledge. And only that
knowledge which is not knowledge but wisdom, understanding, knowing, can cut the roots of
ignorance.
Remember the word "awareness." Just as in the morning you become, by and by, alert
and you come out of the sleep and the sleepiness falls down, disappears; the same happens
again: you come out of your slumber; by and by your eyes open, you start seeing, your heart
becomes available, your being open; and immediately, you are no longer the same person you
were while asleep. Have you ever observed, in the morning, when awake, you become a
totally different person -- you are not the same who was asleep? Have you observed, in sleep
you become a totally different person -- in sleep you do things you cannot even imagine
doing while you are awake -- in sleep you believe in things you cannot believe while you are
awake? In sleep every sort of absurdity is believed. While you are awake you laugh at your
own foolishness, at your own dreams.

The same happens when you finally awake. Then, the whole world that you had lived up
to that moment becomes part of a dream, a great dream. That's why Hindus go on saying the
world is maya: the stuff it is made of is dream; it is not real. Awake! And you will find all
those phantoms that surrounded you have disappeared. And a totally different vision of
existence becomes available -- that is freedom. Freedom is freedom from illusions. Freedom
is freedom from sleep. Freedom is freedom from all that is not and appears to be there.
To come to the real is to come to home; to wander in unreality is to be in the world.
Now, try to understand Patanjali's sutras.
THE DISASSOCIATION OF THE SEER AND THE SEEN WHICH IS BROUGHT ABOUT BY THE
DISPERSION OF IGNORANCE IS THE REMEDY THAT BRINGS LIBERATION.

From where to begin?... because Patanjali is always interested in the beginning. If the
beginning is not clear we may go on talking about what liberation is, but that will remain a
talk. The beginning has to be absolutely clear -- every step clean-cut so that you can move
from where you are. If you listen to Lao Tzu, Lao Tzu talks from the peak, the highest peak
possible to human consciousness; if you ask Tilopa, he answers from where he is. If you ask
Patanjali, he talks from where you are. He does not say anything about himself; he simply
talks from where you are, the beginning. He is more practical; Lao Tzu is more true. Patanjali
is more practical.
The other day somebody asked why I cannot continue talking on Lao Tzu. Because of
you. If I were alone that would be good, perfect; but you are also there, and I cannot forget
you. When I am talking about Lao Tzu I have to leave you far behind. Then. immediately I
start talking about Patanjali, or somebody, who talks about you and your first steps. There is a
vast difference.
Lao Tzu you can enjoy but you cannot practice, because he doesn't say anything about
practice. He has achieved and he talks about his achievement -- from that vision. Things are
totally different. You may be hypnotized by that vision, that vision may have a great appeal
to you, but it will remain a poetry. It will remain a romance: it will not become empirical; it
will not become practical. You will not be able to find the way from where to go through Lao
Tzu. Everything is perfectly true, but from where to go? The moment you become aware of
yourself, Lao Tzu is somewhere so far, so distant....
Patanjali is just by your side. You can move with him hand in hand. He talks about the
beginning.
"The disassociation of the seer and the seen...." So the first step is to remember, to be
mindful, that you are separate from the seen: whatsoever you see you are the seer. The tree is
there, so green and so beautiful, blossoming -- but the tree is an object; you are the subject.
Separate them. Know well that the tree is there and you are here; the tree is out, you are in;
the tree is the seen and you are the seer. It is difficult to remember because the tree is so
beautiful and the flower so magnetic, they hypnotize you. You would like to be lost. You
would like to forget yourself.
Tn fact you are always in search of forgetting yourself, trying to escape from yourself.
You are so fed up with yourself.... Nobody wants to remain with oneself. A thousand and one
paths you create just to escape from yourself. When you say, "The tree is beautiful," you have
escaped; you have forgotten yourself. When you see a beautiful woman passing by, you have
forgotten yourself. The seer is lost in the seen.
Don't lose the seer in the seen. Many times it will be lost -- reclaim it. Reclaim it again

and again. By and by you will become steady. By and by you will have a strength. Anything
passes by, anything whatsoever -- even if God passes by -- Patanjali says, "remember that
you are the seer and he is the seen." Don't forget this distinction, because only with this
distinction will your vision become clear. will your consciousness concentrate. will your
awareness become consolidated, will your being become rooted and centered.
Go again and again, fall again and again to self-remembering. Remember,
self-remembering is not ego-remembering. It is not to remember that "I am," no. It is to
remember that inside is the seer and outside is the seen. It is not a question of "I"; it is a
question of consciousness and object of consciousness. The disassociation of the seer and the
seen which is brought about by the dispersion of ignorance is the remedy that brings
liberation." The more you become aware of everything that surrounds you, by and by, you
will see that not only the world surrounds you, your own body surrounds you. That too is an
object. I can see my hand, I can feel my hand, so I must be separate. If I were the body then
there would be no way to feel the body -- who will feel it? To know, separation is needed. All
knowledge. all knowing, separates. All ignorance is forgetfulness of the separation. When
you become aware that the body is also the other." your consciousness is settling at home.
Then you become aware that your emotions, your thoughts -- they are also "the other,"
because you can see them. You have seen them again and again, but you don't remember that
you are separate. You see a thought passing on the screen of the mind. It is just like a cloud
passing in the sky: you see a white cloud passing or a black cloud passing, moving towards
the north. When a thought passes just look where it is going, from where it is coming. Watch
it. Don't get involved; don t become one with it. That getting involved, becoming one with it,
is called identification, tadatmya: and that is ignorance. Identified, you are in ignorance.
Unidentified -- separate, witnessing, watching -- you are moving towards awareness.
This is the method, what Upanishads call the method of "neti, neti," the method of
elimination: you see the world -- then I am not the world; you see the body -- then I am not
the body; you see the thought -- then I am not the thought; you see the emotion -- then I am
not the emotion. You go on, go on, go on... a moment comes, only the seer is left; all seen
disappeared, and with the seen, the whole world.
In that aloneness of consciousness there is tremendous beauty. tremendous simplicity,
tremendous innocence, austerity. Sitting in that consciousness, centered in that consciousness
there is no worry, not a worry at all -- no anxiety, no anguish, no suffering, no hate, no love,
no anger. Everything has disappeared; only, you are. Even the feeling that "I am" is not there,
because if you feel "I am" you can become aware of the feeling -- that is separate from you.
You are. Simply, you are. So simple that there is no awareness that "I am," just an "amness,"
being. That is the definition of being. It is not a question of philosophy, how to define it; it is
a question of experiencing, how to experience it.
All eliminated, all dreams dissolved, the whole world disappeared -- you sitting in
yourself, not doing a thing, not even a ripple of thought, not even a breeze of emotion passes
you -- everything is so still and so silent: time has stopped, space disappeared. This is the
transcendental moment. In this moment, for the first time, you are no longer ignorant. This is
how you grow in being. This is how you become a knower, not a knowledgeable person. You
have not gathered any information; on the contrary, you have separated all that was around
you. Totally nude, naked, like a sunya, a void, you are.
Patanjali says this is liberation from ignorance. So the first step is to go on separating.
Whatsoever you see, always remember the seer, that "I am separate," and immediately, a sort
of silence will surround you. The moment you remember, "I am the seer and not the seen,"

instantly, you are no longer part of this world -- instantly, you have transcended.
You may forget again. It is very difficult to go on remembering in the beginning, but even
in twenty-four hours if you can remember for one single moment, that will be enough
nourishment. And by and by more moments will become possible. A day comes when you
remember so constantly that the very effort to remember is not needed: it becomes just
natural, like breathing -- you breathe, you remember. It is not good to say "remember" then,
because there is no effort. It simply happens; it has become sahaj, spontaneous.
THE UNWAVERING PRACTICE OF DISCRIMINATION....

Then the second step. First step: of separation, disidentification between the seen and the
seer. The second step:
THE UNWAVERING PRACTICE OF DISCRIMINATION BETWEEN WHAT IS THE REAL AND
WHAT IS THE UNREAL BRINGS ABOUT THE DISPERSION OF IGNORANCE.

This is one step; then there is another step. They both work together. It is not good to say
the other is the second step -- they move simultaneously. But it is better to start first with the
discrimination between the seen and the seer; then the other will be possible, because the
other is more subtle, the distinction between the real and the unreal.
For example, in ordinary life you have got completely messed up. You don't know what
is real and what is unreal. You are so messed up that any fantasy can become real for you;
and when it becomes real, that means when you take it to be real, it starts affecting you; and
when it starts affecting you it looks more real, because it is affecting you. It becomes a
vicious circle.
In the night you dream that somebody is sitting on your chest with a knife and is just
going to kill you -- a nightmare. You scream. Because of the screaming, the sleep is broken.
You open your eyes; there is nobody sitting on your chest. Maybe in your sleep you have
pulled your own pillow on your chest, or just your own hands, and the pressure gave you the
impression; the pressure created the dream. Now you know it was a dream, but still your
heart goes on throbbing fast. You know that it was a dream. Now you are fully awake. You
have put on the light -- there is nobody, nothing -- but your body goes on trembling a little. rt
will take time to settle again.
An unreal dream, how does it create real phenomena in the body? Only two possibilities
are there. One, the body is also not very real. That is the Hindu standpoint about life: because
a dream can affect it, it must be like the dream; it cannot be real. The second possibility is:
because you take the dream as real, that s why it affects you. It becomes real. It is only your
own mind: if you take something as real it becomes real. If you understand. it is unreal.
Immediately it stops affecting you in any way.
Just watch: you are feeling hungry. Is it real, your body need, or just because you eat
every day at this time; so the clock says now is the time? "Feel hungry!" says the clock, and
you immediately follow the order: you start feeling hungry. Is it real hunger? rf it is real
hunger. the more you stay hungry, the more it will grow. If you eat every day at one o'clock
and you are feeling hungry at one o'clock, wait: just after fifteen minutes you are not feeling
hungry; after one hour you have completely forgotten. What happened? If the hunger was
real, after one hour it would have been more -- but it has disappeared. It was a mind creation
-- not a real body need, just an imaginary need, an unreal need.

Watch what is real and what is unreal and you will become aware of many things. And
then you can sort them out and life will become more and more simple. This is what sannyas
means: to find out what is unreal. If it is unreal, if you have found it so, it simply has no
power over you. The moment you understand "this is unreal," the power is lost, the thing is
dead, it no longer affects you. Life becomes more simple, more natural. And then, by and by,
you become aware that ninety-nine percent of things are unreal. Ninety-nine percent, I say. I
leave one percent for the final step, because in the final step that too becomes unreal -- the
only reality that is left is you. Everything, by and by, is felt to be unreal and dropped. Finally,
only consciousness is real.
For instance, in the night you sleep, you see a dream. The dream is real in the night. You
take it to be real. You live through it -- you feel, you are angry, you love -- all sorts of
emotions, thoughts, all sorts of life pass through you. Then, in the morning it has become
unreal. Now you are moving to the office, to the shop, to the world, to the market -- now this
world is real. By the evening you come back. You go to sleep -- the market, the shop, the
marketplace -- everything has become unreal again. In deep sleep you don't remember the
market, the family, the house, the worries -- they all have disappeared.
But only one thing remains always real: the seer. In the night, while the dream is passing,
the dream may be a dream, but the seer is not a dream -- because even for a dream to exist, a
real seer is needed. Both cannot be dreams.
You are a young man, then you become old, but the seer remains the same. You are ill,
you become healthy; but the seen remains the same. The consciousness within you;s always
the same, the constant factor -- the only reality, because Hindus define reality as that which
abides forever and forever. Their definition is, "That which is eternal is real, and that which is
momentary is not real," because one moment it is there, next moment it is gone. Why call it
real? It was a dream. Anything that was meaningful for a single moment and then becomes
meaningless is a dream. The whole life, Hindus say, is a dream because when you die the
whole life has become meaningless, as if it never existed.
By and by, discriminating real from the unreal, sorting it out, more and more authentic
awareness will arise out of it. Remember, this sorting out, discrimination between the real
and unreal, is a method to create more awareness. The real point is not to know what is real
and what is unreal. The real point is: trying to know what is real and what is unreal, you will
become intensely aware. It is a methodology. So don't get caught in it; because people can be
caught in their methodology. Always remember it is a methodology. It is just a device. The
more you become penetrating and aware of what is real and what is unreal -- what is
happening between these two? Your intensity is becoming more and more intense, alive.
Your eyes are becoming more penetrating, far-reaching into the phenomena of life. That is
the real point.
For yoga everything is a device. The goal is to make you perfectly aware, so not even a
fragment of darkness remains in your heart, not even a corner remains dark -- the whole
house is lighted. "The unwavering practice of discrimination between what is the real and
what is the unreal brings about the dispersion of ignorance." So the point is: the dispersion of
ignorance.
In India there are a few very, very poisonous snakes, cobra and others. When a cobra
bites a man, the only problem is: if you can keep the man awake for thirty-six hours, the body
itself throws the poison out of it. The blood circulates and purifies itself; the poison is thrown
out of the system. But the only point is fo. thirty-six hours the man should not fall asleep.
once he falls asleep, then it is impossible. So when a cobra bites a man in the forests of India

or among primitive tribes where no other medicine exists, the whole village gathers together.
Once I was in a village and it happened, and I watched the whole phenomenon -- for
thirty-six hours. It was beautiful, because that is the whole process of becoming aware.
The problem is that the poison makes the man sleepy. He feels a tremendous urge to fall
asleep. It is not ordinary sleep -- tremendous urge to fall asleep. He cannot be allowed to sit;
people have to prevent him, hold him. Sitting or standing he has to be shocked, and
continuously a situation is to be created -- drums and bands and singing and dancing all
around, and howling and screaming and shouting -- so he cannot fall asleep. The moment his
eyes are closed he is to be shocked out of it, again and again. He is even to be beaten. A
moment comes after twelve hours, it becomes almost impossible for him to be awake: you go
on shouting, he doesn't listen; his body becomes limp, you cannot hold him -- standing or
sitting. Then he has to be beaten hard; only that keeps him awake. If thirty-six hours are
complete then the poison is thrown by the body and the man remains alive. If he falls asleep,
even for a few minutes, the man is lost.
The whole effort of yoga is like that. Many methods have to be used to remain alert: and
because of this many things have gone wrong. For example, fasting: fasting is a method to
remain alert -- it has nothing to do with the body -- because whenever you are fasting you
cannot fall asleep easily. To fall asleep, the body needs food. When you have overeaten you
fall asleep immediately. If you have overeaten, immediately you feel that now you cannot
move. you cannot do anything. The consciousness is losing itself. The whole energy of the
body moves into the stomach, it leaves the head where it remains conscious, because the food
has to be digested, and that's the first thing to be done -- immediately, the first necessity. The
whole body energy concentrates near the stomach and you start feeling sleepy.
In a fast, if you have ever fasted, you will feel that in the night you cannot fall asleep.
You turn again and again; something is missing. The body energy is completely free -- there
is no need to digest anything. The free energy moves all over the body. It is no longer
concentrated in the stomach. In fact it is available, so your mind goes on functioning: you
remain alert. Sleep is difficult. Fasting is a way to create awareness. If you fast for a long
time, you will attain to a certain duality of awareness which is difficult to attain while you go
on eating. It can be attained, but it will take a longer time. Fasting is a shortcut to achieve it.
But, somewhere, something went wrong. It always happens with sleepy people. You give
them something: they become addicted to it. They forget the goal -- the method becomes the
end; the means becomes the end. Now there are thousands of Jain monks continuously on fast
-- and nothing happens. I have been wandering all over the country meeting so many types of
people. I have asked thousands of Jain monks, "Why do you fast?" They say, "Because it
purifies the body." Absolute foolishness.
It may purify the body, but that is not the point at all. It may be good for health
sometimes, not always. If you have too much accumulated fat in the body, it will be helpful
to purify it; it reduces fat. If you have eaten too much for so many years that you have
accumulated many toxins in the body, it helps to purify. But that is secondary; that has
nothing to do with religion. It is naturopathy, not religion.
But why should a Jain monk purify the body? He's not ill. He's not poisoned. He has
completely forgotten the goal. The goal was awareness. Now he keeps on doing the means,
using the means, not knowing the goal. He simply suffers. So the fasting is no longer a
fasting; it is just a starvation. And this has happened many times -- almost always it happens
-- because things are given to sleepy people. They cannot understand the goal; the goal is far
away. They cling to the means.

You must have seen pictures, or if you have not seen pictures you can go to Benares and
see people lying on a bed of thorns. That was the oldest method of creating awareness, very
old, ancientmost. "To create awareness" -- it has nothing to do with a feat. It has nothing to
do with creating an impression on others. The man should not be there on the streets of
Benares; he should be hidden in a forest, deep, where nobody reaches, because it is not an
exhibition. But now it has become an exhibition.
And you will see people lying on the bed of thorns and you will not see even a single
spark of awareness in their eyes or face; on the contrary, you will feel them to be very, very
dull, insensitive -- unintelligent, idiotic. This is a miracle, because the method was to create
awareness. What has happened? They completely forgot for what it is: it became an end in
itself. They have "learned the trick." And if you have to learn the trick, you have to become
insensitive; only then can you lie down on a bed of nails or thorns. The body should be dull
so that it doesn't feel much. It should be dead so the thorns or nails cannot harm it. You
should gather a thick dullness around your body, insensitivity.
Now just the reverse was the goal: to become more sensitive, to feel the body in all its
sensitivity. If you lie down on a bed of nails or thorns you will feel every pore of the body.
The whole body in pain -- and the pain gives you a shock, and the pain awakes you, makes
you alert. It is not to be practiced. If you practice it, by and by the body learns the trick. Then
the body becomes dead; the body starts creating dead spots so that wherever the nail hits the
body a dead spot arises. The body has to protect itself. Then you will see the man Lying on
the nails absolutely unaware -- more unaware than you. If you lie down on the bed you will
scream with pain. You are more alert; you are more sensitive. He is Lying down happily; he
even sleeps on it. His body is more stony. He has lost something which is needed -awareness. Now just the reverse has happened.
And this is so in all the practices of religion: they become rituals. I came across a man
who has been standing for ten years. He has not slept; he will not sit; he simply stands -- one
of the old hatha yoga methods to create consciousness, because the body will need sleep. The
body will say, "I want to go to sleep." How long can you stand? After a few hours, or a few
days, you will feel a tremendous urge to sleep. To overpower that urge, to bypass it, and to
remain alert -- that is the use of the method.
But I came across this man. He is very famous, thousands of people come to pay respect
to him, but they don't know what they are doing and to whom they are doing. That man has
become completely dull. He has stood so long, his legs have become almost dead parts. Now
he cannot bend them. They have become as it happens in a disease called elephantitis: the
legs become like elephants'. His whole body weight has moved to the legs. He is a thin man.
The upper part has become very thin and the lower part has become very thick and heavy. He
is distorted. His face is in a distortion.
You can see that he may have tortured himself very much -- but he has not become alert;
rather, through the torture, he has become attuned to it, acclimatized, immune. Now it doesn't
bother him. He has lost consciousness through it rather than gaining.
So remember, these are all methods: to discriminate between the seen and the seer, to
discriminate between the real and the unreal are just methods. The goal is awareness. "The
unwavering practice of discrimination between what is the real and what is the unreal brings
about the dispersion of ignorance."
THE HIGHEST STAGE OF ENLIGHTENMENT IS REACHED IN SEVEN STEPS.

Patanjali believes in gradual growth. He says the goal is reached in seven steps. I say it is
reached in one step, but Patanjali divided the same one step in seven parts to make it easier
for you, nothing else. You can jump six feet, seven feet, in one jump; you can walk the same
space in seven steps. Patanjali does not believe in "jump,' because he knows you are cowards;
you will not be able to take the jump. You can be persuaded, in fact seduced, by and by to
take small steps. You can take small steps because with small steps you can make sure that
there is no danger. The jump is dangerous because you don't know where you will land. A
small step: you can look around and feel safe; slowly, you can step it: and you always know
that if something goes wrong you can always step back, it is only a question of a small space.
But you cannot jump back if something goes wrong. The jump is a tremendous change.
radical.
Patanjali always looks at you whenever he says something. Now -- immediately -- after
describing how to attain awareness, immediately he says, "The highest stage of
enlightenment is reached in seven steps." So don't be worried, don't be afraid. you can go
slowly.
What are these seven steps? The number seven is very very important. It seems to be the
most important number. From so many paths and so many ways that number bubbles up
again and again. If you ask Gurdjieff, he says there are seven types of men. Those seven
types are seven steps. If you ask the esoteric Kabbala or old Egyptian mysteries, they say
there are seven bodies in man. seven layers of bodies. Those seven layers of bodies become
seven steps. If you ask yogis, they say there are seven centers in man. Those seven centers
become seven steps. Somehow. seven seems to be very, very important. And you will come
across this seven again and again, but the basic meaning is the same.
Two possibilities -- one, you take a jump, a sudden jump, as Zen Masters require you to
do -- as I always hope that you will be able to do. In the jump those seven steps are covered
in one step. but much courage is needed. Not only courage, but irrational courage is needed
-- because you are moving in the unknown. The difference is vast between you and the valley
where you will land. You cannot even imagine. It is from the known to the unknown. There
is no gradual growth: a sudden flare-up. The other possibility is divide the space in seven -so that you can move slowly, so your cunning mind, clever mind. can be satisfied.
People come to me and I ask them, "Would you like to take sannyas without thinking, or
you would like to think about it?" Rarely it happens somebody says, "I am fed up with
thinking." Maneesha said that when she came. The very first day she came to me I asked,
"Would you like to take sannyas? With thinking? Would you like first to think about it, feel
safe? Or are you ready right now?" She said, "I am fed up with thinking." Rarely it happens
somebody says "fed up with thinking."
In almost all the cases it happens that they say, "We will think." And they miss an
opportunity, because if you think, you continue. If you decide it, then it is no longer a jump.
If your reason first feels safe, tries to feel safe, all security, tries to understand everything;
then it remains a modified form of your being. Then your past goes on playing a part in it.
And sannyas means dropping the past; it is not a modified state of your past. It is total
revolution: it is radical. So those who say, "We will think," miss something. They come.
They think about it for a few days, then they come. then they take sannyas -- but more was
possible, more was available. They simply missed it. If you can take the jump, then take the
jump. If you want to move slowly, you can move, but you will miss something.
I have seen this happening. The people who are courageous for sudden enlightenment,
they achieve to a peak that is never reached by gradual growers. They also reach to the peak,

but they reach so gradually, they divide the whole space in so many parts, that it never
becomes ecstasy. They reach the same peak..
You must watch. A Meera dances, a Chaitanya's mad and dances and sings. Yogis? No,
they never dance, they never sing, because they reach so gradually that it is never such an
exhilarating experience, never. They reach so gradually, in parts they achieve the ecstasy.
They achieve it in so many doses -- small doses. homeopathic doses -- that before another
dose is given the first dose is gone, they have absorbed it, digested it. Then the second dose is
given -- that too is absorbed before the third comes. They cannot dance. You cannot see a
yogi dance. He has missed something. He has reached the same peak, but in the path
something is missed.
I am always in favor of the sudden, because when you are going to reach, why not reach
dancing? When you are going to reach, why not reach in a deep ecstasy of being? Yogis look
businesslike -- calculating, mathematical -- not mad like lovers. But both paths are open. It is
for you to choose.
It is just like you have won a lottery -- ten lakh rupees -- and then one rupee is given to
you, then another one rupee, then another one rupee; by and by you get it, but you are never
allowed to have the ten lakh rupees and you are never allowed to know that you are going to
have ten lakh rupees. You will attain to ten lakh rupees, but a millennium will pass -- and you
will always remain a beggar: one rupee in the pocket. Before you use it, the other will not be
given; when you have used it, the other will be given.
Sudden enlightenment has a beauty, a wild beauty about it: that suddenly you are given
the ten lakh rupees -- you can dance! But if your heart is weak it is better to move slowly.
I have heard, it happened: A man was always purchasing tickets for lotteries and, as it
happens, he never got any prize. Years passed, but it had become a routine. Every month he
would go and purchase a few tickets from his salary. But one day it happened. He was in the
office and the wife came to know that he had attained his goal -- ten lakh rupees. She became
afraid because he was a poor man, just a hundred rupees per month salary he gets. Ten lakh
rupees will be too much. It will be so much that it can kill him.
So what to do? She ran to one of her neighbors who was a priest in a church. He was a
wise man, and she couldn't think of anybody wiser, so she went there and told the priest,
"You have to do something. He will be coming from the office, and if he comes to know 'ten
lakh rupees' so suddenly, it is certain he will not survive. I know him well. He is a miser and
he has never seen more than a hundred rupees. He will go mad or he will die, but something
is going to happen. You come and save him."
The wise man said, "I will come. Don't be afraid; I am coming."
He planned, as all calculators plan. The man came home. The priest was sitting there. He
said, "Listen, you have won a lottery. You have won in the lottery one lakh rupees."
He thought this will be a small dose -- he divided it in ten parts. By and by he will say
that no, not one, two. When he will see that he has absorbed the shock, he will say three.
The man said, "One lakh rupees? Is it true? If it is true, I will give half of it to you for
your church."
The priest fell down and died. Fifty thousand rupees! He couldn't believe it. It was too
much.
So you have to choose; the choice is yours. If you feel the heart is strong, come with me.
If you feel the heart is weak and there is possibility of heart failure, move with Patanjali. He
is a mathematician. He gives to you in slow doses, but remember, you will miss something.
You will reach to the same state of affairs, same state of being -- silence, blissfulness -- but

ecstasy will not be there. You will sit under a bodhi tree, silently; but you will not be able to
dance like a Meera or like a Chaitanya. And that dance has something in it. It always happens
to sudden achievers.
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YOU SAY ONE CAN TAKE A JUMP FOR QUICK ATTAINMENT OF
ENLIGHTENMENT. IS IT POSSIBLE? ENLIGHTENMENT MEANS GOING UPWARD,
ISN'T IT? BUT A JUMP CAN ONLY BE TAKEN IF WE WANT TO GO DOWNWARD,
LIKE JUMPING FROM A MULTISTORIED MANSION ONTO THE GROUND. HOW
CAN ONE JUMP FROM THE GROUND TO THE TOP OF THE MANSION? ONE CAN
ONLY GO UPWARD, ASCENDING SOMETHING. PLEASE EXPLAIN.
YOU miss the whole point, and you miss it in the analogy. Enlightenment is "going
nowhere," neither upward nor downward. Enlightenment is to be where you are -- right now,
this very moment. It is not a going; it is being. You don t go anywhere in enlightenment.
Buddha is not going, climbing, to the Everest. You go inward; and that dimension of
inwardness is neither upward nor downward. It doesn't belong to the upward or the
downward; those are the outer directions. Inside, you are exactly where you are.
Enlightenment is not going, but being -- being totally still. Hence, the jump is possible.
You are true. If it is going upward, how can you jump? In fact, even if it is going
downward, to jump from the Everest will be simple stupidity. You will die. No, it is neither
downward nor upward. You simply close yourself from all directions. You by and by settle
within.
The Greek word, the Greek root, for the English word "mystic' is very, very beautiful.
The Greek root means "to be set up in oneself." Then you become a mystic -- no going, no
movement. Right this moment if you are not moving in any direction whatsoever -- down/up,
right/left, future/past -- not moving anywhere, then your consciousness is still, with no
wavering. In that moment there is enlightenment. That's why a jump is possible. How can
you jump from Poona to Calcutta? It is impossible. You can jump inside because you are
already it. No time is needed, only understanding. No postponement is necessary, no need to
say "tomorrow.
Only understanding is needed. You understand and it happens immediately. So the whole
effort is because the understanding is not there.
And never try any analogy. You will undo it. Analogy is always an indication; you should

not take it literally. -Jump" here does not mean jump; "going upward" doesn't mean going
upward; "going downward" doesn't mean going downward. These are indications; don't be
literal. Just take the fragrance and forget the flower; otherwise you will go on
misunderstanding me. And this has happened so many times, millions of times; with all
religious people it has been happening because they talk in analogy. There is no other way to
talk. They talk in similes, parables. And then you can extend the parable to foolishness. If
you go on extending the parable, a point comes when the whole thing is lost and everything
becomes stupid.
That's why in the hands of the enemies all religions become stupid. The whole trick is:
that you go on extending the analogy -- a point comes where it is no longer tenable. no longer
significant. For example, Jesus says "my father who is up in heaven." Now this "up" does not
mean up. "My father" doesn't mean my father, because there can be no "mine" in it. "... who
is up in heaven" -- now you can distort the whole meaning easily. When Christian friends
also destroy it, enemies are bound to destroy it. They pray looking upwards. It is foolish
because, in fact, in existence nothing is up and nothing is down. If you take existence in its
totality. what is down and what is up? There can be nothing down and nothing up -- these are
relative terms.
If you take the word "father," then difficulties arise. An Aryasamaji -- a modern sect of
Hinduism, fanatic and foolish -- came to me, and he said, "I have heard you sometimes refer
to Jesus also. Are you a Christian?" I said, "In a way, yes." Of course he became mad. He
couldn't understand "in a way." He said, "I can prove that your Jesus is completely wrong. He
says 'my father in heaven' -- then who is the mother?" Now this is how analogies can be....
Who is the mother? Without a mother how can there be a father? Perfectly true. It seems so
simple. You can defeat the argument.
And then Christians, being afraid because they say "God is the father," then they have to
make it clear that Jesus is the only begotten son, because if everybody is the son then the
whole point is lost: what is the speciality and uniqueness of Jesus. So he is the only begotten
son. Now things go from worse to worse. Then who is everybody else? All bastards? The
whole world? Only Jesus is the son -- then about you, what about you? What about popes.
and apostles, and the whole world? The whole existence then becomes bastard, without a
father. Nobody knows.
You can extend an analogy. There comes a point when it destroys its whole meaning -not only that, it gives such a stupid picture that anybody will laugh. Hence, religion can be
understood only in deep sympathy. If you have sympathy you can understand it: if you don't
have sympathy you can only misunderstand it -- because the whole phenomenon is in
parables. To understand a parable the understanding of language is not enough, the
understanding of grammar is not enough, because a parable is something which transcends
grammar and language. If you are very sympathetic, only then will you have the possibility to
catch the meaning.
An analogy is not a proof. An analogy is just a method to indicate something which
cannot be said -- to show something which cannot be said. Remember this always: otherwise
you will he caught in your own cleverness.
WHY DO ZEN MONKS HAVE TO HAVE BEEN LIVING NEAR THEIR MASTERS
FOR TEN, TWENTY, OR EVEN FOR FORTY YEARS FOR THE SUDDEN
ENLIGHTENMENT TO HAPPEN?

Because of their stupidities. You can be enlightened in a single minute; you can wait for
forty years. It depends how gross you are. You can wait for lives; it depends how much you
cling to your ignorance. The Zen Master is not responsible that the disciple had to wait for
forty years. The disciple is responsible. He must have been a very dull-headed man, a dullard;
nothing penetrates in his mind. Or he may have been intellectually very clever, so whatsoever
is said he creates an intellectual understanding around it -- and misses the point that can be
caught only from heart to heart. In a deep rapport, where heart and heart meet, the flower of
understanding blooms.
So those who had to wait for forty years either must have been very foolish or very
knowledgeable. Both are types of foolishness. They must have been either pundits or just
idiots; both are the same.
Pundits miss more than idiots. Even an idiot sometimes can understand, can have
understanding, because he is simple. He has no complex mind: if something penetrates it
penetrates. But with a man of knowledge -- a scholar, a logician, a theologian, a philosopher
-- there are subtle layers which are almost impossible to penetrate. If you are simple it can
happen right now. If you are not simple you will have to wait; and then you have to
understand what complexity is creating the problem.
You alone are responsible for whatsoever happens. The Master is just a presence. You
can partake of him. He is just like a sun, a lamp of light: you can open your eyes and you can
see, but if you don't open the eyes, the lamp is not going to force you to open the eyes. Even
the sun cannot do that. But always remember, if you are waiting it is because of you, either
your cleverness or your stupidity. Drop both. That's how one becomes a disciple -- drop both
your stupidity and your knowledge. When you drop both there is no barrier; you are
vulnerable, you are open. In that opening the enlightenment is possible any moment.
I AM SURE YOU WILL NOT SAY TO A SEED, "TAKE A SUDDEN JUMP AND
FLOWER," BUT WHY DO YOU LIKE TO SAY TO A MAN, "TAKE A SUDDEN JUMP
AND BE A BUDDHA"?
Because a seed is a seed and cannot understand, and a man is not a seed and can
understand. But if you are a seed you won't listen; if you are a man you will understand. It
depends on you because you may look like a man -- you may be just a seed or even a rock.
Appearance is not the real thing. You all look like man, but rarely is one a man.
The word "man" is beautiful. It comes from a Sanskrit root manu. Manu means "one who
can understand." Thence, from that same root, comes the Indian term man, manasvi: one who
can understand. "Man" is a beautiful word. It means "who can understand," "who has the
capacity to understand." So I cannot say to a seed, "Take a sudden jump and flower," but I
say to man. And this is the irony, that sometimes even a seed can hear it and the man won't
hear.
Have you read anything about Luther Burbank, an American lover of trees and plants? He
did this miracle: he talked to seeds, he talked to his plants, and he talked continuously -- that's
what I'm doing -- and a moment came when the plants started hearing him. He was working
on a cactus for seven years -- continuously talking to the cactus, saying, "You need not be
worried and need not be defensive, because there is no danger to your life."
Every cactus has thorns to protect himself. That's his armor. Insecure in a desert; a cactus

lives in a desert in very deep insecurity and danger. How a cactus survives in a desert is a
miracle, and some cactuses survive even for two thousand years, very old cactuses. In a
desert there is no water; life must be a very deep struggle. They live only on the dewdrops.
That's why they don't have leaves, because leaves evaporate too much water. That is their
trick so the sun cannot evaporate water from them. The water is so scarce. Cactuses have no
leaves, only thorns; and deep inside their belly they go on accumulating water. For months
together if there is no water they will live; they are really only accumulators of water. They
don't have anything extra -- no leaves, nothing. And there has never been any species of
cactus without thorns.
This man Burbank was mad. Friends started thinking. "He has gone crazy." Even his
whole family started thinking, "Now this is too much: every day sitting near the cactus and
talking. saying, 'You need not be afraid; I am your friend. You can withdraw your thorns.
There is no insecurity -- you are at home with a friend, a lover. You are not in a desert. And
nobody is going to harm you."
Seven years is a long... but it happened. After seven years a new branch sprouted out of
the cactus without any thorns. That was the first human contact with the world of trees. It is a
rare phenomenon -- just by talk.
That's why I go on talking, persuading you you can jump. knowing well that maybe seven
years or seventy, or who knows? You will even start thinking about me: "He is crazy, goes on
saying things every day; nobody listens." But if Burbank can succeed with seeds. cactuses,
trees. why not me?
YOU SAID THAT YOU "SPEAK LAO TZU AND YOU SPEAK "ABOUT"
PATANJALI. DOES THIS DEPEND ON YOU, OR ON US, OR WHAT?
If I were alone, you were not there, I would never speak on Patanjali; because that would
be absolutely absurd. If only you were there and I were not, then I would continuously speak
on Patanjali; because then it would not be possible to speak on Lao Tzu. But because you are
there and I am here it is a fifty-fifty case -- on condition that if you hear me on Lao Tzu I will
talk on Patanjali. You have to hear me on Lao Tzu, then I will talk on Patanjali; and because
you want to hear me on Patanjali. you will have to hear me on Lao Tzu also.
Your whole mind would like to think in gradual steps. That what I mean when I say
Patanjali. I'm not saying anything about Patanjali -- don't misunderstand. Patanjali means that
you would like to grow gradually, slowly. step by step: that means you would like to
postpone, prepare. Patanjali means postponement, preparation. Remember the "p's" -Patanjali and postponement, preparation. With Patanjali time is possible, tomorrow is
possible, future is possible. He is not saying to you, "Just now, right now, jump." He is very,
very logical, scientific, gradual -- does not talk nonsense; he talks sense. You can understand
him easily; he starts from where you are.
Lao Tzu is simply absurd: looks more like a poet and less like a scientific mind; looks
more like you can delight in him, but you cannot do anything with whatsoever he is saying.
How can you do it? The distance is so vast.
I talk to you on Patanjali so that you become, by and by, aware, alert; and I go on talking
on Lao Tzu also: that if you are really understanding Patanjali you will become more and
more prepared. Patanjali prepares; again remember the "p's." Patanjali prepares, he is a
preparation, but if you go on listening to Patanjali you may go on preparing and preparing

and preparing, and the moment never comes when you jump. It is like a man who always
prepares, consults maps and guides, and never goes on a journey. In fact, that becomes his
whole business, the whole hobby. He thinks about going, he purchases books about the
Himalayas -- maps, guides, pictorial books -- he goes to see films, he talks to people who
have been to the Himalayas and he prepares -- he purchases clothes and anything that may be
required for the journey -- but he always prepares and then dies. Listening to Patanjali that
danger is there: you may get addicted with preparation.
There are many people -- "many" is not good, almost all -- who are addicted to
preparation. They earn money with the idea that some day they are going to enjoy; and they
never enjoy. By and by they forget about enjoyment and they become so addicted to earning
money that money becomes the goal. Money is a means. And in the beginning they also had
the idea that when the money is there they will enjoy -- they will do whatsoever they always
wanted to do and could not do because the money was not there; when the money is there
they are going to live really. But by the time money is there: now they are disciplined to earn
and they have forgotten how to spend; then money becomes the goal. Then they go on
earning, earning, and they die.
Patanjali can become an addiction -- then you prepare, then you go on earning money,
methods, but you are never ready to dance and enjoy. That's why I go on talking about Lao
Tzu, so that whenever you feel that now you are ready, suddenly Lao Tzu hits deep in the
heart and you take the jump.
When I talk on Lao Tzu I say I "talk Lao Tzu,' because from where he is talking, I am
standing there. Whatsoever he says I would like to have said myself. I have never come
across a single point where I can say I disagree with him. I agree totally. With Patanjali I
agree conditionally, relatively, not absolutely, because Patanjali is a means and Lao Tzu is
the goal.
If you can drop the means and right now take the jump, beautiful. If you cannot, then
prepare a little. That preparation is not preparing you to take the jump; that preparation only
prepares you to get courage. The jump is possible right now, but you don't have the courage.
If you have the courage: right now, no need -- you can drop Patanjali completely. Patanjali
his to be dropped someday -- the journey has to be dropped when the goal is achieved; the
means have to be dropped when you have reached the end -- but you can never drop Lao Tzu;
that is the very goal. So it is a fifty-fifty arrangement.
You will be surprised that sometimes you also like Lao Tzu very much, but liking is not
the question. You can look at the stars in the night, and you like them, but what to do? How
to reach? They are so far away.... One has to start from where one is. Patanjali is useful. Lao
Tzu is absolutely useless. Use Patanjali so that someday you can use the useless Lao Tzu
also; that is a luxury, a let-go. Yes, Lao Tzu is a luxury, a let-go. Remember the "I's" -- he is
a luxury, a let-go. If you can afford, beautiful. If you cannot afford, it simply creates a desire
and a frustration and nothing else: a desire, of how things would be if you could take the
jump. A tremendous desire arises. You feel him so near in your desire, but you cannot take
the jump because the courage is not there; and, suddenly, he is so far away, like a star.
Frustration falls on you.
Patanjali-and-Lao Tzu is a deep balance between means and ends, between the way and
the goal.
IF WE ARE ALL BUDDHAS WHY DID WE FALL INTO IGNORANCE AND

UNAWARENESS?
Because you are Buddhas. A rock cannot fall into unawareness. Because you are Buddhas
you can fall: only awareness can fall into unawareness, only an alive person can die, only a
loving person can hale, and only compassion can become anger. So there is no contradiction.
This question arises in the mind: "If everybody is a Buddha. and everybody is God, why are
we in so much ignorance?" Because you are gods, you can fall.
It happened: A Sufi mystic, Junnaid, was passing through a forest. He saw a man walking
there, just on the bank of a deep lake. The man was completely drunk, a bottle in his hand,
and he was wavering like a drunkard -- and any moment he could fall in the lake, and it was
dangerous. So Junnaid reached him, took his hand in his hand and said, "Friend, what are you
doing? This is dangerous. Walking here, so drunk, you can fall. And the lake is very deep,
and there is nobody around here. Even if you shout and cry, nobody will hear."
The drunkard opened his eyes and said, "Junnaid, you may not be knowing me, but I
know you. What you are saying to me I would like to say to you also: that if I fall, at the most
-- at the most -- my body will be harmed, but if you fall, then your whole consciousness.... "
Junnaid went back to his disciples, and he said. "I found a Master today."
And he was right, the drunkard was right, because Junnaid was on the peak, moving at the
peak of consciousness -- if he falls from there everything will be shattered. The higher you
move, greater is the danger. People who walk on plane ground, even if they fall, what is
going to happen? At the most, a little fracture like Teertha. So they go to the hospital and
they can be bandaged. But if you move on the heights, then danger is very much.
Because you are Buddhas, that's why you have fallen in so much ignorance, in the so
deep valley of darkness. So don't be depressed about it. If you are so deep in the valley, that
is just an indication that again you can be at the peaks. The very possibility of falling happens
because of the capacity to be on the peak. And it is good -- nothing is wrong -- because it is
an experience. Your Buddhahood will become more clear. When you have passed through
this darkness and suffering, and when you come back home, you will not be the same as you
were before you fell. Your intensity of awareness will have a different quality now: you have
suffered and you have known. You will be more alert. Your awareness will now be more
alert, intense, integrated, crystallized.
It happened: A very rich man became frustrated with his riches -- as it happens. In fact
this should be the criterion of whether a man is rich or not. If a man is really rich he is bound
to be frustrated with his riches. If he is not yet frustrated he is still a poor man; he may have
money, but he is not rich -- because a rich man is bound to know that whatsoever he has has
not satisfied him a bit. The deep anxiety, emptiness, follows him; now it is even more intense
-- a clarity has come. A poor man can always hope that tomorrow will be good. How can a
rich man hope? Tomorrow is going to be the same. The hope is dead. He has all that he can
have; tomorrow is not going to add anything more. An Andrew Carnegie -- when he died he
left thousands of millions of dollars. What can tomorrow add? A few thousand more? A few
million more? But he cannot use those few million because right now he does not know what
to do with his money. He has already more than is needed.
In fact, the more money you have, the less is the value of the money. Value depends on
poverty. One rupee in a poor man's pocket has more value than the same rupee in a rich man's
pocket because the poor man can use it; the rich man cannot use it. The more money you
have, the less is the value. A point comes of saturation when the money is of no value -whether you have it or not makes no difference; your life will continue the same. To be rich

means to destroy the value of the money; then the money is valueless. You have the house
that you wanted, you have cars that you wanted, you have everything that you wanted -- now
the money is nothing, just a figure. You can go on putting figures in your bank balance -- of
no use. Then sudden]y hope is dead; and suddenly one realizes: "I have not achieved
anything."
This rich man, I was going to tell you, was really rich, and he became so frustrated with
his riches that he left his palace in search of a wise man; because he was really cursed, really
in suffering. He wanted to feel a little happier. He went from one wise man to another. but it
was of no use. They talked much, but nobody could show him. And he insisted -- he must
have been a very empirical man -- he insisted: "Show me happiness, then I will believe." He
must have had a scientific mind. He said, "You cannot befool me by talking. Show me
happiness -- where it is. Exactly if I see it, on]y then can I become your disciple." Now it is
rare to find a Master who can show you. There are teachers, thousands and thousands. who
can talk about happiness, and if you look at their faces you will see that they are in more
suffering than you.
This rich man reached a village, and people told him, "Yes, we have a Sufi mystic. He
may be of help. He is a little eccentric, so be a little aware of him. Be a little aware, hmm?...
because nobody knows what he will do. But he is a rare phenomenon -- you go to him."
The rich man went; he tried to find him. He was not in the hut. People said that he had
just gone towards the forest, so he went there. He was sitting under a huge tree, deep in
meditation. The rich man stopped there, got down from his horse. And that man looked to be
really in deep happiness, so silent, so calm. Even everything around him was still -- the tree,
the birds. It was very peaceful; evening was falling.
The rich man fell into his feet and said, "Sir, I would like to be happy. I have everything
-- except happiness."
The Sufi opened his eye and said, "I will show you happiness. you show me your riches."
Perfectly right. If you ask him to show happiness, you ShOW your riches. He had
thousands of diamonds in a bag on the horse's back because he had provided for it. He was
always thinking, "If there is somebody who has happiness, he will ask; and the price has to be
paid. And there is nothing you car_ get in life without paying for it." So he had brought them
with him. Those diamonds were worth millions of rupees.
He gave the bag and said, "Look."
Just in a split second, the mystic took the bag in his hand and ran away. The rich man
could not believe for a second what had happened. When he gathered his mind he ran away
screaming and crying -- "I have been robbed!"
Of course, the mystic knew the way in the village, and he could run fast. And he was a
fakir, a strong man, and the rich man had never in his life run after somebody. So, weeping,
crying, suffering... and the whole village gathered, and people said, "We had told you
before,'Don't go; he's eccentric. Nobody knows what he will do.'" And the whole village
became excited. It was a real suffering for the rich man. His whole life's earnings lost -- and
to no avail.
Running around the whole town, the mystic came back to the same tree where the horse
was still standing. He put the bag near the horse, sat under the tree, closed his eyes, became
silent. Came the rich man -- running, breathing hard, perspiring, tears flowing -- his whole
life was at stake. Then he suddenly saw the bag near the horse; he took it to his heart, started
dancing, became so happy....
The mystic opened his eyes and said, "Look! Have I not shown you what happiness is?"

You have to know suffering; only then you know what happiness is. You need
background. Every experience is an experience against a background. A Buddha has to come
to the world to feel that he is a Buddha. You have to come into the world and suffer to know
who you are. Without it there is no possibility. You are in the same state the rich man was in:
running around the mystic, everything robbed, crying and weeping. I can see: everything
robbed, you are running in this village of the world. The paths are not known, but you are
robbed. You are unhappy to the very core, miserable. Running, running, running... one day
you will come back to the tree, you will find the bag again. You will dance; you will be
ecstatic. You will say, "Now I know what happiness is."
The world is a necessary experience. It is a school. One has to pass through it. To know
oneself one has to lose oneself first. There is no other way; that's the only way. Nothing can
be done about it. That is that.
Yes, that's why. Because you are Buddhas, that's why you suffer. Because you are
Buddhas, that's why you have fallen in unawareness. You can go back home any day. It is for
you; you have to decide and return back to the source.
In Christianity one word has been very much misunderstood, and that is "repent." The
original Hebrew word for "repent" means return, not repent. That is the only repentance -- if
you return! But just by being translated as "repent" the whole thing is lost. Mohammedans
have a similar word, toba. Toba means return. It means "go back to the source." Toba also
looks like repentance; that too is not repentance. Jains have a word: they call it pratikraman;
that means return.
The whole point is how to go back to the source from where you have come. And that's
all meditation is about: to return, to come back to the source and fall into it again. You are
Buddhas, you have been Buddhas, you will remain Buddhas -- but Buddhahood has three
stages: one, before you have lost it. the childhood of a Buddha; then, you search for it, the
youth of a Buddha; then, you attain it, the old age. Every child is a Buddha, every young man
a seeker, and every old man should be, if things were right, one who has attained. That's why
we respect and honor old people so much in the East. If everything goes well, a wise man
means one who has come back to the source.
A child has innocence, but he is unaware of it, because he has it from the very beginning.
How can he become aware of it? He needs the experience of the opposite; only then will he
become aware. And then he would long to reach back to it again: everybody hankers to be a
child again, tb be so innocent. The whole experience was so wonderful.
But it was not so wonderful at that time! Just go back to your childhood. Don't remember
it -- relive it. It was a suffering. No childhood is happy: every child wants to become adult,
mature. big, strong -- every child -- because every child feels himself helpless. He does not
know what he has. How can you know when you have not lost it? He will have to lose
innocence: he will have to move into the world of corruption; he will have to go deep into
sins. He was a saint, but that saintlihood was not an achievement. It was just a natural gift.
If something is given to you by nature, you cannot appreciate it. That's why you are not
grateful at all.
I have heard a Sufi story. A man came to a Sufi mystic and he said, "I am frustrated and I
am going to commit suicide. I was just going to drown myself in the river and I saw you
sitting on the bank. I thought.'Why not a last effort?' I would like to know what you say."
The mystic said, "Why are you so frustrated?"
The man said, "I have nothing. That's why I'm frustrated -- not a single pie. I'm the
poorest man in the world, and I am suffering. And everything is so much effort -- I'm tired of

it. Just bless me so that I can die because I have such bad luck that whatsoever I do I always
fail. I am afraid that even in suicide I'm going to fail."
The mystic said, "You wait. If you are just going to commit suicide and you say that you
don't have anything, just give me one day. Tomorrow, I will manage."
The next morning he took him to the emperor. The emperor was a disciple of the Sufi. He
went into the palace, talked to the emperor, came back, took the man to the emperor and said
to the man, "The emperor is ready to purchase your two eyes. And whatsoever cost you
demand, he will give."
The man said, "What do you think? Am I mad -- to sell my eyes?"
The Sufi said, "You said you have nothing. Now, whatsoever you demand, whatsoever
the cost -- a million rupees, two million rupees, ten million rupees, a hundred million rupees
-- the king is ready to purchase the eyes. And just a few hours before, you were saying you
have nothing -- and you are not ready to sell the eyes? And you were going to commit
suicide. And I have persuaded the king to purchase your ears also, your teeth also, your
hands, your legs. You demand the cost and we will cut everything and give the money to you.
You will be the richest man in the world."
The man said, "I was thinking that you are a wise man -- you seem to be a murderer!"
The man escaped. He said. "Who knows, if I enter in the palace and the king is also mad like
this and they start taking my eyes out..."
He escaped, but for the first time he realized how much cost you will demand for your
eyes. But you have never been grateful for them. You have never thanked God that you are
alive. If you were going to die this very moment and somebody was there to allot you one
day more, how much will you be ready to give? You will be ready to give all. But you have
never thanked... because you got it free of charge. You got it as a gift, and nobody
appreciates gifts.
Childhood is a gift. The innocence is there but the child is unaware. He will have to lose
it. When he will lose -- in his youth he will wander, will get mixed into the ways of the
world, will become completely dark, stained, a sinner -- then he will hanker. Then he will
know what he has lost. And then he will go to the churches and to the temples and to the
Himalayas, and seek Masters -- and he is asking nothing; he is asking only this -- give my
innocence back. And if everything goes right and he is a courageous man, in the end, by the
time he is going to die, he may have attained to that innocence again.
But when an old man becomes a child it is totally different. That is the definition of a
saint: an old man becoming a child again, innocent. But his innocence has a different quality
because he knows, now, it can be lost; and he knows, now, that when it is lost one suffers
tremendously. Now he knows that without this innocence everything becomes hell. Now he
knows this innocence is the only blissful state, the only liberation there is.
The same happens with your awareness: you have it, you lose it, you regain it. It becomes
a circle. That's why Jesus says, "Unless you are a child, unless you are like a child, you will
not enter my kingdom of God." That is returning; the circle is complete.
Forget the word "repent," replace it by "return," and Christianity becomes guilt-free. That
"repent," the word "repent," has created the whole misery. Returning is beautiful; repent is an
ugly phenomenon. And religion should not create guilt in you, it should create courage. Guilt
creates fear. And the only thing needed is courage -- fearlessness -- to return back home.
CAN ONE TAKE THE SUDDEN JUMP WITH THE HELP OF DRUGS?

No. That will be the jump of the drug, not yours; and the point is for you to take the jump,
not the drug. Drugs are not in search of enlightenment; they are quite well as they are. If you
take a drug, and something happens to you, it is happening to the drug really, not to you. It is
happening just to the chemistry of the body, not to your consciousness. It is a dream
phenomenon, a hallucination.
It can be beautiful sometimes -- sometimes, remember. Sometimes it can be the very hell.
It depends. That s why I say a drug can only create a situation in the chemistry of your body,
but if your mind was going through hell, the mind will continue going through hell. Now the
hell will be stronger, that's all; because now the chemistry is different. You will move
towards hell, but you will now go faster. The drug can give you speed. So it is good to call
drugs "speed"; they give only speed, nothing else. If you were feeling beautiful and good,
you will feel beautiful and good "with speed," but they cannot change you. Whatsoever you
are you will remain the same.
And the danger is that you can be befooled by them. And once you are befooled and you
think, "This is ecstasy, this is what was needed," then you are lost. Then you will think
always in those terms: that take the drug and you experience God. You are not experiencing
anything, because God is not an experience at all. It is cessation of all experience. When all
objects disappear -- experience is an object -- and when only the subjectivity remains, the
consciousness -- nothing to know, but only the knower -- then there is God. God is not an
object; God is pure subjectivity. No drug can give you that.
AM I RIGHT TO FEEL THAT YOU HAVE TRAVELLED THE PATH OF GRADUAL
ENLIGHTENMENT? DID YOU DANCE WHEN THE ENLIGHTENMENT HAPPENED?
I am still dancing. If you have eyes you can see. If you don't have eyes what can I do?
And there is no gradual enlightenment; enlightenment is always sudden. You can prepare
gradually, you can prepare suddenly, but enlightenment is always sudden. It happens in a
single moment. It is not that somebody is fifty percent enlightened, sixty percent enlightened,
seventy percent enlightened, no. Just a moment before he was a hundred percent
unenlightened, and just a moment afterwards he is a hundred percent enlightened. It happens
suddenly: otherwise there would be degrees. There are no degrees.
It is just like death: it happens in a single moment. You cannot say that a man is half
dead. Even if he looks half dead he is perfectly alive; that is only appearance. A man may be
in a coma, lying unconscious, but then too he is perfectly alive, not half dead. Either you are
dead or you are alive -- there is no other way -- either this or that. Enlightenment is always
sudden.
And preparation? This is the very subtle point to understand: preparation is not for
enlightenment; preparation is for your courage. A courageous man can take it right now; a
coward will take years to prepare himself. The whole problem is of fear. If the fear is
dropped, you are in freedom. If you continue to nurse your fear and tend your fear, you will
never be free. So make it a clear point in your minds: that enlightenment needs no
preparation; all preparation is only because you are afraid. So it depends on you. Whenever
you decide to drop the fear, it can happen.
It is not something outside you which has to be attained; you are already carrying it with
you. It is just like childbirth: a woman is carrying the pregnancy -- the child is already there,

throbbing, alive, kicking -- but if the woman is very much afraid, the birth will take a long
time. If she is very much afraid and tense, when the child wants to come out of the womb,
she will clench her whole mechanism in fear and will not allow the child to come out. The
child needs a relaxed passage to come out, and the woman is so tense that she won't allow the
child to come out. And the child wants to come out because now that is his only life -- a few
days more and, if he is in the womb, he will be dead. So the child will make all the efforts to
come out, and the woman is tense: there is a conflict. That conflict creates pain; otherwise no
childbirth shou]d be with pain. There is no need; it is not a necessity.
Go to the old, ancient tribes in India. Childbirth happens so easily, so naturally, that those
people have never heard that there is any pain in it. A woman will be working in the field,
and the child is born -- not a single person to look after her; she will look after herself. She
will put the child under the tree, do her whole day's work -- there is no hurry to go back home
-- then take the child back by the evening. Simple. Just simple, as it is happening in animals,
no problem.
The mother creates the problem. The mother is tense, afraid. That tension, and the child's
effort to come out, creates a struggle; and, then, it takes time.
The child is ready to come out any moment. You have all passed the gestation period. As
I see, everybody is in the ninth month -- everybody has always been in the ninth month. Now,
the whole problem is how to relax and let the child come out and be born. You can relax only
if you are not afraid. Accept, don't be afraid. Accept life. It is the friend, not the enemy. This
whole existence is a home; you are not strangers here. Forget all about what Darwin says -survival, struggle, conquest. All nonsense. Listen to people who say it is a home, because
they are true. Otherwise is not possible.
You are born in life -- how can it be against you? How can the mother be against the
child? And you will return back to it: just like a wave reaching high, dancing in the sun, and
then going back. How can the ocean be against the wave? In fact the whole strength of the
wave is a gift from the ocean: it rises high, not that it rises, but because the ocean rises in it.
You are just waves in a cosmic ocean of consciousness. Accept it. Feel at home. You are
not strangers here; you are beloved to the existence. And then, suddenly, you gather courage
because there is no fear.
Enlightenment is always sudden. If you have to move gradually it is because of your
nonaccepting mind, afraid, cautious.
YOU REALLY KNOW HOW TO MAKE ME MAD. NOW, EVEN
ENLIGHTENMENT IS NOT GOOD ENOUGH ANYMORE. NO, IT HAS TO BE
SUDDEN; OTHERWISE WE STILL MISS SOMETHING. IF I EVER MEET GOD I WILL
SHOOT HIM. HOW DO YOU EXPECT ME TO AND MY BALANCE IF FIRST YOU GO
ON EMPHASIZING TO FORGET ABOUT ENLIGHTENMENT, TO LIVE
NATURALLY, AND IF ANYTHING AT ALL HAS TO BE DONE IT IS PRACTICING
PATIENCE, AND THEN ALL OF A SUDDEN I HAVE TO TAKE A GIANT
SEVEN-IN-ONE STEP -- BE COURAGEOUS AND JUMP? IS ALL THIS JUST TO GET
US INTO A DESPERATE STATE?
Of course.
And I will also tell you that whenever you meet God, shoot him... because that will be the
last barrier. Shoot him immediately so that you alone are left in your aloneness; otherwise he

will become the world, the experience.
And the whole point, you have understood well, is to drive you crazy. So crazy that you
become fed up with your craziness and suddenly jump out of it; otherwise you won't jump. If
you are at home in your craziness, how will you jump out of it? So I will make the whole
situation so desperate, so intensely desperate, that you jump out of your skin, and you are
free.
I HAVE EXPERIENCED THE CENTER OF NONBEING FROM WHICH ALL BEING
ARISES AS WELL AS THE ECSTASY OF WHICH YOU SPEAK. IF I ASK...
But if you have experienced the nonbeing, what is the need to ask? There is no "if" if you
have experienced. If you ask, you may have imagined that you experienced the state of
nonbeing -- because from the state of nonbeing, no questions arise. They cannot; there is no
possibility. Who will create the question in a state of nonbeing? Once you have known that
sunya, that emptiness, nothing arises.
You must have imagined. And it happens: before one achieves to the state, one imagines
it many times. because of desire. Listening to me continuously, you create a desire: how to be
enlightened, how to be free from all this suffering. That desire will create dreams. If the
desire is very intense it will create such vivid dreams that they will look like visions. They
will be more real than ordinary reality; and then you will be thinking that you have
experienced. No.
If experience of nonbeing happens, all questions dissolve -- not that they are solved, no
question is ever solved, but because questions are absurd. They cannot be solved. All
questions are absurd. When I say this I mean: if somebody asks, "What is the smell of red
color?" the question looks grammatically right, but it is absurd because red color, or any
color for that, has no connection with any smell. But somebody asks, "What smell is red
color?"..it is absurd. All questions are absurd; so they do not need to be solved.
Once you are silent, absolutely silent, you suddenly understand the foolishness of all the
questions -- and all the philosophies, because all the philosophies depend on the notion that
questions are worthwhile to be answered.
No. You can imagine; when you imagine then this will happen.
"I have experienced the center of nonbeing from which all being arises as well as the
ecstasy of which you speak. If I ask WHAT DO I DO TO JUMP INTO
ENLIGHTENMENT...?"
But what is the need now? You say you have experienced the center of nonbeing. You
say that you have achieved and experienced the state of ecstasy. This is enlightenment. Then
any jump will be jumping out of it. So please, don't jump! Now jumping will be dangerous.
You will jump into the world again. This is for worldly people that I am shaking -- "jump
into enlightenment" -- not for Buddhas, those who have attained. They should not jump. They
should avoid all jump and all temptations to jump; otherwise they will be back in the world,
and then again the trouble will arise.
Remember not to become victims of imagination. Imagination can play tremendous
games -- not only with you; it has played with everyone. Whatsoever you demand, it can
supply you.
It happened: Mulla Nasrudin applied for a job on a ship. He was interviewed. The man
who was taking the interview asked, "If there comes a storm, what will you do?"

He said, "I will put down an anchor."
The man said, "There comes another storm, an even greater one than the first, what will
you do?"
He said, "I will put down another anchor." So on, so forth it went.
" -- tenth storm!"
And Nasrudin said, "I will put down another anchor."
The man said, "But from where are you getting these anchors?"
He said, "From where are you getting your storms! The same place."
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28. BY PRACTISING THE DIFFERENT STEPS OF YOGA FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF
IMPURITY, THERE ARISES SPIRITUAL ILLUMINATION WHICH DEVELOPS INTO AWARENESS
OF REALITY.
29. THE EIGHT STEPS OF YOGA ARE: SELF-RESTRAINT, FIXED OBSERVANCE, POSTURE,
BREATH REGULATION, ABSTRACTION, CONCENTRATION, CONTEMPLATION AND TRANCE.

THE light that you seek is within you. So the search is going to be an inward search. It is
not a journey to some goal in the outer space; it is a journey in the inner space. You have to
reach your core. That which you are seeking is already within you. You just have to peel the
onion: layers and layers of ignorance are there. The diamond is hidden in the mud; the
diamond is not to be created. The diamond is already there -- -only the layers of mud have to
be removed.
This is very basic to understand: the treasure is already there. Maybe you don't have the
key. The key has to be found, but not the treasure. This is basic, very radical, because the
whole effort will depend on this understanding. If the treasure has to be created. then it is
going to be a very long process; and nobody can be certain whether it can be created or not.
Only the key has to be found. The treasure is there, just nearby. A few layers of locks have to
be removed.
That's why the search for truth is negative. It is not a positive search. You are not to add
something to your being; rather you have to delete something. You have to cut something
from you. The search for truth is surgical. It is not medical; it is surgical. Nothing is to be
added to you; rather on the contrary, something has to be removed from you, negated. Hence,
the method of the Upanishads: neti, neti. The meaning of neti, neti is: go on negating until
you reach to the negator; go on negating until there is not any possibility to negate, only you
are left, you in your core, in your consciousness which cannot be negated -- because who will
negate it? So go on negating, "I am neither this nor that." Go on. "neti, neti...." Then a point
comes when only you are, the negator; there is nothing else to cut anymore, the surgery is
over; you have come to the treasure.
If this is understood rightly, then the burden is not very heavy; the search is very light.

You can move easily, knowing well all the time on the way that the treasure may be
forgotten, but it is not lost. You may not be able to know where exactly it is, but it is within
you. You can rest assured; there is no uncertainty about it. In fact even if you want to lose it
you cannot lose it, because it is your very being. It is not something external to yoU; it is
intrinsic.
People come to me and they say, "We are in search of God.' I ask them, "Where have you
lost him? Why are you seeking? Have you lost him somewhere? If you have lost him
somewhere, then tell me where you have lost him, because only there will you be able to find
him." They say, "No, we have not lost him." Then why are you seeking? Then just close your
eyes. Maybe because of the search you cannot find him. Maybe you are much too concerned
with seeking; you have not looked at your own inner being: that the king of kings is sitting
there already, waiting for you to come home. And you are a great seeker so you are going to
Mecca and Medina, Kashi, and Kailash. You are a great seeker. You are going all over the
world, except one place -- where you are. The seeker is the sought... when one is quiet and
still.
Nothing new is achieved. One simply starts understanding that looking out was the whole
point of missing. Looking in, it is there. It has always been there. There has never been a
single moment when it was not there -- and there will never be a single moment -- because
God is not external, truth is not external to you: it is you glorified; it is you in your total
splendor; it is you in your absolute purity. If you understand this, then these sutras of
Patanjali will be very simple.
BY PRACTICING THE DIFFERENT STEPS OF YOGA FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF IMPURITY,
THERE ARISES SPIRITUAL ILLUMINATION WHICH DEVELOPS INTO AWARENESS OF
REALITY.

He is not saying that something is to be created; he is saying something is to be
destroyed. You are already more than your being -- this is the problem. You have gathered
too much around you, the diamond has gathered too much mud. The mud has to be washed
away. And, suddenly, there is the diamond. "By practicing the different steps of yoga for the
destruction of impurity...." It is not a creation of purity or holiness or divineness; it is just a
destruction of impurity. Pure you are. Holy you are. The whole path becomes totally
different. Then a few things have to be cut and dropped; a few things have to be eliminated.
Deep down this is the meaning of sannyas, renunciation. It is not to renounce the house,
not to renounce the family, not to renounce the children -- that looks too cruel. And how can
a man of compassion do it? It is not to renounce the wife, because that is not the problem at
all. The wife is not obstructing God; neither are the children creating barriers nor the house.
No, if yoN renounce them you have not understood. Renounce something else that you have
been gathering within yourself.
If you want to renounce the house, renounce the real house; that is, the body in which you
live and reside. And by renouncing I don't mean go and commit suicide, because that won't
be renouncing. Just knowing that you are not the body is enough. There is no need to be cruel
to the body also. You may not be the body, but the body is also of God. You may not be the
body, but the body is alive on its own. It also partakes of life; it is part of this totality. Don't
be cruel to it. Don't be violent to it. Don't be a masochist.
Religious people almost always become masochists. Or they were already -- religion
becomes a Rationalization and they start torturing themselves. Don't be a self-torturer. There

are two types of torturers and violent people: one, sadists who torture other -- the politicians,
Adolf Hitlers; and then there are self-torturers -- so-called religious people, saints, mahatmas,
who torture themselves -- they are masochists. Both are the same: the violence is the same.
Whether you torture anybody else's body or your own makes no difference -- you torture all
the same.
Renunciation is not self-torture. If it is self-torture it is only politics standing on its head.
It may be you are so cowardly you cannot manage to torture others, so you can torture only
your own body. Ninety-nine out of one hundred so-called religious people are self-torturers,
cowards. They wanted to torture others, but there was fear and danger and they couldn't do it.
So they have found a very innocent victim, vulnerable, helpless: their own body. And they
torture it in millions of ways.
No, renunciation means knowledge; renunciation means awareness; renunCiation means
realization -- realization of the fact that you are not the body. It is finished. You live in it
knowing well that you are not it. Unidentified, body is beautiful. It is one of the greatest
mysteries in existence. It is the very temple where the king of kings is hiding.
When you understand what renunciation is, you understand this is neti, neti. You say, "I
am not this body, because I am aware of the body; the very awareness makes me separate and
different.' Go deeper. Go on peeling the onion: "I am not the thoughts, because they come
and go but I remain. I am not the emotions... " They come, sometimes very strong, and you
forget yourself completely in them, but they go. There was a time they were not, you were;
there was a time they were, and you were hidden in them. There is again a time when they
have gone and you are sitting there. You cannot be them. You are separate.
Go on peeling the onion: no, body you are not; thinking you are not; feeling you are not.
And if you know that you are not these three layers, your ego simply disappears without
leaving a trace behind -- because your ego is nothing but identification with these three
layers. Then you are, but you cannot say "I." The word loses meaning. The ego is not there;
you have come home.
This is the meaning of sannyas: it is negating all that you are not but are identified with.
This is the surgery. This is the destruction.
"By practicing the different steps of yoga for the destruction of impurity...." And this is
impurity: thinking yourself to be that which you are not is the impurity. Don't misunderstand
me. because there is always a possibility you may misunderstand that the body is impure. I
am not saying that. You can have pure water in one container and pure milk in another. Mix
both: now the mixture is not doubly pure. Both were pure: water was pure. was exactly from
the Ganges, and the milk was pure. Now you mix two purities and one impurity is born -- not
that the purity is doubled. What has happened? Why do you call this mixture of water and
milk impure? Impurity means the entering of the foreign element, that which does not belong
to it, which is not natural to it, which is an intruder, which has trespassed its territory. It is not
only that the milk is impure, the water is also impure. Two purities meet and become impure.
So when I say renounce the impurities, I don't mean that your body is impure, I don't
mean that your mind is impure, I don't mean even that your feeling is impure. Nothing is
impure -- but when you get identified, in that identification is impurity. Everything is pure.
Your body is perfect if it functions on its own and you don't interfere. Your consciousness is
pure if it functions on its own and the body does not interfere. If you live in a noninterfering
existence you are pure. Everything is pure. I'm not condemning the body. I never condemn
anything. Make it a point to be remembered always: I am not a condemner. Everything is
beautiful as it is. But identification creates the impurity.

When you start thinking you are the body, you have intruded upon the body. And when
you intrude upon the body, the body immediately reacts and intrudes upon you. Then there is
impurity.
Says Patanjali, "By practicing the different steps of yoga for the destruction of
impurity...." For the destruction of identity, identification; for the destruction of the mess that
you have got in -- the chaos, where everything has become everything else. Nothing is clear.
No center is functioning on its own; you have become a crowd. Everything goes on
interfering into each other's nature. This is impurity.
".. for the destruction of impurity, there arises a spiritual illumination.. " And once the
impurity is destroyed, suddenly there is illumination. It doesn't come from outside; it is your
innermost being in its purity, in its innocence, in its virginity. A luminosity arises in you.
Everything is clear: the crowds of confusion gone, the clarity of perception arises. Now you
can see everything as it is: there are no projections. there is no imagination, there is no
perversion of any reality. You simply see things as they are. Your eyes are vacant, your being
silent. Now, you don't have anything in you, so you cannot project. You become a passive
onlooker, a witness, a sakshin -- and that is the purity of being. "... there arises spiritual
illumination which develops into awareness of reality."
Then, the eight steps of yoga. Follow me very slowly, because here is the central teaching
of Patanjali:
Yam, niyam, asan, pranayam, pratyahar, dharana, dhyan. samadhiya ashto angani.
THE EIGHT STEPS OF YOGA ARE: YOM, SELF-RESTRAINT; NIYAM. FIXED OBSERVANCE;
ASAN, POSTURE; PRANAYAM, BREATH REGULATION; PRATYAHAR, ABSTRACTION;
DHARANA, CONCENTRATION; DHYAN, CONTEMPLATION; SAMADHI, TRANCE.

The eight steps of yoga. This is the whole science of yoga in one sentence, in one seed.
Many things are implied. First, let me tell you the exact meaning of each step. And
remember, Patanjali calls them steps and limbs, both. They are both. Steps they are because
one has to be followed by another, there is a sequence of growth. But they are not only steps:
they are limbs of the body of yoga. They have an internal unity, an organic unity also, that is
the meaning of limbs.
For example, my hands, my feet, my heart -- they don't function separately. They are not
separate; they are an organic unity. If the heart stops, the hand will not move then. Everything
is joined together. They are not just like steps on a ladder, because every rung on the ladder is
separate. If one rung is broken the whole ladder is not broken. So Patanjali says they are
steps, because they have a certain, sequential growth -- but they are also angas. Limbs of a
body, organic. You cannot drop any of them. Steps can be dropped; limbs cannot be dropped.
You can jump two steps in one jump, you can drop one step, but limbs cannot be dropped;
they are not mechanical parts. You cannot remove them. They make you. They belong to the
whole; they are not separate. The whole functions through them as a harmonious unit.
So these eight limbs of yoga are both steps, steps in the sense that each follows the other,
and they are in a deep relationship. The second cannot come before the first -- the first has to
be first and the second has to be second. And the eighth will come to be the eighth -- it cannot
be the fourth, it cannot be the first. So they are steps and they are an organic unity also.
Yam means self-restraint. In English the word becomes a little different. Not a little

different, really, the whole meaning of yam is lost -- because in English self-restraint looks
like suppressing, repressing. And these two words, suppression and repression, after Freud,
have become four-letter words, ugly. Self-restraint is not repression. In the days when
Patanjali used the word yam it had a totally different meaning. Words go on changing. Even
now, in India also, samyam, which comes from yam, means control, repression. The meaning
is lost.
You may have heard an anecdote. It is said about King George I of England that he went
to see St. John's Cathedral when it was built. It was a masterpiece of art. The builder, the
architect, the artist, was present there; his name was Christopher Wren. The king looked at
him and complimented him. He said three words: he said, "It is amusing. It is awful. It is
artificial." Christopher Wren was so delighted with the compliments... but you will be simply
surprised. Those words don't have the same meaning anymore. In those days, three hundred
years before, amusing used to mean amazing, awful used to mean awe-inspiring, and
artificial used to mean artistic.
Each word has a biography, and it changes many times. As life changes, everything
changes: the words take new colors. And, in fact, the words which have the capacity to
change, only they remain alive; otherwise they go dead. Orthodox words, reluctant to change,
they die. Alive words, who have the capacity to collect a new meaning around them, only
they live; and they live in many, many meanings, for centuries. Yam was a beautiful word in
Patanjali's days, one of the beautiful.... After Freud, the word has become ugly -- not only the
meaning has changed, but the whole flavor, the whole taste of the word.
To Patanjali self-restraint does not mean to repress oneself. It simply means to direct
one's life -- not to repress the energies, but to direct, to give them a direction. Because you
can live such a life, which goes on moving in opposite directions, in many directions -- then
you will never reach anywhere. It is just like a car: the driver goes a few miles to the north,
then changes the mind; goes a few miles to the south, then changes the mind; then goes a few
miles to the west, then changes the mind; and goes on this way. He will die where he was
born. He will never reach anywhere. He will never have the feeling of fulfillment. You can
go on moving in many ways, but unless you have a direction you are moving uselessly. You
will feel more and more frustrated and nothing else.
To create a self-restraint means, first, to give a direction to your life energy. Life energy
is limited. If you go on using it in absurd. undirected ways, you will not reach anywhere. You
will be emptied of the energy sooner or later -- and that emptiness will not be the emptiness
of a Buddha; it will be simply a negative emptiness. nothing inside, an empty container. You
will be dead before you are dead. But these limited energies that have been given to you by
nature, existence, God, or whatsoever you like to call it; these limited energies can be used in
such a way that they can become the door for the unlimited. If you move rightly, if you move
consciously, if you move alert, gathering all your energies and moving in one direction, if
you are not a crowd but become an individual -- that is the meaning of yam.
Ordinarily you are a crowd, many voices inside. One says, "Go to this direction"; another
says, "That is useless. Go to this." One says, "Go to the temple"; another says, "The theater
will be better. And you are never at ease anywhere because wherever you are, you will be
repenting. If you go to the theater the voice that was for the temple will go on creating trouble
for you: "What are you doing here wasting your time? You would have been in the temple...
and prayer is beautiful. And nobody knows what is happening there -- and, nobody knows,
this may have been the opportunity for your enlightenment and you have missed." If you go
to the temple, the same -- the voice that was insisting to go to the theater will go on saying:

"What are you doing here? Like a foolish man you are sitting here. And you have prayed
before and nothing happens. Why are you wasting your time?" And all around you you will
see fools sitting and doing useless things -- nothing happens. In the theater who knows what
excitement. what ecstasy was possible? You are missing.
If you are not an individual, a unitary being, wherever you are, you will always be
missing. You will never be at home anywhere You will always be going somewhere or other
and never arriving anywhere. You will become mad. The life which is against yam will
become mad. It is not surprising that in the West more mad people exist than in the East. The
East -- knowingly, unknowingly -- still follows a life of a little self-restraint. In the West to
think about self-restraint looks like becoming a slave; to be against self-restraint looks like
you are free, independent. But unless you are an individual you cannot be free. Your freedom
will be a deception; it will be nothing but suicide. You will kill yourself, destroy your
possibilities, your energies; and one day you will feel that the whole life you tried so much
but nothing has been gained, no growth has come out of it.
Self-restraint means, the first meaning: to give a direction to life. Self-restraint means to
become a little more centered. How can you become a little more centered? Once you give a
direction to your life, immediately a center starts happening within you. Direction creates the
center; then the center gives direction. And they are mutually fulfilling.
Unless you are self-restrained, the second is not possible -- that s why Patanjali calls them
steps. The second is niyam, fixed observance: a life which bas a discipline, a life which has a
regularity about it, a life which is lived in a very disciplined way, not hectic. Regularity... but
that too will sound to you like slavery. All beautiful words of Patanjali's time have become
ugly now. But I tell you, unless you have a regularity in your life, a discipline, you will be a
slave of your instincts -- and you may think this is freedom, but you will be a slave of all the
vagrant thoughts. That is not freedom. You may not have any visible master, but you will
have many invisible masters within you; and they will go on dominating you. Only a man
who has a regularity about him can become the master someday.
That too is far away still, because the real master happens only when the eighth step is
achieved -- that is the goal. Then a man becomes a jina, a conqueror. Then a man becomes a
Buddha, one who is awakened. Then a man becomes a Christ, a savior, because if you are
saved, suddenly, you become a savior for others. Not that you try to save them: just your
presence is a saving influence. The second is niyam, fixed observance.
The third is posture. And every step comes out of the first, the preceding one: when you
have regularity in life, only then can you attain to posture, asan. Try asan sometimes; just try
to sit silently. You cannot sit -- the body tries to revolt against you. Suddenly you start feeling
pain here and there. The legs are going dead. Suddenly you feel, on many spots of the body, a
restlessness. You had never felt it. Why is it that just sitting silently so many problems arise?
You feel ants are crawling up. Look, and you will see there are no ants; the body is deceiving
you. The body is not ready to be disciplined. The body is spoiled. The body does not want to
listen to you. It has become its own master. And you have always followed it. Now, even to
sit silently for a few minutes has become almost impossible.
People pass through such hell if you tell them to just sit silently. If I say this to somebody
he says, "Just to sit silently, not doing anything?" -- as if "doing" is an obsession. He says,
"At least give me a mantra so I can go on chanting inside." He needs some occupation. Just
sitting silently seems to be difficult. And that is the most beautiful possibility that can happen
to a man: just sitting silently doing nothing.

Asan means a relaxed posture. You are so relaxed in it, you are so restful in it, that there
is no need to move the body at all. In that moment, suddenly, you transcend body.
The body is trying to bring you down when the body says, "Now look, many ants are
crawling on," or you suddenly feel an urge to scratch, itching. The body is saying, "Don't go
so far away. Come back. Where are you going?" -- because the consciousness is moving
upwards, going far away from the bodily existence. Hmm?... the body starts revolting. You
have never done such a thing. The body creates problems for you because once the problem
is there, you will have to come back. The body is asking for your attention: "Give your
attention." It will create pain. It will create itching; you will feel like scratching. Suddenly the
body is no longer ordinary; the body is in revolt. It is a body politics. You are being called
back: "Don't go so far away, be occupied. Remain here" -- remain tethered to the body and to
the earth. You are moving towards the sky, and the body feels afraid.
Asan comes only to a person who lives a life of restraint, fixed observance, regularity;
then posture is possible. Then you can simply sit because the body knows that you are a
disciplined man. If you want to sit, you will sit -- nothing can be done against you. The body
can go on saying things... by and by it stops. Nobody is there to listen. It is not suppression;
you are not suppressing the body. On the contrary, the body is trying to suppress you. It is not
suppression. You are not saying anything for the body to do; you are simply resting. But the
body does not know any rest because you have never given rest to it. You have always been
restless. The very word asan means rest, to be in deep rest; and if you can do that, many
things will become possible to you.
If the body can be in rest, then you can regulate your breathing You are moving deeper,
because breath is the bridge from the body to the soul, from the body to the mind. If you Can
regulate breathing -- that is pranayam -- you have power over your mind.
Have you ever watched that whenever the mind changes, the rhythm of the breath
immediately changes? If you do the opposite -- if you change that rhythm of the breath -- the
mind has to change immediately. When you are angry you cannot breathe silently; otherwise
the anger will disappear. Try. When you are feeling angry your breath goes chaotic, it
becomes irregular, loses all rhythm, becomes noisy, restless. It is no longer a harmony. A
discord starts being there; the accord is lost. Try one thing: whenever you are getting angry
just relax and let the breath be in rhythm. Suddenly you will feel the anger has disappeared.
The anger cannot exist without a particular type of breathing in your body.
When you are making love the breath changes, becomes very violent. When you are very
much filled with sexuality, the breath changes, becomes very violent. Sex has a little violence
in it. Lovers are known to bite each other and sometimes harm each other. And if you see two
persons making love, you will see that some sort Or fighting is going on. There is a little
violence in it. And both are breathing chaotically; their breathings are not in rhythm, not in
unison.
In tantra, where much has been done about sex and the transformation of sex, they have
worked very much on the rhythm of the breath. If two lovers, while making love, can remain
in a rhythmic breathing, in unison, that both have the same rhythm, there will be no
ejaculation. They can make love for hours, because ejaculation is possible only when the
breath is not in rhythm; only then can the body throw the energy. If the breath is in rhythm,
the body absorbs the energy; it never throws it out. Tantra developed many techniques of
changing the rhythm of breath. Then you can make love for hours and you don't lose energy.
Rather on the contrary you gain, because if a woman loves a man and a man loves a woman,

they help each other to be recharged -- because they are opposite energies. When opposite
energies meet and spark, they charge each other; otherwise energy is lost and, after the
lovemaking, you feel a little cheated, deceived -- so much promise and nothing comes in
hand, the hands remain empty.
After asan comes breath regulation, prarayam. Watch for a few days and just take notes:
when you become angry what is the rhythm of your breathing -- whether exhalation is long or
inhalation is long or they are the same, or inhalation is very small and exhalation very long,
or exhalation very small, inhalation very long. Just watch the proportion of inhalation and
exhalation. When you are sexually aroused, watch, take a note. When sometimes sitting
silently and looking at the sky in the night, everything is quiet around you. just take note of
how your breath is going. When you are feeling filled with compassion, watch, note down.
When you are in a fighting mood, watch, note down. Just make a chart of your own
breathing. and then you know much.
And pranayam is not something which can be taught to you. You have to discover it
because everybody has a different rhythm to his breathing. Everybody's breathing and its
rhythm is as much different as thumbprints. Breathing is an individual phenomenon, that's
why I never teach it. You have to discover your own rhythm. Your rhythm may not be a
rhythm for somebody else, or may be harmful for somebody else. Your rhythm -- you have to
find.
And that is not difficult. There is no need to ask any expert. Just keep a chart for one
month of all your moods and states. Then you know which is the rhythm where you feel most
restful, relaxed, in a deep let-go; which is the rhythm where you feel quiet, calm, collected,
cool; which is the rhythm when, suddenly, you feel blissful. filled with something unknown,
overflowing -- you have so much in that moment, you can give to the whole world and it will
not be exhausted. Feel and watch the moment when you feel that you are one with the
universe, when you feel the separateness is there no more, a bridge. When you feel one with
the trees and the birds. and the rivers and the rocks, and the ocean and the sand -- watch You
will find that there are many rhythms of your breath, a great spectrum: from the most violent,
ugly, miserable hell-type, to the most silent heaven-type.
And then when you have discovered your rhythm, practice it -- make it a part of your life.
By and by it becomes unconscious; then you only breathe in that rhythm. And with that
rhythm your life will be a life bf a yogi: you will not be angry, you will not feel so sexual,
you will not feel so filled with hatred. Suddenly you will feel a transmutation is happening to
you.
Pranayam is one of the greatest discoveries that has even happened to human
consciousness. Compared to pranayam, going to the moon is nothing. It looks very exciting,
but it is nothing, because even if you reach to the moon, what will you do there? Even if you
reach to the moon you will remain the same. You will do the same nonsense that you are
doing here. Pranayam is an inner journey. And pranayam is the fourth -- and there are only
eight steps. Half the journey is completed on pranayam. A man who has learned pranayam,
not by a teacher -- because that is a false thing, I don't approve of it -- but by his own
discovery and alertness, a man who has learned his rhythm of being, has achieved half the
goal already. Pranayam is one of the most significant discoveries.
And after pranayam, breath regulation, is pratyahar, abstraction. Pratyahar is the same
as I was talking to you about yesterday. The "repent" of Christians is, in fact, in Hebrew
"return" -- not repent but return, going back. The toba of Mohammedans is nothing; it is not

"repenting." That too has become colored with the meaning of repentance; toba is also
returning back. And pratyahar is also returning back, coming back -- coming in, turning in,
returning home. After pranayam that is possible -- pratyahar -- because pranayam will give
you the rhythm. Now you know the whole spectrum: you know in what rhythm you are
nearest to home and in what rhythm you are farthest from yourself. Violent, sexual, angry,
jealous, possessive, you will find you are far away from yourself; in compassion, in love, in
prayer, in gratitude, you will find yourself nearer home. After pranayam, pratyahar, return, is
possible. Now you know the way -- then you already know how to step backwards.
Then comes dharana. After pratyahar, when you have started coming back nearer home,
coming nearer your innermost core, you are just at the gate of your own being. pratyahar
brings you near the gate; pranayam is the bridge from the out to the in. Pratyahar, returning,
is the gate, and then is the possibility of dharana, concentration. Now you can become
capable of bringing your mind to one object. First, you gave direction to your body; first, you
gave direction to your life energy -- now you give direction to your consciousness. Now the
consciousness cannot be allowed to go anywhere and everywhere. Now it has to be brought
to a goal. This goal is concentration, dharana: you fix your consciousness on one point.
When consciousness is fixed on one point thoughts cease, because thoughts are possible
only when your consciousness goes on wavering -- from here to there, from there to
somewhere else. When your consciousness is continuously jumping like a monkey, then there
are many thoughts and your whole mind is just filled with crowds -- a marketplace. Now
there is a possibility -- after pratyahar, pranayam, there is a possibility -- you can concentrate
on one point.
If you can concentrate on one point, then the possibility of dhyan. In concentration you
bring your mind to one point. In dhyan you drop that point also. Now you are totally
centered, nowhere-going -- because if you are going anywhere it is always going out. Even a
single thought in concentration is something outside you -- object exists; you are not alone,
there are two. Even in concentration there are two: the object and you. After concentration
the object has to be dropped.
All the temples lead you only up to concentration. They cannot lead you beyond because
all the temples have an object in them: the image of God is an object to concentrate on. All
the temples lead you only up to dharana, concentration. That's why the higher a religion
goes, the temple and the image disappear. They have to disappear. The temple should be
absolutely empty, so that only you are there -- nobody, nobody else, no object: pure
subjectivity.
Dhyan is pure subjectivity, contemplation -- not contemplating "something," because if
you are contemplating something it is concentration. In English there are no better words.
Concentration means something is there to concentrate upon. Dhyan is meditation: nothing is
there, everything dropped, but you are in an intense state of awareness. The object has
dropped, but the subject has not fallen into sleep. Deeply concentrated, without any object,
centered -- but still the feeling of "I" will persist. It will hover. The object has fallen, but the
subject is still there. You still feel you are.
This is not ego. In Sanskrit we have two words, ahankar and asmita. Ahankar means "I

am." And asmita means 'am.' Just "amness" -- no ego exists, just the shadow is left. You still
feel, somehow, you are. It is not a thought, because if it is a thought. that "I am," it is an ego.
In meditation the ego has disappeared completely; but an amness, a shadowlike phenomenon,
just a feeling, hovers around you -- just a mist-like thing, that just in the morning hovers
around you. In meditation it is morning. the sun has not risen yet, it is misty: asmita, amness,
is still there.
You can still fall back. A slight disturbance -- somebody talking and you listen -meditation has disappeared; you have come back to concentration. If you not only listen but
you have started thinking about it, even concentration has disappeared; you have come back
to pratyahar. And if not only are you thinking but you have become identified with the
thinking, pratyahar has disappeared; you have fallen to pranayam. And if the thought has
taken so much possession of you that your breathing rhythm is lost, pranayam has
disappeared: you have fallen to asan. But if the thought and the breathing are so much
disturbed that the body starts shaking or becomes restless. Asan has disappeared. They are
related.
One can fall from meditation. Meditation is the most dangerous point in the world,
because that is the highest point from where you can fall, and you can fall badly. In India we
have a word, yogabhrasta: one who has fallen from yoga. This word is very, very strange. It
appreciates and condemns together. When we say somebody is a yogi, it is a great
appreciation. When we say somebody is yogabhrasta, it is also a condemnation: fallen from
the yoga. This man had attained up to meditation somewhere in his past life and then fell
down. From meditation the possibility of going back to the world is still there -- because of
asmita, because of amness. The seed is still alive. It can sprout any moment; so the journey is
not over.
When asmita also disappears, when you no longer know that you are -- of course, you are
but there is no reflection upon it, that "I am," or even amness -- then happens samadhi,
trance, ecstasy. Samadhi is going beyond; then one never comes back. Samadhi is a point of
no return. From there nobody falls. A man in samadhi is a god: we call Buddha a god,
Mahavir a god. A man in samadhi is no longer of this world. He may be in this world, but he
is no longer of this world. He doesn't belong to it. He is an outsider. He may be here, but his
home is somewhere else. He may walk on this earth, but he no longer walks on the earth. It is
said about the man of sAMADHI he lives in the world but the world does not live in him.
These are the eight steps and eight limbs together. Limbs because they are so interrelated
and so organically related; steps because you have to pass one by one -- you cannot start from
just anywhere: you have to start from yam.
Now a few more things, because this is such a central phenomenon for Patanjali you have
to understand a few things more. Yam is a bridge between you and others; self-restraint
means restraining your behavior. Yam is a phenomenon between you and others, you and the
society. It is a more conscious behavior: you don't react unconsciously, you don't react like a
mechanism, like a robot. You become more conscious; you become more alert. You react
only when there is absolute necessity; then too you try so that that reaction should be a
response and not a reaction.
A response is different from a reaction. The first difference is: a reaction is automatic; a
response is conscious. Somebody insults you: immediately you react -- you insult him. There
has not been a single moment's gap to understand: it is reaction. A man of self-restraint will

wait, listen to his insult, will think about it.
Gurdjieff used to say that his whole life changed because when his grandfather was
dying, Gurdjieff was just nine years of age, he called him and told him, "I am a poor man and
I have nothing to give to you, but I would like to give something. The only thing that I have
been carrying like a treasure is this, this was given to me by my own father.... You are very
young, but remember it. Someday you will understand -- just you remember it. Someday you
will understand. Right now I don't hope you can understand, but if you don't forget, someday
you will understand." And this is the thing he told to Gurdjieff "If somebody insults you,
answer him after twenty-four hours have elapsed."
It became a transformation, because how can you react after twenty-four hours? Reaction
needs immediacy. Gurdjieff says, "Somebody will insult me or somebody will say something
wrong, and I will have to say, 'I will come tomorrow. Only after twenty-four hours am I
allowed to answer -- and I have given a promise to my grandfather and he is dead, and the
promise cannot be taken back. But I will come.'" That man should be taken aback. He will
not be able to understand what is the matter.
And Gurdjieff will think about it. The more he will think, the more useless it will look.
Sometimes it will be felt that the man is right, whatsoever he has said is true. Then Gurdjieff
will go and thank the man, "You brought to light something of which I was unaware."
Sometimes he will come to know that the man is absolutely wrong. And when the man is
absolutely wrong, why bother? Nobody bothers about lies. When you feel hurt, there must be
some truth in it; otherwise you don't feel hurt. Then too there is no point in going.
And he said, "It came to pass that many times I tried my grandfather's formula, and by
and by anger disappeared" -- and not only anger -- by and by he became aware that the same
technique can be used for other emotions: and everything disappeared. Gurdjieff was one of
the highest peaks that has been attained in this age, a Buddha. And the whole journey started
with a very small step, the promise given to an old man dying. It changed his whole life.
Yam is the bridge between you and others -- live consciously; relate with people
consciously. Then the second two, niyam and asan -- they are concerned with your body.
Third, pranayam is again a bridge. As the first, yam, is a bridge between you and others, the
second two are a preparation for another bridge -- your body is made ready through niyam
and asan -- then pranayam is the bridge between the body and the mind. Then pratyahar and
dharana are the preparation of the mind. Dhyan again, is a bridge between the mind and the
soul. And samadhi is the attainment. They are interlinked, a chain; and this is your whole life.
Your relation with others has to be changed. How you relate has to be transformed. If you
continue to relate with others in the same way as you have always been doing, there is no
possibility to change. You have to change your relationship. Watch how you behave with
your wife or with your friend or with your children. Change it. There are a thousand and one
things to be changed in your relationship. That is yam, a control -- but control, not
suppression. Through understanding comes control. Through ignorance one goes on forcing
and suppressing. Always do everything with understanding and you never harm yourself or
anybody else.
Yam is to create a congenial environment around yourself. If you are inimical to
everybody -- fighting, hateful, angry -- how can you move inwards? All these Things will not
allow you to move. You will be so much disturbed on the surface that that inner journey will
not be possible. To create a congenial, a friendly, atmosphere around you is yam. When you
relate with others beautifully, consciously, they don't create trouble for you in your inner
journey. They become helps; they don't hinder you. If you love your child, then when you are

meditating he will not disturb you. He will say to others, "Keep quiet. Pop is meditating." But
if you don't love your child, you are simply angry, then when you are meditating he will
create all sorts of nuisances. He wants to take revenge -- unconsciously. If you love your wife
deeply, she will be helpful; otherwise she won't allow you to pray, she won't allow you to
meditate -- you are going beyond her control.
This I see every day: The husband takes sannyas. The wife comes crying -- "What have
you done to our family? You have destroyed." I know the husband has not loved the wife;
otherwise she would have been happy. She would have celebrated that her husband has
become meditative. But he has not loved her. Now, not even has he not loved, he is moving
inwards; so there will be no possibility in the future also of any love coming from him. If you
love a person, the person is always helpful for your growth because he knows, or she knows,
that the more you grow, the more you will be capable of love. She knows the taste of love.
And all meditations will help you to love more, to be more beautiful in every way. But this
happens every day.
It happened to Sheela's sister. She was in a camp and she wanted to take sannyas, but the
husband was not willing. The husband is a very, very educated man, hmm?... director of a
research institute somewhere in America. Then she went home. There was constant fight. She
wanted to take sannyas, she wanted to be initiated, but he wouldn't allow. Then he came to
see me -- "Who is this man who has been disturbing our life?" And he took sannyas. Now the
wife is creating trouble! Now the wife is absolutely against. And he is a very simple man,
really beautiful. And he goes on writing to me: "What to do? -- because I love her, but she
has completely changed since she has heard that I have taken sannyas." This is how things
go. Everybody is making an effort to control the other.
A man of yam controls himself, not others. To others he gives freedom. You try to control
the other and never yourself. A man of yam controls himself, gives freedom to others -- loves
so much that he can give freedom, and he loves himself so much that he controls himself.
This has to be understood: he loves himself so much that he cannot dissipate his energies; he
has to give a direction.
Then, niyam and asan are for the body. A regular life is very healthy for the body because
the body is a mechanism. You confuse the body if you lead an irregular life. Today you have
taken your food at one o'clock, tomorrow you take at eleven o'clock, day after tomorrow you
take at ten o'clock -- you confuse the body. The body has an inner biological clock; it moves
in a pattern. If you take your food every day at exactly the same time, the body is always in a
situation where she understands what is happening. and she is ready for the happening -- the
juices are flowing in the stomach at the right moment. Otherwise, whenever you want to take
the food, you can take, but the juices will not be flowing. And if you take the food and the
juices are not flowing, then the food becomes cold; then the digestion is difficult.
The juices must be ready there to receive the food while it is hot, then immediately
absorption starts. Food can be absorbed in six hours if the juices are ready, waiting. If the
juices are not waiting, then it takes twelve hours to eighteen hours. Then you feel heavy,
lethargic. Then the food gives you life, but does not give you pure life. It feels like a weight
on your chest; you somehow carry, drag. And food can become such pure energy -- but then a
regular life is needed.
You go to sleep every day at ten o-clock: the body knows -- exactly at ten o'clock the
body gives you an alarm. I'm not saying become obsessive -- that when your mother is dying
then too you go at ten o'clock. I'm not saying that. Because people can become obsessive....
There are many stories about Immanuel Kant. He became obsessive about regularity; it

became a madness. Don't create an obsession. He had a fixed routine, so fixed, second to
second, that if somebody, a guest has come, he will look at the clock and he will not even say
anything to the guest, because that saying will take time -- he will jump into the bed, cover
himself with the blanket, and he has gone to sleep and the guest is sitting there. The servant
will come and say, "Now you go, because that was his time." The servant became so atuned
to Kant that there was no need to say, "Your food is ready," and no need to say. "Now you go
to sleep." Only the time had to be said. The servant will come in the room and say, "lt is
eleven o'clock, sir." So he will follow immediately because there was no need to say
anything.
He was so regular that the servant became the dictator -- because he will always threaten
him, "I will leave. Raise my pay." immediately, the pay has to be raised because another
servant, a new man, will disturb. Once they tried also: a new man came, but it was not
possible, because Kant was living second to second.
He would go to the university; he was a great teacher and a great philosopher. One day
the road was muddy and it was raining, and one of his shoes got stuck in the mud -- so he left
it there. Otherwise he will be late. So he went with one shoe on. It was said in the university
area of Konigsberg that people looking at him would fix their watches, because everything
was absolutely clock wise.
A new neighbor purchased the house adjacent to Kant's house and he started planting new
trees. Every day at exactly five o'clock in the evening, Kant used to come to that side of the
house and sit near the window and look at the sky. Now the trees covered the window and he
could not look at the sky. He fell sick. He fell so sick... and the doctors could not find
anything wrong with him, because he was such a regular man. He was really tremendously
healthy. They could not find anything; they couldn't diagnose. Then the servant said, "You
don't bother. I know the reason. Those trees are intruding on his regularity. Now he cannot go
to the window and sit there and look at the sky. Looking at the sky is no longer possible."
The neighbour had to be persuaded. The trees were cut, and he was okay; the illness
disappeared.
But this is obsession. No need to become obsessive; everything has to be done with
understanding.
Niyam and asan, regularity and posture: they are for the body. A controlled body is a
beautiful phenomenon -- a controlled energy, glowing, and always more than is needed, and
always alive, and never dull and dead. Then the body also becomes intelligent, body also
becomes wise, body glows with a new awareness.
Then, pranayam is a bridge: deep breathing is the bridge from mind to body. You can
change the body through breathing; you can change the mind through breathing. Pratyahar
and dharana, returning home and concentration, belong to the transformation of the mind.
Then, dhyan is again a bridge from mind to the self, or to the no-self -- whatsoever you
choose to call it, it is both. Dhyan is the bridge of samadhi.
The society is there; from the society to you there is a bridge: yam. The body is there; for
the body: regularity and posture. Again there is a bridge, because of the different dimension
of mind from the body: pranayam. Then, the training of the mind: pratyahar and dharna,
returning back home and concentration. Then again a bridge, this is the last bridge: dhyan.
And then you reach the goal: samadhi.
Samadhi is a beautiful word. It means now everything is solved. It means samadhan:
everything is achieved. Now there is no desire; nothing is left to achieve. There is no beyond;
you have come home.
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WHAT IS YOUR PATH, THE PATH THAT YOU REVEAL TO US?
IT is not a path at all; you are not to travel it. Rather, it is a simple understanding. You
have to stop all travelling. A path is to travel and to go somewhere; a path is to reach
somewhere, to attain something; a path is a means and the end is far away in the future.
That's what I mean when I say whatsoever I am talking to you about is not a path; it is a
simple understanding. If you understand, you have already reached to the goal. If you
understand, you have always been in the goal, never for a single moment have you been away
from it. You may have been dreaming that you have gone away, but you have not left your
home for a single moment.
This is a no-path. Or, if you insist for the word, or if you are so fascinated with the word,
call it a pathless path. But try to understand me: this is not a path. I am giving you not the
means but the end itself.
SINCE COMING TO YOU, LIVING A MEDITATIVE LIFE HAS BECOME AN
EASIER AND MORE NATURAL PHENOMENON. HOWEVER, I HAVE
PRACTICALLY GIVEN UP ALL HOPE FOR ENLIGHTENMENT ARE THESE
TENDENCIES CONTRADICTORY?
Not at all. To attain to enlightenment that is a must -- that you should lose all hope and
desire for it. Otherwise the desire for enlightenment becomes a nightmare in itself. And the
more you desire it, the further away you are from it -- greater the desire, greater will be the
distance. Drop all desiring for it, all hoping for it. If you have really become desireless about
enlightenment, any moment it is possible to happen. Give space; don't be filled with the
desire for it.
The greatest barrier to enlightenment is the longing for it, because a mind that longs and
desires is always tense. It has a subtle anxiety around it; it is never at ease. How can you be at
ease if you have to go somewhere, reach somewhere? You may be sitting, but you are on the

move. Visibly you may be resting, but invisibly you are restless. Drop all nonsense. Nobody
has ever been able to attain enlightenment through desire. That's why all Buddhas insist:
become desireless.
I am not saying that when you become desireless you will attain to nirvana or
enlightenment; I am saying when you are desireless you are nirvana, you are enlightenment.
The desire is the disturbance in you, just like ripples in a lake... ripples disappear, the lake is
silent.
It is easy to drop the desires of the worldly things, very easy. In fact it is absolutely
foolish to cling to them. Only stupid people cling to worldly things, because anybody can see
that they are going to be taken away from you. All clinging is futile, fruitless, and anybody
who has even a small quantity of intelligence can become alert that accumulating things is
not going to give you enrichment; rather, it will make you more and more poor. The more
things you will have, the more you will feel that you are empty.
A rich man becomes, deep down, very poor. You cannot find greater beggars than
emperors. Knowing well that they have everything that they could desire, for the first time
they become alert that nothing has changed inside: no contentment has happened, no satiety.
Everything is as much in turmoil as ever; the whole effort has been useless, and the whole
life wasted in it.
No, it is not difficult to drop worldly desires, but when you drop worldly desires,
immediately, the mind creates the other-worldly desires: moksha, nirvana, enlightenment,
God. Now you hanker for these. The situation remains the same -- you remain in desire. The
object is irrelevant: the real thing: whether you desire or not. The real thing is not what do
you desire. All your spiritual -- so-called spiritual -- teachers misguide you because they go
on saying, "Change the object cf desire. Don't desire worldly things; desire God." Bu I say to
you that if you desire God, God himself has become a worldly thing. To me this is the
definition of the world: whatsoever can be desired is the world.
God cannot be desired. You cannot make God an object of your desire; that is sacrilege.
Enlightenment cannot be desired. because enlightenment happens only when there is no
desire. And enlightenment is not something that comes from the outside. When the mind is
freed from desire, suddenly, you become aware of the king of kings sitting inside. He has
always been there. but you were so much worried about desiring and reaching and gaining
and achieving.
The achieving mind is the barrier, so it is good that you have given up all hope for
enlightenment.
But I don't think that you have given up all hope -- otherwise it would have happened.
You may be right, however: practically, you have given up all hope for enlightenment. But
deep down you are still dreaming about it, desiring it. Practically, you may have given up, but
deep down the desire must be there. Otherwise there is no question -- why the enlightenment
has not happened. It should happen immediately -- there is not a moment's gap. It is
absolutely certain: when desire has left you completely. utterly, it is there. In &ct it is nothing
-- you without desire. So search deep, dig a little deeper inside yourself; you will again find
desires, layers of desires: and go on throwing them. Peel down your onion to the very core.
One day it is going to happen. Any day it is possible. Any moment when there is no
desire, not even a flicker of it -- no trembling, no wavering -- and consciousness is unclouded
-- no smoke of desire. only the flame of consciousness, the fire of consciousness.... And
suddenly you start laughing, suddenly you understand that that which you were seeking was
always within you. That is the meaning of Jesus when he goes on insisting, "The kingdom of

God is within you." If it were "without" it could be desired; if it were "without" it could be
reached from some path. It is you! That's why I say I have got no path to offer you. I can only
share my understanding with you.
DOES THE UNIVERSE LOVE ME?
It is a wrong question to ask. You should ask the other way round, "Do you love the
universe?" because universe is not a person. It cannot love you. It has no center, or you can
say "everywhere it has the center," but it is a nonpersonal phenomenon. How can a
nonpersonal existence love you? You can love.
But when you love, the universe responds -- responds absolutely. If you take one step
towards the universe, the universe takes a thousand and one steps towards you; but that's a
response.
You will have to understand what Lao Tzu says: that the nature of existence is feminine.
A woman waits; she never initiates. The man has to go and initiate. The man has to come and
woo and court and persuade. Existence is feminine -- it waits You have to woo it; you have to
court it; you have to take the initiative and then the universe showers on you -- showers in
infinite ways, fulfils in infinite ways. Just like a woman: when you have persuaded her she
showers tremendously.
No man can be such a lover as a woman can be. A man remains always a part lover; his
total being is never in love. A woman is totally in it; it is her whole life, her every breath. But
she waits. She will never take the initiative, she will never chase you; and if a woman chases
you -- howsoever beautiful the woman -- you will become scared of her. She won't look
feminine. She will be so aggressive that her whole beauty will turn into ugliness. A woman is
passive. Remember this word "passive," passivity.
Universe is the mother. It is always better to call the God "mother than "father." The
father is not so relevant. Universe is the mother: feminine, waiting for you -- waiting for you
for ever and ever -- but you will have to knock at the door. You will find it immediately
opened if you knock, but if you don't knock you can go on standing at the gate. The existence
is not going to open it; it is not aggressive. Even in love it is not aggressive. That's why I say
it will respond.
But don't ask the wrong question. Don't ask, "Does the universe love me?" Love the
universe and you will find that your love is nothing. The universe gives you such infinite
love, returns your love with such infinite response.... But it is a response -- the universe never
initiates; it waits. And it is beautiful that it waits; otherwise the whole beauty of love will be
lost.
But this question arises; it has a relevance with your mind. This is how human mind
functions: it always asks, "Does the other love me?" The woman, the wife, asks, "Does the
husband love me?" The husband goes on asking, "Does the wife, the woman, love me?" The
children go on thinking, "Does the mother, the father, love me?" and the parents go on
thinking whether the children love them. You always ask about the other. You are asking a
wrong question. You are moving in a wrong direction. You will come across a wall; you will
not find a door. You will feel hurt because you will clash against the wall. The very
beginning is wrong. You should always ask, "Do I love the wife?" "Do I love the husband?"
"Do I love the children?" "Do I love my father and my mother?" But always start from
yourself -- do you love.

And this is the mystery: if you love, suddenly you know everybody loves you. If you love
the wife, she loves you; if you love the husband, he loves you; if you love the children, they
love you. A person who loves from his heart is being responded to from everywhere. Love
can never be fruitless. It blooms.
But you should start rightly, on the right track; otherwise everybody is asking, "Does the
other love me?" and the other is also asking the same question. Then nobody loves, then love
becomes just a fantasy, then love disappears from the earth -- as it has happened. It has
disappeared; it exists only in the poetries of poets -- fantasies, imagination, dreams. Reality
is absolutely devoid of love now, because you have started with a wrong question.
Drop that question like a disease. Drop it and escape from it, and alwaYs ask, "Do I love?'
and that will become the key. With that key you can open any heart, and with that key, by
and by, you will become so artful that you can open the very existence with that key; then it
becomes prayer. Just ask the question, "Does the universe pray to you?" Then it will look
foolish; then it will look just absurd. "Does the universe pray to you?" -- you will not oven
ask that; but prayer is nothing but the highest blossoming of love.
You pray to the universe and then you find from everywhere rivulets of love flowing
towards you. You become fulfilled. The universe has much to give to you, but for that you
have to be open. And the opening is possible only if you love: then you become open,
otherwise you remain closed. And even the universe is helpless against your closedness.
IS IT POSSIBLE TO CLIMB ON TO HIGHER STAGES WHILE ONE IS
SUPPRESSING OR EXCLUDING PARTS OF HIS BEING BY OUTSIDE CONDITIONS
AND ILLUSIONS?
No, it is impossible. You are asking me, "Is it possible to go up the ladder only in part?"
Some part of you is left down, some part of you is left somewhere on the ladder, and only a
part of you reaches to the very end -- how is it possible? You are a unity. You are an organic
unity; you cannot be divided. That is the meaning of the word "individual": that which cannot
be divided. You are an individual. You have to go to the divine door in your totality, in toto;
nothing can be left.
That's why my insistence, again and again, that if you suppress your anger you will not be
able to enter the divine temple -- because that is what you are doing: you are trying to leave
the anger outside the temple and enter the temple. How can you enter? Because who will be
left with the anger outside? -- it is you. If you are trying to suppress sex, then you will not be
able to enter the divine temple, because who is sex? -- it is you, your energy. Nothing can be
left outside. If you leave something outside, your totality will be left outside; then there is
only one possibility: you will remain outside and you will dream that you have entered.
That's what your so many "mahatmas" are doing. They are outside the temple dreaming that
they have entered and they are seeing God, they are in heaven or moksha.
Only total will you enter -- not even a single part can be left behind. Then what to do?
There are ugly parts, I know; and I understand your embarrassing situation. You would not
like to bring those ugly parts to the divine; you would not like to present those ugly parts to
the divine. I understand your trouble, your problem. You would like to drop all sex, all anger,
all jealousy, hatred -- you would like to become a pure virgin, innocence. Good. Your
thinking is good, but the way you are trying to do it is not possible. The only way is:
transform. Don't cut your parts; transform them. The ugliness can become beauty.

Have you watched what happens in the garden? You bring cow dung -- smelling -fertilizers, manure -- smelling badly -- but within months, the manure has disappeared in the
earth; now it has come as beautiful flowers with such a divine fragrance around them. This is
transformation. The bad smell has become fragrance; the ugly shape of manure has become
beautiful flowers. Life needs transformation. You will enter into the divine's temple total -transformed. Don't suppress anything; rather, try to find the key to transform it.
Anger becomes compassion. A person who has no anger can never be compassionate -never. It is not a coincidence that all the twenty-four teerthankeras of the Jains were born
kshatriyas, warriors, men of anger, and they became the preachers of nonviolence and
compassion. Buddha is a warrior, comes from a kshatriya family, a samurai; and he became
the greatest flower of compassion ever. Why? They had much more anger than you have.
When the anger was converted and transformed, of course, it became a tremendous energy.
You need anger. You need it as you are right now because it is a protective shell, and you
will need it when you are transformed because then it becomes fuel, energy. It is pure energy.
Have you seen a small child, sometimes, really in anger? How beautiful the small child looks
-- radiant, vital, as if he can explode and destroy the whole world. Just a small, tiny child,
looks like atomic energy -- red in the face, jumping and crying -- just energy, pure energy. If
you don't suppress the child, and teach him how to understand this energy, there will be no
need of any suppression: the same energy can be transformed.
You watch: clouds gather in the sky, and then there is great lightning and thunder. This
lightning, just a few hundred years before, was a terrifying factor in the life of humanity. Man
became so afraid of the lightning -- you cannot imagine now, because now that same
lightning has become electricity. It has become a servant in the home: it runs your air
conditioner; it runs your fridge. It works continuously day and night -- no slave can work that
way. The same lightning was a great, terrific fact in humanity's life.
The first god was born because of lightning -- the fear. Indra was born. the god of thunder
and lightning, and people started worshipping him because people thought this lightning
comes as a punishment. But now nobody bothers about it, now you know the secret -- you
have found the key. Now the same electricity, Indra's punishment, now functions as a slave:
Indra is working behind your air conditioner, Indra is running your fridge, Indra is working in
your fan. Now Indra is no longer a god, but a servant. And such a docile servant -- that never
strikes, never asks for any raise of the pay, nothing -- a complete, total slave.
The same happens in the inner sky of man -- anger is lightning. in Buddha it has become
compassion. Now see Buddha's face, so radiant. From where comes this radiancy? It is anger
transformed. You are afraid of sex, but have you ever heard of any impotent man becoming
enlightened? Tell me. Have you heard of any impotent man, who had no sexual energy in
him, that he has become a prophet -- a Mahavir, a Mohammed, a Buddha, a Christ? Have you
heard about it? It never happens -- it cannot happen -- because the very energy is lacking. It is
sex energy that rises high. It is sex energy that comes to a moment of transformation: where it
becomes samadhi.
Sex energy becomes samadhi, superconsciousness. I tell you: the more sexual you are,
the more is the possibility; so don't be afraid. More sexuality only shows that you have too
much energy. Very good. You should be thankful to God, and you are not thankful -- rather,
you feel guilty; rather, you feel like complaining against God that "Why have you given this
energy to me?" You don't know what is possible with this energy in the future. A Buddha is
not impotent. He lived a very, very fulfilling sexual life -- not an ordinary sexual life. His
father had called all the beautiful women in the kingdom to serve him; all the beautiful young

girls were serving him.
Energy is needed, and energy is always beautiful. If you don't know how to use it, it
becomes ugly; then it goes on running astray. The energy has to go higher. Sex is the lowest
center of your being -- but that is not all: you have seven centers of your being. As the energy
moves upwards, if you know the key how to release it upwards, as it moves from one center
to another, you feel so many transformations. When the energy comes to the heart chakra, to
the center of the heart, you become so full of love you become love. When the energy comes
to the third-eye center you become consciousness, awareness. When the energy comes to the
last chakra, sahasrar, you bloom, you flower, your tree of life has come to a fulfillment: you
become a Buddha. But the energy is the same.
Don't condemn; don't suppress. Transform. Be more understanding, alert; only then will
you be able to enter in totality. And there is no other way; the other way is just to dream and
imagine.
FOR ZEN IT IS: "EAT WHEN YOU ARE HUNGRY AND DRINK WHEN YOU ARE
THIRSTY." FOR PATANJALI IT IS: "REGULARITY -- NIYAM." HOW TO
RECONCILE SPONTANEITY AND REGULARITY?
There is no need to synthesize. If you are really spontaneous you will become regular. If
you are really regular you will become spontaneous. There is no need to reconcile. If you try
to reconcile you will become a mess, so choose one and forget about the other. If you choose
Zen forget about Patanjali as if he never existed; then he is not for you. And one day you will
suddenly see that the regularity has come following spontaneity.
How it happens? If you are spontaneous, if you ea( when you feel hungry -- and if you
only eat when you feel hungry and you never eat against your desire, you never eat more than
your desire, you always follow your need -- by and by you will settle to a regularity, because
the body is a mechanism, a very, very beautiful biomechanism. Then every day at the same
time you will find you are hungry again; every day at the same time you will find you are
sleepy again. Life will become regular.
But if you are afraid of spontaneity.... As people are afraid. because culture, civilization,
religion -- all the poisoners of the world -- they have poisoned your mind and they have made
you afraid of spontaneity; they say you are hiding an animal within you and if you are
spontaneous you may go astray. If you are too afraid of spontaneity, then listen to Patanjali.
Patanjali is always a second choice to me, never the first. It is for ill people, corrupted by
culture, unnatural, poisoned by civilization and religion, destroyed by priests and preachers.
Then Patanjali. Patanjali is a therapy. That's why I say Patanjali is useful for ninety-nine
percent of the people, because ninety-nine percent of the people are ill. This earth is a great
hospital. Patanjali is a physician, a scientist.
Zen is for natural people, uncorrupted, for innocent children. If there is going to come
some day a beautiful world, Patanjali will be forgotten; Zen will remain. If the world is going
to be becoming more and more in, Zen will be forgotten; only Patanjali will be there. Zen
says be natural. Do you watch nature? Have you seen nature's spontaneity and regularity
both? Rains come, summer comes, winter comes -- they follow in a regular pattern.
And if you see some disturbance it is because of you, because man has disturbed the
climate, man has disturbed the ecology. Otherwise nature was so predictable -- and so
spontaneous -- you could always see when the spring has come. You could have heard the

first steps of spring all over: in the songs of the birds, in the trees, the happiness that spreads.
It was absolutely certain, regular, but now everything is disturbed. That is not because of
nature. Man has not only poisoned man, man has started to poison nature also. Now
everything is irregular: you don't know when the rains are coming, you don't know whether it
is going to rain less or more this year, you don't know how hot this summer is going to be.
Nature's regularity is disturbed by you, because you have broken the circle. Otherwise nature
is absolutely spontaneous -- and the nature does not need any Patanjali. Now it will need.
Now, to set the ecology right, a Patanjali is needed.
So you have to choose. If you choose Zen forget Patanjali; otherwise you will be very
much confused. And I tell you that Patanjali will come automatically -- you need not worry.
But if you feel that you are very ill and you cannot trust in yourself and you cannot be
spontaneous, forget about Zen; it is not for you. It is just like there exists a book of exercises
for a healthy man. hmm?... who is going to take part in a world olympic: you can read it if
you like. but don't try it -- you will be in danger. You are Lying in the hospital; you don't ask
how to reconcile this book and your situation. You don't ask. You listen to the physician: you
follow. Someday when you are healthy, back to your natural spontaneous being, you may use
This book, but right now it is not for you.
Patanjali is for unhealthy people, but almost everybody is unhealthy. Zen is for very
natural people. You have to decide about yourself. Nobody else can decide it for you; you
have to feel your own energy. But remember, you are not to reconcile -- never do that.
Choose one, the other follows. If you feel you are ill, already corrupted, you cannot be
spontaneous; try to be regular. Regularity will bring you, by and by, to health and
spontaneity.
I WANT TO PROPAGATE AGAINST YOU. WOULD YOU PLEASE BLESS ME?
This is a good idea. I bless you absolutely; because to propagate against me is also to
propagate for me. Knowingly, unknowingly, whosoever says anything against me says
something about me, and nobody knows: if you are talking against me to somebody, he may
become interested in me. So go and propagate with all my blessings.
YOU RECENTLY SAID THAT ONLY AN ENLIGHTENED ONE CAN LOVE. AT
OTHER TIMES YOU ALSO SAID THAT UNLESS ONE LOVES ONE CANNOT
BECOME ENLIGHTENED. FROM WHICH DOOR TO ENTER?
This is from Anand Prem. She has been standing at the door for many years. The real
thing is to enter; the door is irrelevant. From which door you enter is meaningless. Please
enter. If you want to enter from the door of love, then enter from that door. Enlightenment
will follow; it is the highest peak of a loving heart. If you are afraid of love.... As people are,
because the society has made you very much afraid of love and life. Society thinks love is
dangerous. It is. One never knows where one is going. It is a sort of madness -- beautiful, but
a madness still. If you are afraid of that then enter meditation, become meditative. If you are
really meditative you will feel, suddenly, an upsurge of energy. and you will become loving.
But don't, please, go on standing at the door. Even the doors are tired of you. Do
something and enter; it is time enough. you have waited long.

THESE DAYS THE POONA PRESS IS MAKING MUCH PROPAGANDA AGAINST
YOU, YOUR ASHRAM, AND YOUR DISCIPLES. THIS HAS CREATED MUCH
MISUNDERSTANDING IN THE MINDS OF THE COMMON MAN. HOW SHOULD A
SEEKER WHO HAS TO LIVE AMONGST THESE PEOPLE DEAL WITH THE
SITUATION?
You should not deal at all; you should laugh. And don't get serious about it. If you can
enjoy, enjoy, but don't deal with it, don't react. And don't try to defend me -- nobody can
defend me. And don't try to justify me -- nobody can justify me. And don't try to rationalize -there is no need. You should not be concerned with it.
The world goes in its own way. People have their own minds and their opinions... and I
am a shattering of opinions, of traditions. I am a great shock, so it is natural that the ordinary
people should get confused. And the press is always in search of some sensational news; the
press depends on it. But for those who are in search these things should not matter in any
way.
You should simply laugh and enjoy; nothing is wrong in it. You should not feel hurt;
there is no need. It is natural, I understand, if somebody says something against me, who does
not know me at all, and you who have been knowing me for long, you hear it -- you feel hurt;
you would like to fight it. Don't fight it, because the very effort is useless. Indifference, total
indifference, is the only thing that is required of you. Those who don't understand me, they
will go on; and if you react you encourage them. Be indifferent; they will become silent by
themselves because when nobody is reacting, the whole point is lost. And I am not here to
convince the ordinary masses whether I am right or wrong; I am not interested in masses at
all. I am interested only in a chosen few. I am to work for them.
So this trouble is going to come up again and again. They don't know what is happening
here. They can't know; even if they come they will not be able to understand me, what I am
saying. They will misunderstand it. So just forgive them and forget.
YOUR CLAIM NOT TO CONDEMN SEEMS CONTRADICTED BY YOUR
CRITICISMS OF SAI BABA, KRISHNAMURTI, AND "AMERICAN GURUS."
Whenever you feel that something is being contradicted by me, don't be disturbed about
it; I am self-contradictory. It is time you should understand it. I go on contradicting myself.
That is one of the ways I am using. If you remain unperturbed, you have attained to a certain
crystallization. I will go on contradicting -- everything that I have said, I will contradict. I
will not leave a single statement uncontradicted. There is a method in it: I don't want you to
cling to any standpoint. I don't want you to cling to my opinions also; the only way is: I
should contradict my own opinions. A moment will come, you will understand that this man
is not giving you theories, because everything is contradicted. No theory remains Everything
negates everything else; you are left in deep emptiness That is my effort.
I am not giving you a philosophy. If I were a philosopher I would never contradict
myself, I would be consistent; but I am not a philosopher. At the most you can call me a poet.
From a poet you never expect any consistency. You know a poet is a poet; he is not a
systematizer. He says something today and something else another day. But if you go on
understanding me, a moment will come, whatsoever I have said will be contradicted -- by
myself -- you will be left in emptiness with nothing to cling to -- no theory, no system, no

shastra.
And only in that nothingness will you be able to understand me, because I am not saying
something -- here I am being something to you. It is not a message I am giving to you; I am
the message. Only when you are totally empty will you be able to understand it.
And secondly, if I say that Sai Baba is a magician and not a mystic, I am only saying a
fact, not condemning him, not criticizing him at all. If I say this is morning, nine o'clock, if I
say this is day and not night, am I condemning night, am I criticizing night? I am simply
stating a fact. Satya Sai Baba is a magician and not a mystic. This is a fact to me. I am not
criticizing him; I am not against him.
If I say Krishnamurti is enlightened but he has failed, he could not help anybody -- he
tried his best; in fact nobody has tried so hard -- he is enlightened and whatsoever he says is
true but nobody has been helped, this is not a criticism. I am simply saying that nobody has
been helped. Bring somebody who has been helped. and contradict the fact.
I have come across thousands of Krishnamurti followers; they have not been helped.
They themselves come and say to me that they have been listening for twenty or even thirty,
forty years-old people -- and they understand Krishnamurti absolutely, what he is saying.
Because he is saying a single thing continuously. For forty years he has been playing a single
note -- he has not even changed the pitch, the tone, no. He is one of the rarest, consistent men
ever born on the earth. Monotonously he goes on saying the same thing again and again and
again. Those people come to me and they say they understand him intellectually hut nothing
happens. Because through intellectual understanding, nothing can happen.
And if it has happened to somebody listening to Krishnamurti, I tell you, it would have
happened to that man without Krishnamurti -- because Krishnamurti is not giving any
method; he is not giving any sadhana. If it has happened to somebody listening to him, it
could have happened to that man listening to the birds also, or just listening to the breeze
passing through the pines it would have happened. That man was ready; it is not
Krishnamurti that has helped him.
And this is understood by Krishnamurti also. Of course he understands. And he becomes
desperate -- his whole life wasted in an arid land. I am simply stating a fact, not criticizing.
And if I say something about American gurus, I'm not saying anything against them. In
the first place, out of a hundred, ninety-nine percent of all gurus are bogus. And when it
comes to American gurus, you can understand -- Indian gurus, out of a hundred, ninety-nine
percent are bogus, so when it comes to think about American gurus, imitators....
But I am not against anybody. These are simple facts; no condemnation is implied. In fact
I am not saying anything about them, just about the situation. Nothing is meant personally.
Impersonal statements.
A TAOIST MASTER HAS EXPLAINED SOME POINT IN TERMS OF THE TAO.
HIS LISTENERS ASKED HIM HOW HE HAD COME TO FIND THE TAO IN VIEW OF
THE FACT THAT HE HAD NEVER HAD A TEACHER. "I GOT IT," HE SAID, "FROM
BOOKS." IS THIS POSSIBLE?
Yes, once in a while it is possible. That man must have been like the man I was just
talking about who can become enlightened by listening to Krishnamurti. That man can
become enlightened by listening to the birds. That man can become enlightened by reading
the books. But that is an exception, not the rule. It has happened sometimes: if a man is really

alert, then even a book can help; and if you are fast asleep, then even a Buddha is useless.
Buddha also cannot help -- you go on snoring on his face, what can he do? A living Buddha
-- proved useless by you. But if you are alert, then even a dead book can be helpful. It
depends.
And it is difficult to find such a man who can become awakened by just reading books -but the possibility is there. It is very nearly impossible, but even impossible things happen.
IF SATSANG, BEING IN THE PRESENCE OF AN ENLIGHTENED BEING, ONE
WHO IS NOW LIBERATED, IS SO IMPORTANT, WHY DO WE ONLY SPEND AN
HOUR AND A HALF A DAY WITH EACH OTHER?
More will be too much for you; it will create indigestion. You will not be able to absorb
me more than that. I can be with you for twenty-four hours, but you cannot be. You need
homeopathic doses.
YESTERDAY MORNING YOU REFERRED TO THE EIGHT STAGES OF YOGIC
ACHIEVEMENT AND EMPHASIZED THAT YOU MOVE FROM NUMBER ONE TO
NUMBER EIGHT, IN THAT ORDER. IS IT NOT POSSIBLE, IN INDIVIDUAL CASES,
THAT AN INDIVIDUAL COULD REACH ONE OR THE OTHER STATES FIRST AND
THEN MOVE IN HIS OR HER OWN ORDER TO ACHIEVE ALL EIGHT OF THEM?
It is possible, but when I say possible I mean only rarely, very rarely. Exceptions are
always there with every rule, but when Patanjali talks, he talks about the rule, not about the
exception. Exceptions need not be talked about. The greater mass of humanity cannot reach
from anywhere in any other way. They will have to follow step by step -- from one to two,
from two to three. They move in an organic unity. But there are freaks who can go and jump
-- but then they too will have to come back and absorb the left-behind part. Their
arrangement can be different, that's possible.
You can start with pranayam, but then you will have to come to asan, you will have to
come to YAM.... You can start by meditation, but then you will have to move to other parts
which are left behind. But all the eight have to be developed, and a unison between all the
eight, so you become an organic unity.
It happens sometimes, even a person can reach up to the seventh without completing all
the steps, but nobody has reached to the eighth without completion. Up to seven there is the
possibility: you can leave some steps and you can do some and reach up to the seventh -- but
then you will hang there. Up to meditation you can reach but not up to samadhi, because
SAMADHI needs your total being -- fulfilled. nothing left behind, nothing left incomplete -everything complete. Then you will have to hang around the seventh for long, and you will
have to go back and do things which needed to be done. Only when you have completed
everything up to the seventh, the eighth, samadhi, becomes possible.
HOW IS IT THAT GREAT MASTERS LIKE CHOGYAM TRUNGPA GET SO
DRUNK ON OCCASIONAL FESTIVITIES THAT THEY HAVE TO BE CARRIED
HOME? CAN THE USE OF ALCOHOL FOR ENJOYMENT DISTURB A CERTAIN
AWARENESS OF SEEKERS?

Who told you that this man is a Master? He belongs to a tradition in which many Masters
have existed, but he carries just the dead load. And this is the trouble because in the tradition
to which he belongs there have been men like Marpa, Milarepa, Naropa, Tilopa -- great
siddhas -- and they all used to drink, now this is delicate, but they never got drunk. They used
to drink, but they never got drunk.
That is one of the ways of tantra, a method: one has to go on increasing the amount of
alcohol and getting attuned to it, but remaining conscious. Hmm?... first you take just one
teaspoonful. you remain conscious; then two; then three; then you go on. Then you drink the
whole bottle. But now you are so attuned your consciousness is not disturbed; then alcohol
won't do. Then you move to more dangerous drugs.
There came a time in the tradition of tantra when snakes, poisonous snakes, were used
because a man became so attuned to all types of drugs. Then the last test was the snake cobra.
Then the cobra was forced to bite the man on the tongue -- then too he remained conscious.
This was a secret test and a growth: now you have achieved to such crystallization of
consciousness that the whole body is filled with alcohol but it doesn't affect you. This was a
point in tantra to go beyond the body; this is going beyond the body -- for tantra.
This man comes from that tradition, so he has the permission from the tradition to drink,
but if he gets drunk then he has missed the whole point; he not a Master; he is not aware. But
in America everything is possible now. Not knowing the old tradition. this man can say to
people, "Even our own Masters have been drinking." In tantra all those things that are
ordinarily prohibited are allowed. A tantric is allowed to eat meat -- ordinarily it is
prohibited; he is allowed to drink ordinarily it is prohibited; he is allowed to have sex -ordinarily for a seeker it is prohibited. Everything that is prohibited ordinarily, is allowed in
tantra, but allowed with such conditions that if you forget the conditions you forget the whole
thing.
One should go in sex, but there should be no ejaculation. If ejaculation happens, then it is
ordinary sex; then it is not tantra. If you make love and no ejaculation happens, for hours you
are together with the woman and no ejaculation happens, this is tantra. This is an attainment.
Drinking is allowed, but getting drunk is not allowed. If you get drunk you are an
ordinary drunkard -- no need to bring tantra in.
Meat is allowed, but you have to eat meat -- even sometimes human meat, human flesh,
from dead bodies -- but you should remain indifferent. You should remain unperturbed -- not
even a flicker in your consciousness that "something wrong...."
Tantra says that every bondage has to be transcended, and the last bondage is morality -that too has to be transcended. Unless you transcend morality you have not transcended the
world. So in a country like India where vegetarianism has gone to the very deep core of
Indian consciousness, meat-eating was allowed, but it was not allowed in the way that
meat-eaters eat. A man has to prepare his whole life for it. He was to be a vegetarian; as a
seeker he was to be a vegetarian.
Years will pass -- ten years, twelve years he has remained a vegetarian, he has not made
love to any woman, he has not drunk anything alcoholic, and he has not taken any other
drugs. Then after twelve years, fifteen years, even twenty years, the Master will allow him,
now, to move into sex, but to move with a woman with such respect that the woman is almost
a goddess; it is not carnal. And the man who is moving with the woman has to worship her,
touch her feet. And if even a slight sexual desire arises he is disqualified; then he is not ready
for it.

It was a great preparation and a great test -- greatest that has ever been created for man.
With no desire, with no lust, he has to feel towards the woman as if she is his mother. If the
Master says, and sees, that he is right -- now he is like a child entering the woman, not like a
man, and like a child he remains inside the woman with no sexuality arising: his breathing is
not affected his body energy is not affected; for hours he remains together with the woman,
there is no ejaculation; a deep silence pervades -- it is a deep meditation.
For twenty years remaining a vegetarian and then suddenly you are offered meat to eat:
your whole being will feel repulsed. Hmm?... if you feel repulsion then tantra says, "You are
rejected. Now go beyond it. Now whatsoever is offered, accept it in deep gratitude." You
must know if you have remained a vegetarian even for one year and suddenly meat is offered,
you will start feeling nausea, vomiting. If that comes that means the man is still living in the
thoughts -- because it is only a thought that this is meat and this is vegetable. Vegetable is
also meat, because it comes from the body of the tree; and meat is also vegetable, because it
comes from the tree of a man's body or an animal's body. This is the transcendence of
morality.
And then he is prepared to drink strong drugs. If he has really become alert then
whatsoever is given will change the chemistry of the body but not his consciousness; his
consciousness will remain floating on the chemistry of the body.
Gurdjieff used to drink as much as you can imagine -- but was never unconscious, never
drunk. He was a tantric Master. If you want to look in the West towards somebody, then he is
George Gurdjieff, not Tibetan refugees.
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30. SELF-RESTRAINT, THE FIRST STEP OF YOGA, IS COMPRISED OF THE FOLLOWING FIVE
VOWS: NONVIOLENCE, TRUTHFULNESS, HONESTY, SEXUAL CONTINENCE, AND
NONPOSSESSIVENESS.
31. THESE FIVE VOWS, WHICH CONSTITUTE THE GREAT VOW, EXTEND TO ALL THE SEVEN
STAGES OF ENLIGHTENMENT REGARDLESS OF CLASS, PLACE, TIME, OR CIRCUMSTANCE.

THE five vows of ahimsa, satya, achaurya, brahmacharya, aparigra, are the very base,
the foundation. They have to be understood as deeply as possible because there is a
possibility to move without fulfilling these five steps which constitute the first step of yam.
You can find yogis and fakirs all over the world who have moved without fulfilling these
five steps of the first step. Then they become powerful, but their power is violent. Then they
are very, very powerful, but their power is not spiritual. Then they become sort of black
magicians; they can harm others. Power is dangerous; it can help, it can harm. Not only to
others is it dangerous, it is dangerous to the person himself. It can destroy you; it can give
you a rebirth. It depends. These five vows are just a guarantee so that the power which arises
out of discipline is not misused.
You can see "yogis" displaying their power. That is impossible for a yogi, because if the
yogi has really fulfilled these five vows he will no longer be an exhibitionist; he cannot
display. He can no longer try to play with miracles -- that is not possible for him. Miracles
happen around him, but he is not the doer.
These five vows kill your ego completely. Either the ego can exist or these five vows can
be fulfilled. Both are not possible. And before you enter into the world of power -- and yoga
is a world of power, infinite power -- it is very, very necessarily needed that you drop the ego
outside the temple. If the ego is with you there is every possibility that the power is going to
be misused. Then the whole effort becomes futile, a mockery, in fact ridiculous.
These five vows are to purify you, to make you a vehicle for the power to descend and for
the power to become a beneficial influence, a blessing to others. They are a must. No one
should bypass them. You can bypass. In fact to bypass them is easier than to go through them
because they are difficult, but then your building will be without a foundation. It is going to

fall any day, collapse any day. It may kill neighbors; it may kill you yourself. This is the first
thing to be understood.
The second thing: the other day Narendra asked a question, a very relevant one. He said,
"In Sanskrit yam means death and yam also means inner discipline. Is there any correlation
between the two, death and inner discipline?" There is. That too has to be understood.
Sanskrit is a very potential language. In fact no language exists in the world which is
comparably potential. And each word has been coined with much care and effort -- Sanskrit
is not a natural language. All other languages are natural. The very word "Sanskrit" means
created, refined, not natural. The natural language of India is called Prakrit; Prakrit means
natural, that which has come out of use. Sanskrit is a refined phenomenon. It is not like
natural flowers: it is like essence, refined. Much care and effort has been taken to coin single
words, and it has been thought about and brooded over so that all the possibilities should be
implied in it. This word yam has to be understood. It means the god of death; it also means
inner discipline. But what necessary connection can there be between death and inner
discipline? There seems none, but there is.
On the earth, up to now, two types of cultures have existed -- both lopsided, both
unbalanced. Not yet has it been possible to develop a culture which is total, whole, and holy.
In the West. right now, sex is given total freedom; but you may not have watched -- death is
suppressed. Nobody wants to talk about death; everybody is talking about sex. A vast
literature of pornography exists about sex. Magazines like PLAYBOY exist -- obscene,
morbid, ill, neurotic. A neurotic obsession about sex exists in the West, but death? Death is
the taboo word. If you talk about death people will think you are morbid -- "Why are you
talking about death?" Eat, drink, be merry -- that's the motto. "Why do you bring death in?
Keep it out. Don't talk about it."
In the East sex has been suppressed, but death is talked about freely. Exactly like the
sexual, obscene pornographic literature, in the East a different type of pornography exists. I
call it the pornography of death -- as much obscene and morbid as the pornography of the
West about sex. I have come across scriptures.... And you can find them anywhere; almost all
Indian scriptures are full of death pornography. They talk about death too much. They never
talk about sex; sex is the taboo. They talk about death.
All so-called mahatmas in India go on talking about death. They go on hinting about
death continuously. They say, if you love a woman, "What are you doing? What is a woman?
-- just a skin bag. And inside there are all sorts of dirty things." And they bring up all those
sorts of dirty things; and it seems they enjoy. It is morbid. They talk about the mucus inside
the body, the blood, the flesh; they talk about the stomach, about the belly full of excreta, the
bladder full of urine. "This is your beautiful woman. Bag of dirt! And you are falling in love
with this bag. Be alert."
But this is something to understand: in the East when they want to make you aware that
life is dirty they bring in the woman; in the West when they want to make you aware that life
is beautiful they again bring in the woman. Look at PLAYBOY: plastic girls, so beautiful.
They don't exist in the world; they are not real. They are manufactured photographic tricks -and everything has been done, retouched again and again. And they become the ideals. and
thousands of people fantasize about them and dream about them.
The sexual pornography depends on the body of the woman and the death pornography
also depends on the body of the woman. And then they say, "You are falling in love? This
young woman soon is going to become old. Soon she will he a dirty old hag. Be alert, and
don't fall in love, because soon this woman is going to die: then you will weep and cry. and

then you will be in suffering." If you have to bring life in, the body of the woman is needed.
If you have to bring death in, the body of the woman is needed.
Man seems to be continuously obsessed with the body of the woman -- whether they are
playboys or mahatmas makes no difference.
But why? It always happens: whenever a society suppresses sex it expresses death;
whenever a society suppresses death it becomes expressive about sex. Because death and sex
are the two polarities of life. Sex means life, because life arises out of it. Life is a sexual
phenomenon -- and death is the end of it.
And if you think about both together, there seems to be a contradiction; you cannot
reconcile sex and death. How to reconcile it? It is easier to forget one and remember the
other. If you remember both it will be very difficult for your mind to manage how they exist
together -- and they do exist together, they do cohere together. They are not in fact two, but
the same energy in two states: active and inactive, yin and yang.
Have you watched it? While making love to a woman there comes a moment of orgasm
where you become afraid, fearful, you start trembling; because at the highest peak of orgasm
death and life both exist together. You experience life at its peak, and you also experience
death at its depth. The peak and the depth both available at one moment -- that's the fear of
orgasm. People desire it because it is life, and people avoid it because it is death. They desire
it because it is one of the most beautiful moments, ecstatic, and they want to escape from it
because it is one of the most dangerous moments also: because death opens its mouth in it.
A man of awareness will become immediately aware that death and sex are one energy:
and a total culture, a whole culture, a holy culture, will accept both. It will not be lopsided; it
will not move to one extreme and avoid the other. Each moment you are both life and death.
To understand this is to transcend duality. The whole effort of yoga is: how to transcend.
Yam is meaningful because when a person becomes aware of death, only then, a life of
self-discipline is possible. If you are only aware of sex. Life, and you have been avoiding
death, escaping from it, closing your eyes to it, keeping it always at the back, throwing it into
the unconscious, then you will not create a life of self-discipline. For what? Then your life
will be a life of indulgence -- eat, drink. be merry. Nothing is wrong in it, but, in itself, this is
not the whole picture. This is just a part, and when you take the part as the whole, you miss -you miss tremendously.
Animals are there without any awareness of death: that's why no possibility for Patanjali
to teach animals. No possibility because no animal will be ready for self-discipline. The
animal will ask, "For what?" There is life only, there is no death, because the animal is not
aware that he is going to die. If you become aware that you are going to die, then
immediately you start rethinking about life. Then you would like the death to be absorbed in
life.
When death is absorbed in life yam is born: a life of discipline. Then you live but you
always live with the remembrance of death. You move but you always know that you are
moving towards death. You enjoy but you always know that this is not going to last forever.
Death becomes your shadow, part of your being, part of your perspective. You have absorbed
death... now self-discipline will be possible. Now you will think, "How to live?" because life
is not the goal now: death is also part of it. "How to live?" that you can live and die also
beautifully. "How to live?" that not only does life become a crescendo of bliss, but death
becomes the highest, because death is the climax of life.
To live in such a way that you become capable of living totally and you become capable
of dying totally, that s the whole meaning of self-discipline. Self-discipline is not a

suppression; it is to live a directed life, a life with the sense of direction. It is to live a life
fully alert and aware of death. Then your river of life has both the banks. Life and death, and
the river of consciousness flows between these two. Anybody who is trying to live life
denying death its part is trying to move along one bank; his river of consciousness cannot be
total. He will lack something; something very beautiful he will lack. His life will be
superficial -- there will be no depth in it. Without death there is no depth.
And if you move to the other extreme as Indians have done -- they start living with death
continuously: afraid, fearful, praying. doing things just how to become deathless, immortal -then they stop living at all. That too is an obsession. They will also flow along one bank: their
life will also be a tragedy.
West is a tragedy, East is a tragedy -- because a total life has not yet been possible. Is it
possible to have a beautiful sex life, remembering death? Is it possible to eat, and eat
blissfully, remembering death? Is it possible to love, and love deeply, knowing well that you
are going to die and the beloved is going to die? If it is possible then a total life becomes
possible. Then you are absolutely balanced; then you are complete. Then you lack nothing;
then you will have a fulfillment; a deep contentment will descend on you.
The life of yam is a life of balance. These five vows of Patanjali are to give you a balance.
But you can misunderstand them and you can create again another unbalanced life. Yoga is
not against indulgence; yoga is for balance. Yoga says, "Be alive but be always ready to die
also." It looks contradictory. Yoga says, "Enjoy. But, remember, this is not your home. This
is an overnight stay." Nothing is wrong: even if you are enjoying in a dharmasala and it is a
fullmoon night, nothing is wrong. Enjoy it, but don't take the dharmasala to be your home,
because tomorrow we leave. We will be thankful for this overnight stay, we will be grateful
-- it was good while it lasted -- but don't ask it to last forever. If you ask that it should last
forever, this is one extreme; and if you don't enjoy at all because it is not going to last
forever, this is another extreme. And in both the ways you remain half.
If you try to understand me, this is my whole effort: to make you whole and total so all
the contradictions are absorbed and a harmony arises. I don't want you to become
monotonous. A life of ordinary indulgence is monotonous. A life of ordinary yoga is also
monotonous, boring. A life which comprehends all contradictions in it, which has many notes
in it but, still, all notes fall in a harmony; that life is a rich life. And to become that rich life,
to me, is yoga.
And these five vows are not to cut you from life, they are to join you. That emphasis has
to be remembered because many people have used these five vows to cut themselves from
life. They are not meant for that -- they are meant for just the opposite.
For example, the first is ahimsa, nonviolence. People have used it to cut themselves from
life because they think if you are in life there will be some violence or other. There are Jains
in India; they believe in nonviolence. That is their whole religion. You see a Jain monk: he
escapes from everything because everywhere he finds there is a possibility of violence. Jains
stopped cultivation -- gardening, farming -- because if you are doing farming, gardening,
cultivating, then there will be violence because you will have to cut many plants and every
plant has a life. So Jains completely dropped but of agriculture.
They could not go to war, because there will be violence. All their teachers were warriors;
they came from the kshatriya clan. Mahavir and all other teerthankeras, they all came from
the kshatriyas, but their followers are all merchants, businessmen. What has happened? To
war they cannot go; the army they cannot join. So they cannot be warriors because there is
violence; they cannot be agriculturists because there is violence. And nobody wants to be a

sudra, nobody wants to be an "untouchable" and clean other people's latrines and wash other
people's houses -- nobody wants -- so that they cannot become. Brahmins they cannot
become because their whole religion was a revolt against brahmins. So the only possibility
that remained was that they become only merchants.
There are Jain monks who are even afraid to breathe because in breathing many lives are
killed. Very small lifes are moving in the air. It is full of germs, very minute germs; you
cannot see them with the naked eye. When you breathe in, they die; when you breathe out,
your hot air coming out kills them. So they have even become afraid of breathing. They
cannot walk in the night because maybe some insect in the dark... then there is violence. They
cannot move in the rainy season because in the rainy season many insects and many flies,
many ants, are born, and everywhere life is alive. If you move on wet ground there is a
possibility.... It is said that a Jain monk should not even turn his side in the night while
asleep, because if you turn your side too many times you may kill a few insects; you should
remain on one side.
This is moving to the extreme. This is moving to absurdity. So remember, people have
used nonviolence against life. And nonviolence means such a deep love of life that you
cannot kill: you love life so much that you will not like to hurt anybody. It is deep love, not
rejection.
Of course, in being alive a little violence is a must, but that is not violence, because you
are not doing it willfully. So remember, only that is violence which you do willfully. If I am
breathing, I am not breathing willfully. Breathing is going automatically -- you are not
breathing; you are not the doer. You try to stop it and then you will know. Just for a single
second you can stop, and it comes rushing out or rushing in. It happens you are not
responsible for it. Food, you will have to eat. Whatsoever you eat will be a sort of violence.
Even if you pluck fruits from the trees you are hurting the trees.
Jains started not to eat meat. Good -- because that can be avoided. That which can be
avoided is beautiful. Then they became afraid of eating fruits from the trees because if you
take the fruit the tree is hurt. So what to do? Wait... when the fruit is ripe and falls on the
ground. That too is good, nothing is wrong, but even if the fruit has fallen on the ground it
contains millions of seeds -- and each seed could have become a tree, and in each tree there
was the possibility of millions of fruits again. So you are eating all those possibilities -- you
are violent.
You can stretch a principle to absurdity: and then there is only one possibility -- commit
suicide. But that too is violent: you arc killing yourself. Not only yourself, in your
bloodstream there are seven million germs; they will be killed if you commit suicide. So
nowhere to go -- not even suicide is possible.
This will become a very absurd life, worried, tense. And you were in search of a relaxed,
calm and quiet life; and this life will become so tense and such anguish.... You can see -- go,
look at Jain monks' faces. You will never find their faces blissful -- impossible. If you live in
such total fear that everything seems to be wrong, you are surrounded by guilt and guilt and
nothing else, and whatsoever you do is sin more or less.... Even to speak a word is to commit
sin because when you speak, more hot air comes out of the mouth: it kills thousands of small
microbes. You drink water and you kill; you cannot avoid. Then what to do?
Patanjali is not against life; he is a lover. Nobody who knows is against life. Then
nonviolence simply means love life so much -- to me, nonviolence is love -- love life so
much that you would not like to hurt anybody, that's all. But in sheer living many things will
happen which you cannot help. Don't be worried about them, otherwise you will go mad.

Don't be worried about them. Remember only one thing: that you have not been killing
anybody willfully. And even if you have to harm somebody unwillfully, you have a feeling of
love.
Go to the tree, and if you have to pluck the fruit because you are hungry and you will die
if you don't pluck the fruit, then thank the tree. First ask the permission of the tree: "I am
going to take this fruit. This is a trespass, but I am dying and I have to do it. But I will serve
you in many ways. I w;ll pay it back. I will give you more water; I will take more care of
you. So whatsoever I am taking, I will give you back -- even more than that." To love life, to
help life. to be beneficial to life -- to everything that is alive, be a blessing. And if you have to
do something which you feel could be avoided, first, avoid it; if it cannot be avoided then try
to repay it back.
And there is a difference. Now even scientists say there is a difference. If you go to the
tree and ask the permission, the tree doesn't feel hurt. It is no longer a trespass; the
permission has been asked. The tree in fact feels good that you came. The tree feels happy
that she could help somebody in need. The tree is richer because you came and the tree could
share. The fruits were going to fall anyhow. The tree could share with somebody -- you not
only helped yourself, you have helped the tree to grow in consciousness.
To be nonviolent means to be beneficial, to be helpful to everybody -- to yourself and to
others also. This is the first yam; the first self-discipline is love.
Somebody asked St. Augustine, "I am a very illiterate person and I don't know what to do
and what not to do; and scriptures are many and doctrines millions, and I am confused
because somebody says something, somebody else says just the opposite -- and I am
paralyzed over what to do and what not to do. You are a great man, wise, a saint; just tell me
one word, so without any confusion I can follow it."
St. Augustine was a great preacher. He could have talked for hours, but nobody has asked
for the whole religion in one word. He closed his eyes, meditated, because it was difficult,
and then he opened his eyes and said, "Then you go and love. If you love then everything is
okay."
Nonviolence means love. If you love then everything is okayed. If you don't love, even if
you become nonviolent it is useless.
And why does Patanjali make it the first yam, first discipline? Love is the first discipline,
the very base. If a trace remains in you to hurt others, when you will become powerful you
will become dangerous. That trace will become the danger. Not a single trace should remain
in you "to hurt"; and it is there in everybody.
And you hurt in millions of ways -- and you hurt in such ways that nobody can defend.
Sometimes you hurt in "good" ways, with good reasons, rationalizations. You say something
to a person which may be true, and you say, "I am saying the truth," but deep down the desire
is to hurt the man by saying the truth. Then the truth is worse than a lie; it should not be told.
If you can't make your truth sweet and nice and beautiful -- better not to say it. And always
look within for what you are saying it. What is the deep desire? Do you want to hurt the other
in the name of truth? Then your truth is poisoned already: it is no longer religious, it is no
longer moral -- it is already immoral. Drop that truth.
I tell you, even a lie is good if it is spoken out of love, and a truth is bad it is spoken just
to hurt.
These are not dead principles. You have to understand them, and you have to understand
the knack how to use them. I have seen people using good principles for bad reasons, living a
good life for bad reasons. You can be very pious just to feel egoistic: then your piousness is a

sin. You can be a man of character just to feel proud that you arc a man of character. Better it
was that you were a man of no character; at least this ego would not have been there. If the
character is only feeding the ego, it is worse than characterlessness. So always look deep
down. Always be a depth-searcher into your own being: what you are doing, why you are
doing. And don't be satisfied with superficial rationalizations -- they are thousands and you
can convince yourself that you were right:
You come home. You are feeling angry because the boss in the office didn't behave well.
No boss ever behaves well. Just because he is a boss, whatsoever he does looks bad, appears
bad, because deep down you resent that you are an underdog and somebody is a topdog. You
resent the fact of being an underdog, so whatsoever is said looks bad, but you cannot react; it
will be too costly. You come home full of anger and then you start beating your child, and
you say, "... because you were playing with bad boys." The child has been playing with the
bad boys always. And who are the bad boys? Because the mothers of the other bad boys are
beating their children because they were playing with your bad son. Who are the bad boys?
But you are rationalizing. Anger is there, bubbling. You want to throw it on someone and, of
course, only on a weaker person can it be thrown.
Children are in that way very useful. The father is angry, he beats the boy; the mother is
angry, she beats the boy; the teacher is angry, he beats the boy; and everybody is throwing
things on the small child which they cannot throw-anywhere else.
This has been my feeling, that if a couple lives without children there is more possibility
of divorce, if they have children, less possibility of divorce because whenever the wife is
angry at the husband she can beat the children; whenever the husband is against the wife he
can beat the children. Children are like a therapy. They help, they help tremendously. That's
why in the East where there are so many children to each couple, divorce doesn't exist. In the
West it is difficult now, marriage becoming impossible, because children are not there. They
were needed as a deep therapy. They are the cementing force; they help catharsis.
Remember, never do a good thing for a bad reason, because then it is no longer good and
you are deceiving.
Nonviolence is the first -- love is always the first. And if you learn how to love, you learn
everything. By and by the very phenomenon of love becomes an environ around you:
wherever you move, a grace moves with you, wherever you go, you go with gifts, you share
your being. Nonviolence is not a negative thing; it is a positive feeling of love. The word is
negative, "nonviolence." The word is negative because people are violent, and violence has
become such a positive force in their being that a negative word is needed to negate it. Only
the word is negative: the phenomenon is positive: it is love.
"Nonviolence, truthfulness...." Truthfulness means authenticity, to be true, not to be false
-- not to use masks: whatsoever is your real face, show it... and at whatsoever the cost.
Remember, that doesn't mean that you have to unmask others. If they are happy with their
lies it is for them to decide. Don't go and unmask anybody, because this is how people think.
They think they have to be truthful, authentic; they mean they have to go and make
everybody nude -- "Because why are you hiding your body? These clothes are not needed."
No. Please remember, be truthful to yourself. You are not needed to reform anybody else in
the world. If you can grow yourself, that's enough. Don't be a reformer, and don't try to teach
others, and don't try to change others. If you change, that's enough message.
To be authentic means: to remain true to your own being. How to remain true? Three
things have to be remembered. One, never listen to anybody, what they say for you to be:

always listen to your inner voice, what you would like to be. Otherwise your whole life will
be wasted. Your mother wants you to be an engineer, your father wants you to be a doctor,
and you want to be a poet. What to do? Of course the mother is right because it is more
economical, more financially helpful, to be an engineer. The father is also right, to be a
doctor; it is a good commodity in the market. it has a market value. "A poet? Have you gone
mad? Are you crazy?"
Poets are people who are cursed. Nobody wants them. There is no need for them; the
world can exist without poetry. There will be no trouble because poetry is not there. The
world cannot exist without engineers; the world needs engineers. If you are needed you are
valuable; if you are not needed you don't carry any value. But if you want to be a poet, be a
poet. You may be a beggar. Good. You may not get very rich out of it -- don't worry about it,
because you may become a great engineer and you may earn much money, but you will never
have any fulfillment. You will always hanker, your inner being will hanker, to be a poet,
I have heard that one great scientist, a great surgeon who was awarded a Nobel prize, was
asked, "When the Nobel prize was awarded to you, you didn't look very happy. What is the
matter?" He said, "I always wanted to be a dancer. I never wanted to be a surgeon in the first
place, and now not only have I become a surgeon, I have become a very successful surgeon;
and this is a burden. And I wanted to be just a dancer -- and I remain a lousy dancer. That is
my pain, anguish. Whenever I see somebody dancing, I feel so miserable, in such a hell.
What will I do with this Nobel prize? It can't become a dance to me; it can't give me a dance."
Remember, be true to your inner voice. It may lead you in danger; then go in danger, but
remain true to the inner voice. Then there is a possibility that one day you will come to a state
where you can dance with inner fulfillment. Always look, the first thing is your being; and
don't allow others to manipulate and control you. And they are many: everybody is ready to
control you, everybody is ready to change you, everybody is ready to give you a direction
you have not asked for. Everybody is giving you a guide for your life. The guide exists within
you; you carry the blueprint.
To be authentic means to be true to oneself. It is a very, very dangerous phenomenon;
rare people can do that. But whenever people do it, they achieve. They achieve such beauty,
such grace, such contentment, that you cannot imagine. If everybody looks so frustrated, the
reason is that nobody has listened to his own voice.
You wanted to marry a girl, but the girl was a Mohammedan and you are a Hindu
brahmin. Your parents wouldn't allow. The society wouldn't accept; it was dangerous. The
girl was poor and you are rich. So you married a rich woman, Hindu, brahmin by caste,
accepted by everybody -- but not by your heart. So now you live an ugly life. Now you go to
the prostitute, but even prostitutes won't help you. You have prostituted your whole life. You
wasted your whole life.
Always listen to the inner voice, and don't listen to anything else. Thousand and one are
the temptations around you because many people are there peddling their things. It is a
supermarket, the world, and everybody is interested in selling his thing to you; everybody is a
salesman. If you listen to too many salesmen you will become mad. Don't listen to anybody,
just close your eyes and listen to the inner voice. That is what meditation is all about: to listen
to the inner voice. This is the first thing.
Then the second thing -- if you have done the first thing only then the second becomes
possible: never wear a mask. If you are angry, be angry. It is risky, but don't smile, because
that is to be untrue. But you have been taught that when you are angry, smile; then your smile
becomes false, a mask. Hmm?... just an exercise of the lips, nothing else. The heart full of

anger, poison, and the lips smiling -- you become a false phenomenon.
Then the other thing also happens: when you want to smile you cannot smile. Your whole
mechanism is topsy-turvy because when you wanted to be angry you weren't, when you
wanted to hate you didn't. Now you want to love; suddenly you find that the mechanism
doesn't function. Now you want to smile; you have to force it. Really your heart is full of
smile and you want to laugh loudly, but you cannot laugh, something chokes in the heart,
something chokes in the throat. The smile doesn't come, or even if it comes it is a very pale
and dead smile. It doesn't make you happy. You don't bubble up with it. It is not a radiance
around you.
When you want to be angry, be angry. Nothing is wrong in being angry. If you want to
laugh, laugh. Nothing's wrong in laughing loudly. By and by you will see that your whole
system is functioning. When it functions, really, it has a hum around it, just as a car, when
everything is going good, hums. The driver who loves the car knows that now everything is
functioning well, there is an organic unity -- the mechanism is functioning well. You can see:
whenever a person's mechanism is functioning well, you can hear the hum around him. He
walks, but his step has a dance in it. He talks, but his words carry a subtle poetry in them. He
looks at you, and he really looks; it is not just lukewarm, it is really warm. When he touches
you he really touches you; you can feel his energy moving into your body, a current of life
being transferred... because his mechanism is functioning well.
Don't wear masks; otherwise you will create dysfunctions in your mechanism -- blocks.
There are many blocks in your body. A person who has been suppressing anger, his jaw
becomes blocked. All the anger comes up to the jaw and then stops there. His hands become
ugly. They don't have the graceful movement of a dancer, no, because the anger comes into
the fingers -- and blocked. Remember, anger has two sources to be released from. One is
teeth, another is fingers: because all animals, when they are angry -- they will bite you with
the teeth or they will start tearing you with the hands. So the nails and the teeth are the two
points from where the anger is released.
I have a suspicion that wherever anger is suppressed too much, people have teeth trouble.
Their teeth go wrong because too much energy is there and never released. And anybody who
suppresses anger will eat more; angry people will always eat more because the teeth need
some exercise. Angry people will smoke more. Angry people will talk more; they can
become obsessive talkers because, somehow, the jaw needs exercise so that the energy is
released a little bit. And angry people's hands will become knotted, ugly. If the energy was
released they could have become beautiful hands.
If you suppress anything, in the body there is some part, corresponding part, to the
emotion. If you don't want to cry, your eyes will lose the luster because tears are needed; they
are a very alive phenomenon. When once in a while you weep and cry, really you go into it -you become it -- and tears start flowing down your eyes; your eyes are cleansed, your eyes
again become fresh, young, and virgin. That's why women have more beautiful eyes, because
they can still cry. Man has lost his eyes because they have a wrong notion that men should
not cry. If somebody, a small boy cries, even the parents, others, say, "What are you doing?
Are you being a sissy?" What nonsense, because God has given you -- man, woman -- the
same tear glands. If man was not to weep, there would have been no tear glands. Simple
mathematics. Why do the tear glands exist in man in the same proportion as they exist in
woman? Eyes need weeping and crying, and it is really beautiful if you can cry and weep
wholeheartedly.
Remember, if you cannot cry and weep wholeheartedly, you cannot laugh also, because

that is the other polarity. People who can laugh can also cry; people who cannot cry cannot
laugh. And you may have observed sometimes in children: if they laugh loudly and long they
start crying -- because both things are joined. In the villages I have heard mothers saying to
their children, "Don't laugh too much; otherwise you will start crying." Really true, because
the phenomena are not different -- just the same energy moves to the opposite poles.
Second thing: don't use masks -- be true whatsoever the cost.
And the third thing about authenticity: always remain in the present -- because all
falseness enters either from the past or from the future. That which has passed has passed -don't bother about it. And don't carry it as a burden; otherwise it will not allow you to be
authentic to the present. And all that has not come has not come yet -- don't unnecessarily be
bothered about the future; otherwise that will come into the present and destroy it. Be true to
the present, and then you will be authentic. To be here-now is to be authentic. No past, no
future: this moment all, this moment the whole eternity.
These three things, and you attain what Patanjali calls truthfulness. Then whatsoever you
say will be true. Ordinarily you think you have to be alert to say the truth. I'm not saying that.
I am saying: you create authenticity -- whatsoever you say will he true. An authentic man
cannot lie; whatsoever he says will be true.
In yoga we have a tradition -- it may not even be possible for you to believe it; I believe it
because I have known it, I experienced it: if a real, authentic man lies, the lie will become
true, because an authentic man cannot lie. That's why in the old scriptures it is said, "If you
are practicing authenticity, be alert not to say anything against anybody -- because it can
become true." We have many stories of great seers who said something in anger, but they
were so authentic....
You must have heard the name of Durvasa -- a great seer, authentic man. but if he says
something, even he cannot cancel it. If he curses you, the curse is going to come true. If he
says, "You will die tomorrow!" you will die tomorrow, because from that source of
authenticity the lie is not possible. The whole existence follows an authentic man. And even
then he cannot cancel it.
It is beautiful. That's why people go to great seers for their blessing: if they bless, it is
going to come true. That is the meaning, nothing else. They go and they ask blessings. If the
seer gives the blessings then they are not worried; it is going to happen now, because how
can an authentic man say a lie? Even if it is a lie, it is going to be true. So I don't say, "Tell
the truth." I say, "Be authentic and whatsoever you say is going to be true."
The third is asteya, achaurya -- nonstealing, honesty. The mind is a great thief. In many
ways it goes on stealing. You may not be stealing things from people, but you can steal
thoughts. I say something to you; you go out and you pretend that that is your thought. You
have stolen it, you are a thief -- you may not be aware what you are doing.
Says Patanjali, "Be in a state of nonstealing." Knowledge, things -- nothing should be
stolen. You should be original and should always be aware that "these things don't belong to
me." Remain empty, it is better, but don't fill your house with stolen things, because if you go
on stealing you will lose all originality. Then you will never be able to find your own space:
you will be filled with others' opinions, thoughts, things. And, finally, they don't prove of any
value. Only that which comes out of you is valuable. In fact only that which comes out of you
can you possess, nothing else. You can steal but you cannot possess.
A thief is never at ease, cannot be -- he is always afraid of being caught. And even if
nobody catches him he knows that this is not his. This remains a constant burden in his being.

Patanjali says, "Don't be a thief -- in any way, in any dimension," so that your originality
can flower. Don't burden yourself with stolen things and thoughts, philosophies, religions.
Allow your inner space to flower.
Fourth is brahmacharya. This word is really very difficult to translate. It has been
translated as "sexual continence," celibacy. That's not right, because brahmacharya is a wide
word, very vast. Sexual celibacy is a very narrow thing; it is one part of it, but not the who]e
of it. The word brahmacharya means "living like a god." The very word means living like a
god, living a life divine. Of course, in a life divine, sex disappears.
Brahmacharya is not against sex. If it is against sex then sex can never disappear.
Brahmacharya is a transmutation of the energy: it is not being against sex, rather it is
changing the whole energy from the sex center to the higher centers. When it reaches to the
seventh center of man, the sahasrar, then brahmacharya happens. If it remains in the first
center, muladhar, then sex; when it reaches to the seventh center, then samadhi. The same
energy moves. It is not being against it; rather, it is an art how to use it.
A man who is indulging in sex is a suicidal man. He is destroying his own energy. He is
like a man who goes to the market, gives his diamonds, and purchases pebbles -- and comes
home happy that he has done a great bargain. In sex you attain such a little, a tiny moment of
happiness, and you lose so much energy. The same energy can give you tremendous
blissfulness, but then it has to move on a higher level.
Sex has to be transformed -- don't be against it. If you are against it you cannot transform
it, because when you are inimical towards something you cannot understand it. Great
sympathy is needed for understanding. If you are inimical, how can you give sympathy?
When you are inimical to something, you cannot even observe: you want to withdraw from
your enemy, to escape from the enemy. Be in friendship with your sex, because it is your
energy, with tremendous possibilities hidden in it. It is God, raw. Sex is samadhi, raw. It can
be transmuted, it can be changed, it can be transfigured. The whole yoga is the path to
transfer, to change, the baser metal into the higher metal. The whole art is how to change iron
into gold. Yoga is alchemy, alchemy of your inner being.
Brahmacharya means: trying to understand sex energy, trying to understand how it
moves in your being, trying to understand why it gives you pleasure, trying to understand
from where pleasure really comes -- whether it comes from sexual congress, sex release, or it
comes from somewhere else. If you are an observer, soon you will realize and discover it is
coming from somewhere else. When you are in a sexual intercourse a deep shock happens to
the whole body. It is a shock, because so much energy is released; the whole body trembles in
a shock. In that shock thoughts stop. It is just like an electric shock.
A man goes mad; you go to the psychiatrist and he gives him an electric shock. For what?
Because if you give an electric shock, then for a moment when the shock passes through the
mind everything stops. For example, you are listening to me. Still, thoughts will be there.
Then suddenly a bomb exp!odes here: immediately, there will be no thought. For a second
the shock will be too much so that the whole system will stop functioning. Electric shock
helps mad people because the shock gives a discontinuity. After the shock they cannot
remember what they were before it. The gap. If they are thinking before that they have
become horses -- madmen can become anything -- if they are thinking that they have become
horses just before the shock, after the shock they cannot remember what the idea was with
which they were obsessed. Now a new circle starts. Shock helps.
Sexual energy is as much electrical as any energy. All energies are electrical, and sex

energy is bioelectricity. It comes out of your body. Have you heard about a woman in
Sweden? Something has gone wrong in her body. She can take a five-candle bulb in her hand
and the bulb goes on. A five-candle bulb can remain lighted in her hand -- but don't start
thinking that this would be good if it happens to you. She is in a danger, because when her
husband touches her he gets a shock. You cannot make love to that woman -- you will be in
such a shock you will forget about all women forever. Now the court is deciding the case
because there is no precedent and there is no law how to decide it: the husband has asked for
a divorce because this woman is giving him such shocks that he has become afraid.
Something has gone wrong in the system -- a short circuit.
In sex you create energy; by the sexual movement, fantasy, desire, you create energy. The
whole energy moves towards muladhar, the sex center, concentrates there; then comes a
peak, a buildup; then sudden explosion -- shock all over the body; then peace follows. This
peace is at a very great cost. You are destroying valuable life energy -- for nothing.
Now, one scientist, very famous, and very dangerous for the future -- his name is Delgado
-- has created a small mechanism; you can keep it in the pocket. It can be connected to your
sex center in the mind, from where the sex center in the body is controlled -- a wire goes and
connects it. You can keep it in the pocket: whenever you want sexual pleasure you just push
the button. It gives a shock from the battery to the sex center in the mind: you have
tremendous happiness. This is better, but this is dangerous -- dangerous because then you will
not stop, you will go on pushing.
It has happened. Delgado worked on rats, one dozen rats, and he placed the electrodes in
their heads. The mechanism was just before them, and he taught them how to press it. They
went crazy. In one hour -- six thousand times! Unless they fall completely exhausted and
unconscious they won't listen to Delgado -- they will just go on pushing. Delgado says if this
becomes possible to man nobody will be interested in women, no women will be interested in
men, because this is such a nontrouble-creating thing.
Just the other day I was reading Marpa's sentence that "a woman is a troublemaker." She
is. This box is very economical, no trouble. Man is also a troublemaker, because whenever
two meet, two troublemakers meet. This box is very cheap, but very dangerous because those
rats will not go to food, to water, no; they will not go to sleep. And with no cost -- just an
electric phenomenon.
The same is happening when you are making love to a woman or to a man. It is childish.
You laugh at the rat. Have you laughed at yourself? If you have not laughed, you are not
allowed to laugh at the rat -- that's not good. Look at your mind: the rat is there, continuously
fantasizing.
Brahmacharya is: to understand the whole phenomenon, what is happening. And if by
shocks you become peaceful and you attain a little glimpse of happiness... this cannot be
eternal. It can only be momentary. And soon the energy will be lost and then you will be
frustrated. No, something else has to be found and discovered, something of the eternal,
something so that you remain blissful. It cannot be through the shock; it can be only through
the transmutation of the energy.
When the same energy moves upwards you become a dam of energy. That is
brahmacharya. You go on accumulating energy. The more you accumulate, the higher it
rises. Just like in a dam: it will be raining now, and the water level will go higher and higher
and higher. But if there is a leakage, then the water level will not go high. Your sexuality is a
leakage of your being.
If the leakage is not there, the water level goes higher and higher and higher, and a

moment comes -- then it passes through many centers. First it comes to the hara, from the
muladhar it comes to the second center. At that center you have a feeling of deathlessness;
you become aware that nothing dies. Fear disappears. Have you observed, whenever you feel
afraid something hits you just near the navel? There is the center of death and deathlessness.
When the energy passes to that center, comes to that level, you feel deathless. If somebody
even kills you, you know that you are not being killed: "Na hanyate hanyamane sharire" -"By killing the body you cannot kill the soul."
Then the energy goes higher, comes to the third center. At the third center you start
becoming very, very peaceful. Have you ever observed that whenever you are peaceful you
start breathing from the belly and not from the chest? Because the center of peace is just
above the navel. Below the navel is the center of death and deathlessness; above the navel is
the center of peace and tensions. If there is no energy you will feel tension; if there is no
energy you will feel fear. If there is energy, tension disappears; you feel very, very peaceful,
tranquil, calm, quiet, collected.
Then the energy moves to the fourth center, of the heart. There arises love. You cannot
love right now, and whatsoever you call love is nothing but sex camouflaged in a beautiful
word "love." That word is not true to you -- cannot be. Love is possible only when energy
reaches to the fourth center of the heart. Suddenly you are in love -- love with the whole
existence, love with everything. You are love.
Then the energy moves to the fifth center, in the throat. That center is the center of silence
-- silence, thought, thinking, speech. Speech, no-speech -- both are there. Right now your
throat only works to speak. It does not know how to function in silence, how to go into
silence. When the energy comes to it, suddenly you become silent. Not that you make any
effort, not that you force yourself to be silent -- you find yourself to be silent, full of silence
Even if you have to speak, you have to make effort. And your voice becomes musical,
whatsoever you say becomes poetry a subtle glow in your words, of life. And your words
carry silence within them, around them. In fact your silence becomes more pregnant than
your words.
Then the energy goes to the sixth center, the third eye. There you find light -- awareness,
consciousness. That is the point where sleep happens -- hypnosis happens. Have you watched
any hypnotizer? He says to fix your eyes to a point. When you fix your two eyes to a point,
your third eye goes into sleep. That is just a trick to create sleep in the third eye. When the
energy reaches to the third eye, you feel so full of light... all darkness disappeared, infinite
light surrounds you. In fact there is no shadow in you then. The oldest saying in Tibet is,
"When a yogi becomes realized in awareness, there falls no shadow of his body." Don't take
it literally -- the body will create the shadow. But deep inside, because there is so much light
everywhere.... Light without source! If light is with a source there will be shadow; light
without source: there cannot be any shadow.
And life now has a different meaning and dimension. You move on the earth but you are
no longer of the earth, as if you fly. You have come nearest to Buddhahood. Now the garden
is very near; you can feel the fragrance. At this point, for the first time, you become capable
of understanding a Buddha; before it, by and by, gradually, fragments happen to you, but not
total understanding. But at this point you are close, just near the door. The temple has arrived;
a knock, and the door shall open and you yourself will be a Buddha. Now, so near and at such
close quarters, you for the first time start feeling what understanding is.
And then the energy moves to the seventh, sahasrar. There it becomes brahmacharya, a
life divine. Then you are no longer a man -- then you are a god. You have attained to

bhagwatta, to divineness. This is brahmacharya.
"... and nonpossessiveness." And only after brahmacharya, when you have attained to the
fulfillment, you possess the world!without possessing it. But by and by you have to train
yourself for nonpossession. Don't be possessive, because whenever you are possessive you
simply show that you are a beggar. Whenever you try to possess, you simply show that you
don't possess it; otherwise there is no effort. You are the master. There is no need to try for it.
For example, if you love a person: if you try to possess the person, then you don't love.
And you are not certain about his love also; that's why you create all safety measures,
surround him by every trick, cunningness, cleverness, so that he cannot leave you. But you
are killing love. Love is freedom, love gives freedom, love lives in freedom -- love is, in its
intrinsic core, freedom. You will destroy the whole thing. If you really love, there is no need
to possess; you possess so deeply, what is the need? You don't c]aim; the claim will look
shallow. When you really possess, you become nonpossessive, but one has to train oneself,
be aware. Don't try to possess anything. At the most use, and be thankful that you were
allowed to use, but don't possess.
Possession is a miserliness; and a miserly being cannot flower. A miserly being is always
in a spiritual constipation, ill. You have to open, share. Share whatsoever you have and it will
grow -- share more and it grows more. Go on giving, and you are continuously refilled. The
source is eternal; don't be a miser. And whatsoever it is -- love, wisdom -- whatsoever it is,
share. Sharing is the meaning of nonpossessiveness.
But you can be foolish, as many people are. They think, "Leave the house, go to the
forest, because how can you live in the house if you don't possess?" You can live in the
house; there is no need to possess it. You will be living in the forest. Will you possess the
forest? Will you say, "Now I am the lord of this forest"? If you can live in the forest without
possessing it, what is the problem? Why can't you live in the house and in the shop without
possessing it? Foolish people say, "Leave your wife, your children. Escape, because
nonpossessiveness is to be practiced." They are stupid.
Where will you go? Where you will go, wherever you go, your possessiveness will be
with you. It won't make any difference. Wherever you are, just understand and drop
possessiveness. Nothing is wrong in your wife -- don't say "my" wife. Just drop the "my."
Nothing is wrong in your children -- beautiful children, children of the God. You have been
given an opportunity to serve and love them -- use it, but don't say "my." They have come
through you, but they don't belong to you. They belong to the future; they belong to the
whole. You have been a passage, a vehicle, but you are not the owner.
So what is the need to escape anywhere? Be wherever it has happened that you are. Be
wherever God placed you and live in a nonpossessiveness, and suddenly you will start
flowering -- energies will be flowing, you will not be a blocked phenomenon, you will
become a flow. And flow is beautiful. To live blocked and frozen is to be ugly and dead.
These five inner self-disciplines are the basic requirement "... regardless of class, place,
time, or circumstance." Whether you are born today or you were born five thousand years
before makes no difference. There arc preachers in India who say, "In this kali yuga you
cannot become enlightened." And Patanjali says, "... regardless of class, place, time, or
circumstance." You can become enlightened wherever you are.
Time doesn't matter. It is awareness that matters. Place doesn't matter. Whether you are in
the Himalayas or in the market does not matter. Circumstance doesn't matter -- whether you

are a grahasta, a householder, or a person who has renounced everything, no. Class doesn't
matter -- whether you are rich or poor, educated or uneducated, brahmin or a shudra, Hindu
or a Mohammedan, Christian or a Jew. Nothing matters, because deep down you are one.
On the circumference there may be differences, but they are only on the circumference;
the center remains untouched. Attain to the purity of the center. That's the goal.
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LISTENING TO YOU MORNING AFTER MORNING, I FEEL OVERSATURATED
WITH THE THOUGHT OF NEEDING TO LOOK INWARDS AND SEE. IN FACT I
FEEL LIKE A DOG CHASING HIS OWN TAIL: THE HARDER HE TRIES, THE LESS
HE HAS A CHANCE OF SUCCESS. BUT GIVING UP TRYING HAS NOT HELPED
MUCH EITHER, BECAUSE BEING MORE ALERT AND AWARE IS TURNING OUT
TO BE ANOTHER SUBTLE DOING, AND I AM BACK IN THE SAME RUT.
THIS is good, that you are becoming aware that neither doing can help nor nondoing,
because your nondoing is a subtle doing. With this awareness a new door will open any day,
any moment. When you neither do nor not-do, when you are simply there, when you are a
being -- not a doer or a nondoer, because a nondoer is also a doer -- the duality disappears.
Then suddenly you find you have always been in the home, you have never left it -- you had
never gone out anywhere else. Then the dog realizes there is no need to chase the tail, the tail
belongs to him already. There is no need to chase the tail because the tail follows the dog
already. But one has to do to reach to nondoing. Then one has to do the nondoing to reach
being. And everything helps. Even failures, frustrations -- everything helps. Finally, when
you reach, you understand that everything helped -- going astray, falling into old ruts and
traps -- everything helped; nothing goes useless. And everything becomes a step to another.
Just yesterday I was reading an article from Swami Agehananda Bharti. He relates that
once he asked Ravishankar how well George Harrison plays the sitar. Ravishankar thought
for a while and then said, "Well, he holds it alright." But that too is a great beginning. If you
want to learn to play sitar, holding the sitar absolutely as it should be is a good beginning; it
is already something. So don't laugh. Ravishankar has appreciated George Harrison, that he
holds it well.
First you will become a doer. Do it well, that's the whole thing. If you don't do it well you
will have to come back again and again, because nothing can be left incomplete; it has to be
completed. In fact you have to be frustrated so totally that you never come back to doing
again. Then do the nondoing, and do it so totally that that too is finished. And then there is no
way to go back. You cannot fall back if everything has been complete; only incomplete

experiences go on calling you back.
Incomplete experiences have a magnetic force in them; they demand fulfillment. That's
why you again and again fall in the rut. You move immaturely. One experience has not
ripened -- intellectually you start understanding it but not totally -- and you move. That won't
help. Your whole being should understand it that "this is futile." Not because I say -- that is
not going to help -- but because your whole being says, "This is futile. What are you doing? It
is nonsense."
Then db nondoing. It is a doing, that's why I say "do." Very subtle. Gross is the first, the
part when you do. Second is the subtle; soon you will realize that this, again, is that you are
doing -- you are trying not to do, but the trying is there and that is effort. Your effortlessness
is also effort. But you can understand it right now, what I am saying. That is not the point:
you have to feel it, pass through it, realize it. Maturity is needed -- through experiencing -then one day gross and subtle both disappear. Suddenly you are sitting there -- nothing to do
and nothing not to do.
Then what will you do? You will simply be. There is no need to chase the tail. Now, the
dog knows that the tail belongs to him; now, the dog has become a Buddha. This is
enlightenment.
DURING DARSHAN OR YOUR LECTURES I SOMETIMES GET OVERWHELMED
BY THE PHENOMENON THAT IS YOU. AND THEN I THINK THAT IT MUST HAVE
BEEN LIKE THAT WHEN I SAT AT THE FEET OF BUDDHA, CHRIST, AND OTHER
MASTERS -- AND FAILED. WILL YOU PLEASE PROMISE ME NOT TO LEAVE ANY
STONE UNTURNED TO MAKE SURE THAT YOU WILL BE MY LAST MASTER?
That depends on you. I will not leave any stone unturned, but that is not going tb help
very much -- Buddha also didn't leave any stone unturned, neither Jesus. No Master ever
leaves any stone unturned, but no Master can confer enlightenment on you. Unless you
understand, nothing can be done.
Sometimes, the very effort of the Master may even create a resistance in you. I feel that
many times. If I am after you too much you start escaping from me. If I am trying too hard to
do something you become afraid. I have to give you doses according to your capacity to
digest.
It depends on you. If you want, everything is possible; but deep down you don't want it.
That is the problem you cling to it. You say that you would like to be enlightened, you say
that you are finished with this whole rotten life and you would like to transcend it -- but are
you really finished with it? Have you really closed your accounts with it? Is not there
somewhere deep inside you a desire lurking still, a hope alive still, a seed which can sprout
any moment in another life? If you watch you will understand that there is a desire, a hope,
that you may not have known the whole of life, that maybe there is something you have been
missing, that maybe there was some bliss and you didn't knock at the right door. That
continues.
You come to me, but you come halfheartedly. That is not a coming; that is not a coming
at all. You only appear to come to me, but you never come. I promise you I will not leave any
stone unturned, but are you here? Are you close to me, near? You are very cunning and
clever; even when you are close you go on protecting yourself in a thousand and one ways.
For example, even your questions, your attitudes, are protective. And you don't know
what they are protecting. I know one of you, a very miserly woman -- she is here to get

enlightenment. But since she has been here she has been asking questions: why the ashram
has such a costly car, why I wear a costly watch. What has she to do with the car or the
watch? Why are only these questions arising in her mind? Her own miserliness -- protecting.
I know she is an adamant miser, and unless her miserliness is broken she cannot grow.
That is for me to decide, what car to have or not have. And I have my own reasons, and
you cannot understand my reasons. I never use it, but I have it. It is just sitting there. But it
did a miracle; it changed many things. I was surrounded by a few misers, marvadis, and they
wouldn't leave me. I purchased this car -- they all left. They simply left; they never came
again. There were only two possibilities: either they had to leave their miserliness, then they
could have been here; or they had to leave me. And since they have gone the ashram has a
different quality to it. They were dirty people, but I cannot tell somebody to leave. I have to
create a device. That car has done more than its cost, but you don't know. But you need not
be concerned about these things at all.
Gurdjieff used to say, whenever somebody would come he would say, "Give all your
money to me." Many people simply left him because of this; because they had come to a
spiritual Master and he is after their money. But those who remained, they were transformed.
Not that Gurdjieff was interested in their money -- he was interested in breaking their
miserliness, because if you are miserly you cannot expand. The whole consciousness of a
miser shrinks. Miserliness is a constipation of being: you cannot expand, you cannot share.
you cannot flow. Miserliness is a neurosis; everything is blocked. And money is the God. To
give you a real God your false God has to be broken. The first thing Gurdjieff will ask will be
about money.
Even to ask him a question was not so easy as it is for you to ask me. He used to ask one
hundred dollars for one question, that means one thousand rupees for one question. And
maybe he will say "yes" or "no" -- "Now if you have another question, give one thousand
rupees again." When he wrote his first book ALL AND EVERYTHING he would not publish
it. Disciples were after him: "Publish it; this is a great work." He said, "Wait." He will allow a
person to look into the manuscript and he will take one thousand dollars -- just to look into
the manuscript.
What was he doing? And he was not at all interested in money: with one hand he will
take, with another hand he will give. He died a poor man; and he must have accumulated
millions of dollars if he was interested in money, but he had nothing -- when he died not even
a single dollar was found. Where did the money disappear to? He was taking from somebody,
giving it to somebody else.... He was just an in-between passage for money to flow.
People will leave him immediately the moment they will see that he is asking for the
money. And he was not like me: he will ask for the whole money -- "Whatsoever you have,
you give. Surrender." But those who surrendered, they were blessed; they totally were
transformed. That became the beginning. That was the breaking point from where everything
became different. For a person who was too attached to money, it was a great thing to give
all.
It happened once: A woman, a great musician, came to him, and he asked for all the
ornaments that she had. She was really in deep trust with him; she immediately gave all the
ornaments. By the evening, those ornaments were returned to her. But not only did she find
those ornaments there, a few more were added by Gurdjieff in the bag -- more valuable than
her own ornaments. She couldn't understand what was happening.
Then just fifteen days afterwards another woman came, a very rich woman, and Gurdjieff
asked for whatsoever she had -- all ornaments and money and everything -- to be put in a bag

and given to him; only then he starts the work. The woman was afraid. She said, "I will think
and tomorrow I will reply." Then she heard about this musician woman. She went to her and
asked, "What has happened?" She told the whole story. Then she was very happy. She said,
"Then It is good, a good business -- a bargain: you give a few ornaments and they are almost
doubled." Immediately, in the night -- she could not wait for the next day -- immediately, she
put all the ornaments in it, in the bag, gave it to Gurdjieff.... It was never returned. The
woman waited and waited but it was never returned.
You cannot understand, on the surface, what is happening. The woman who surrendered
was not attached to the money; there was no point in taking it. Gurdjieff returned it with more
ornaments added. The other woman gave the money as a bargain. She was obsessed with the
money; the money cannot be returned. But even the other woman changed, understanding the
whole phenomenon of why they were not returned.
Don't bother. What I do and what I do not do -- that is not your concern, not your worry.
You are enough in your own worries; you have too much of your own problems. Don't bother
about me. I have my own ways. And don't try to advise me -- just forget about it. Just think
about your own self, why you are here. And you can miss for small things because those
things will close your eyes. "Why this?" and "Why that?" -- that is not for you to think about.
I know what is going on, and every step that I take is very, very consideredly taken. And
in my life I have never repented for anything that I have done: it was the thing to do.
But the woman who goes on asking about the car, about the house, this and that -- and she
is a rich woman, in fact, very rich -- she is afraid about her own money: she is protecting her
own miserliness. And she is thinking she is asking very relevant questions. But if she remains
here I am going to break the ice. The only point is if she has the courage to be here for a few
days. And her miserliness has to be broken, because without it being broken she will never
grow. If she is really afraid, she should escape -- she should escape as immediately as
possible -- because soon there will be no possibility to escape.
Ask questions which are concerned with your growth -- your questions, which are deeply
within your being and need to be answered.
IS ALL MIND MADE OUT OF THE SAME MATERIAL -- STUPIDITY?
Yes. Mind is stupid. There is no mind which is intelligent. Mind cannot be intelligent;
mind is stupidity. To say "stupid mind" is not right; it is repetitive because "stupidity" and
"mind" both mean the same thing.
Why is mind stupidity? Because mind is nothing but the past. the collected dust that you
have gathered on the way -- layers and layers of dust. That hinders your intelligence. It is just
like a mirror covered with dust: mind is dust; mirror is consciousness. When all dust is
washed away, intelligence arises: when there is no mind you are intelligent; when there is
mind you are stupid.
Of course, there are two types of "stupid" -- ignorant stupids, knowledgeable stupids:
people who don't know anything that are stupid and people who know too much and are
stupid. And remember, the second type is more dangerous than the first because the second
type has more dust on the mirror than the first. An ignorant man can evolve more easily than
a pundit, the man who thinks he knows. The very thinking that he knows becomes the
hindrance. Mind is not intelligence; intelligence is of the no-mind. Mind is a block.
Try to understand this. Mind is all that you have experienced, all that you have gone

through, all that is already dead -- mind is the dead part of your being. Then you go on
carrying it. It does not allow you to be here; it does not allow you to be present. It does not
allow you to be intelligent. Before you respond, it starts reacting.
For example, if I ask a person, "Is there God? Does God exist?" -- if he answers from the
mind he will be stupid. If he says, "Yes, God exists," because he has been brought up in such
a way -- taught, cultivated, conditioned, that God exists -- he says, "Yes, God exists"; but this
is not an intelligent response. He does not know; somebody else, others, have told him. They
also didn't know; somebody else, others, had told them. He has heard a rumor, and he
believes in the rumor. No, he is not intelligent. He is not even intelligent enough to
understand what he is saying. Or the man can say, "No, God doesn't exist," because he was
brought up in a communist family or in Russia or China. That too is the same stupid mind -conditioning changed, but the stupidity is the same: he knows that God doesn't exist, without
knowing. He has not searched; he has not investigated. He has not gone into the matter at all.
But if an intelligent person is asked.... Intelligent person: I mean a man who does not look
through the mind, puts aside the mind. You ask him, "Does God exist?" -- there will be no
answer. At the most an intelligent man can say, "I don't know." When you say, "I don't
know," you show a certain intelligence, the possibility. It is very small, but it can grow and
can become a big phenomenon. Or the person will say, "I have not investigated. I have heard
people saying this and that, but I don't know. As far as I am concerned I am not aware either
this way or that, yes or no. Both are impossible; I cannot say."
This is intelligence, and this man can know someday because with this intelligence
discovery is possible. If you are clogged with theories, burdened with scriptures, you will
never be intelligent; you will always remain stupid.
Mind is the past -- the dead hovering over the living. It is like a cloud surounding you:
through it you cannot see, the vision is not clear, everything is distorted. Let this cloud
disappear. Remain with no answers, no conclusions, no philosophies, no religions. Remain
open, just open; remain vulnerable, and the truth can happen to you. To be vulnerable is to be
intelligent. To know that you don't know is to be intelligent. To know that through mind you
miss is to be intelligent. To know that through no-mind the door opens is to be intelligent.
Otherwise, mind is the stupidity.
YOU SAID THAT YOU NEVER CAME ACROSS A WOMAN WHO IS REALLY
INTELLIGENT. BUT HOW COME IN THE ASHRAM ALL THE EXECUTIVES ARE
WOMEN?
Because I don't want the ashram to be run by intellect. I want it to be run by the heart. I
don't want it to be run by the male mind. I want it to be run by the feminine heart... because,
to me, to be feminine is to become vulnerable, to become receptive. To be feminine is to
become passive, to be feminine is to allow; to be feminine is to wait, to be feminine is not to
be in a hurry and tense; to be feminine is to be in love. Yes, the ashram is run by women,
because I want it to be run by the heart.
I say I never came across a woman who is really intelligent. I mean "intellectual," not the
intelligence I was talking about just now. That intelligence is neither male nor female. That
intelligence is of the no-mind. Mind is male, mind is female -- no-mind is none. No-mind has
no sex to it. No-mind is just an openness, a space. There all dualities disappear -male/female, yin/yang, positive/ negative, existence/nonexistence. All dualities disappear in

the no mind, but before that no-mind comes, if you have to choose in the mind, then choose
the feminine mind rather than the male mind -- because male mind has an aggression to it.
It is good in the world; if you want to succeed in the world then the male mind is needed:
to be aggressive, pugnacious -- to be always ready to fight, to be always ready to be
competitive, to be always ready to kill and murder -- violent, jealous -- to be always alert and
to live in a world where everybody is thought to be an enemy and always be on guard that
everybody else is trying to attain the same that you are trying to attain... and there is
tremendous struggle.
If you want to succeed in the world, then the male mind. If you want to succeed in the
inner world, then the feminine mind. But that is only a beginning -- feminine mind is jUst a
beginning. It is a step towards no-mind. This is the point: the male mind is a little farther
away from the no-mind than is the feminine mind. That's why the feminine mind looks
mysterious.
In fact you can love a woman for your whole life, but you will never be able to
understand. She will remain a mystery, unpredictable; lives more through the moods than
through the thoughts, is more like the climate, less like a mechanism. In the morning there
were clouds and by the afternoon the clouds have disappeared and it is very sunny. Love a
woman and you will know. In the morning there are clouds and she is sad and, immediately,
nothing in particular has happened, and the clouds have disappeared and it is again sunny and
she is singing. Unbelievable for a man. What nonsense goes on in a woman? Yes, it is
nonsense because, for a man, things should have a rational explanation. "Why are you sad?' A
woman simply says, "I feel sad." A man cannot understand it. You have to have some reason
to be sad. Just being sad? "Why are you happy?" A woman says she is feeling happy. She
lives through moods.
Of course, it is difficult for a man to live with a woman. Hmm?... because if things are
rational, things can be managed. If things are just irrational -- out of the blue things come and
go -- then it is very difficult to manage. No man has ever been capable of managing a
woman. Finally, he surrenders; finally, he surrenders the whole effort to manage.
Male mind is farther away from the no-mind; it is more mechanical, more rational, more
intellectual -- more in the head. Feminine mind is closer. more natural, more irrational -- but
nearer to the heart. And from the heart it is easier to drop into the belly, where no-mind
exists. Head is the location of intellect; heart is the location of love, intuition; and just below
the navel, two inches below the navel, is the center Japanese call hara. That is the center of
no-mind -- where life and death meet, where all dualities disappear. From the head you have
to fall deep down into the hara.
A child is born, then he functions from the hara. In the mother's womb a child functions
from the hara: he has no mind, no thoughts. He is alive -- perfectly alive -- in fact he will
never be as much alive again as he is in the womb. Then the child is born. Then too for a few
months the child goes on functioning from the hara. See a child sleeping: he breathes from
the belly, doesn't breathe from the chest; the chest is completely relaxed. The breathing goes
just to the hara, and hits the hara. He functions from the hara. That's why every child looks
so innocent. Whenever you can again get to the hara you will again become innocent, a
mirror with no dust.
The feminine is not the goal -- the feminine is nearer to the no-mind. That's why Lao Tzu
goes on insisting, "Become passive. Wait, patience. Don't be in a hurry. And don't be
aggressive," because truth cannot be conquered. You can Only surrender to it.
So the ashram will be run by women till I find people who have no-minds. When the

no-minds are available then there will be no question of male and female; then the ashram
will be run by no-minds. Then a different type of intelligence functions. In fact then only,
intelligence functions: it is not intellectual; it is total.
BEING WITH YOU HERE IN POONA MY LIFE HAS BECOME TREMENDOUSLY
ENRICHED WITHOUT ANY EFFORT ON MY PART. FOR THIS I FEEL DEEPLY
GRATEFUL. BUT WHY IS THIS BEAUTIFUL MEDICINE PALATABLE TO ONLY A
HANDFUL WHEN THE WHOLE WORLD IS DYING?
This has always remained, for centuries, a relevant question. A Buddha is there, offering
all that he can offer, ready to share his being, but nobody seems to be in need -- and
everybody is in need. Everybody is ill, and Buddha is there offering the medicine, but nobody
seems to be interested in medicine. There must be some cause.
This is my observation: that to be interested in happiness is very difficult, to be interested
in health is very difficult. People have a morbid liking for illness and people have a morbid
attachment with unhappiness. That's why you are always ready for unhappiness. No
preparation is needed, no Patanjali is needed -- no eight steps to become unhappy. Everybody
is ready to jump. As far as unhappiness is concerned everybody follows Lao Tzu and nobody
ever asks how. Nobody comes to me and asks how to be unhappy; everybody knows. Nobody
has been teaching you unhappiness -- nobody, not at all. You know it by instinct. You are
already masters in that.
There must be some deep investment in it. Why do people like to be unhappy? When I
say "like" I don't mean that they know they like. They may say that they don't like: "Who
likes unhappiness!" They want to be happy, but that is not the point -- they cling to
unhappiness. They may say they like happiness, but they cling to unhappiness. They say they
desire happiness, but whatsoever they do creates unhappiness. And it is not new; they have
been doing it for many lives. Again and again they do the same -- then they are unhappy. And
they say they want happiness.
There is some investment. I would like to tell you a few things because they maybe
helpful. When you are unhappy it is easy to condemn the whole world, it is easy to throw
responsibility on everybody else. When you are unhappy you can manipulate others who are
near you -- because you are unhappy, and they have a responsibility to make you happy.
When you are unhappy you can demand attention: I am ill; I am unhappy.
You must have come across hypochondriacs who go on talking about their illnesses and
diseases and they magnify it so much that, in fact, illnesses that big do not exist. But if you
say, "You are magnifying," they feel very much hurt. In fact they relish the very idea that
they are so ill. They go from one doctor to another just to tell their story. Nobody can help
them with what they have -- that they know. Nobody is that wise; nobody knows anything.
And they have such mysterious illnesses around them, they know from the very beginning
nobody is going to help. What are they doing when they talk continuously about their illness
-- as if somebody goes on showing you his wound again and again and goes on fingering with
the wound and playing with the wound and hurting himself? He asks for sympathy, attention.
And from the very childhood a child learns the trick. The whole society, from the very
beginning, goes wrong. Whenever a child is ill the parents will pay more attention. Whenever
he is unhappy the whole family feels responsible, and the child becomes a small dictator in
himself. When a child is ill he can dictate his terms. He can say this toy has to be brought this

evening, and nobody can say no -- because he is ill. But when he is healthy nobody bothers
about him; when he is healthy nobody comes and sits by his side. When he is ill Father
comes, big Daddy, so important a man that the little child feels happy; now he is more
important than you. You are just sitting by the side of the bed asking about his health; then
doctors come, great doctors, well-known doctors; neighbors come; the mother is continuously
fussing about his illness. He becomes the center of the whole family, and the whole family is
the world for a child. The whole world revolves around him: he becomes the sun and
everything becomes a planet. It is so beautiful, he feels. Now he is learning a trick for which
he will suffer his whole life -- a trick which is very dangerous.
If I am allowed my own way I will tell parents to never pay much attention when a child
is ill and unhappy. Care, but don't pay much attention. Rather, when he is happy and healthy
pay attention. When a child is happy make him feel that he is the center of the family. When
he is unhappy just leave him by the side, give him medicine, but let him feel that nobody is
really bothering about him He is put by the side. It looks very, very unkind, cruel -- what I
am saying looks very cruel -- but I tell you this is compassion, if you understand the whole
phenomenon, because for your ordinary kindness the child is going to suffer his whole life.
Not only one -- it becomes a deep-rooted pattern: in many lives he will go on repeating the
same thing.
Whenever in life you need attention.... And everybody needs attention, because attention
is a food for the ego. Only a Buddha doesn't need attention -- because the ego is not there the
food is not needed -- otherwise everybody needs attention. And whenever you need attention,
what will you do then? You know only one trick: to be unhappy, to fall ill. Ninety percent of
illnesses arise first in the mind, in the unconscious. The wife doesn't bother about you: rather
on the contrary, when you come from the office she is waiting to fight or she has left the
plates for you to wash. But when you are ill she surrounds you, she becomes a warmth, she
takes care of every small thing, she does not fight.... You feel good.
This is really a morbid affair: that when you are bad you feel good and when you are
good you feel bad. But this is the situation. If the wife is in the husband comes with flowers
and ice cream. When she is okay he doesn't even look at her -- he comes with his newspaper,
opens his newspaper, and starts reading.
Everybody goes on playing the game of being unhappy. You want to be happy, but unless
you cut the investment in unhappiness you cannot be happy. And happiness is not somebody
else's responsibility towards you, remember. Nobody else can make you happy. It is your
own growth, your own awareness, your own moving energy -- higher and higher -- that gives
you bliss. But you have to understand the deep-down unconscious mechanism -- that you talk
about happiness but you desire unhappiness.
That's why.... And whatsoever you want happens! This world is really a magic place. If
you want unhappiness it will happen, if you want happiness it will happen -- because you are
the deciding factor; you are the base of all that happens to you. This is the whole law of
karma: whatsoever you want, you do, and it happens. If you are unhappy it is because you
want it. I again look cruel. Hmm?... because you come to me to be consoled. I should say to
you, "You are unhappy because the whole world is conspiring against you." You feel good,
but then I am not a help to you. I am helping your illness; I am making you more and more
neurotic.
No. Nobody is responsible for your unhappiness except you. And this is categorically so.
There are no exceptions to it. This is a very scientific -- absolutely scientific -- law: you are
responsible. Let this penetrate deep into your mind that only you are responsible. Whenever

you feel unhappy, suffering, sad, know well you are creating it. And if you want to create,
good. Enjoy it. Then don't ask for happiness. Then just relax into it: be sad, be unhappy,
become a dark night. I am not saying that you should become a day; there is no need. If you
like to be a dark night, be -- but then don't ask for the day. The trouble arises: you cling to the
night and you ask for the day. You come to me and I see. You ask for silence -- and I see you
are clinging to noise, thoughts, thinking. You ask for peace and you are clinging to things
which will not allow you to be peaceful. So clear this mess inside you.
People are in need, they have always been in need, but they won t come because they may
be afraid. People come to me, and sometimes they become afraid of the happiness that starts
growing within them -- something so unfamiliar.
It happened once, George Bernard Shaw was talking about a man very condemningly.
One mutual friend, who knew George Bernard Shaw well and knew the other man well, said
to George Bernard Shaw, "I know well that you don't know him at all; and you are
condemning him and criticizing him in such certain terms -- and I know that you have not
even been introduced to him. You are not even a distant acquaintance, so if you really want to
know the man, should I bring him and introduce him to you?" George Bernard Shaw said,
"No, no -- because if you introduce him I'm apt to like him."
That is the trouble. People may be suffering, but you bring them to me: there is a
possibility they may become happy. That is the fear. There is a possibility they may become
peaceful. That is the fear. So rather than coming to me they will talk against me. They are
talking against me not to convince somebody else; they are talking against me to convince
themselves so they need not come to me. Mind is very cunning and goes on playing with you,
and unless you are really aware you can never come out of this whole mess that mind is.
IF LAO TZU AND PATANJALI MET TODAY COULD THEY RECONCILE THEIR
TEACHINGS ABOUT SPIRITUAL GROWTH? IF IN THEIR BUDDHAHOOD NO
DISTINCTION EXISTS BETWEEN THEM WHY ARE THEIR TEACHINGS SO
DIFFERENT. AND WHY HAS THERE NOT BEEN A MASTER BEFORE YOU IN ALL
THE AGES WHO HAS COMBINED AND SYNTHESIZED ALL THE TEACHINGS OF
PAST BUDDHAS?
The question is in three steps. First step: "If Lao Tzu and Patanjali met today could they
reconcile their teachings about spiritual growth?"
If they meet they will not find that there is anything to be reconciled -- everything is
reconciled. They will embrace each other, sit holding hands, but won't talk. They may already
be doing it somewhere in heaven; because everything is reconciled. The problem is for you,
not for them. The problem is for those who are on the path, not for those who have reached
the goal, because on the goal everything is reconciled. The goal is one; paths are many.
Travelling on a path you feel that somebody else is travelling on another path, but reaching to
the goal you suddenly become aware that everybody reaches to the same goal. The truth is
one.
So there is no question of any reconciliation. There is no need for any synthesis;
everything is absolutely synthesized. They may have a good laugh or a cup of tea, but there is
not going to be any philosophical discussion -- that much is sure. They may play cards or
something else nonsensical, but no rational discussion is going to be there. I always think that
in heaven, where liberated people are, what will they be doing? They must be playing cards,

chess -- nonsense things. What?... what will you do there? Playing Those are not games there,
because a game becomes serious. A play is just a play. You enjoy it, just like small children.
The second part of the question: "If in their Buddhahood no distinction exists between
them, why are their teachings so different?"
The teachings are different but the teachers are not. There exists only one teacher.
Teachings are different because students are different, disciples are different. Patanjali was
talking to a different category of people -- you have to understand this. Lao Tzu was talking
to a different quality of people.
In India even mysticism is a very, very logical phenomenon. India is a very, very thinking
country: it thinks about "unthinkables" also; it theorizes about that which cannot be theorized;
it defines that which cannot be defined. The whole of Indian scriptures are full of.... They will
go on saying, "God cannot be defined" -- and they will define. And they will say, "Truth is
indefinable" -- and in saying this they have defined it; they have shown one quality, of
indefinableness. They go on saying, "Nothing can be said about God"and immediately they
will say, "He is within you" or "He created all" or "He is all."
India is a contemplative country. It loves thinking. It loves thinking so much that it has
become almost impractical. People loved thinking, and they thought and thought and they
became impractical, almost impractical. India has not produced any scientific technology. If
the mind is practical the mind is interested to do something. India is an impractically thinking
country; it goes on thinking. The whole business of life seems to be to think.
Lab Tzu's China was totally different, and the disciples that Lao Tzu had gathered around
him.... And this was not a new tradition which Lao Tzu was propagating. It had existed for at
least five thousand years before Lao Tzu. It was very, very ancient. China in those days was a
nonthinking country: less contemplative and more meditative. It was not concerned about
thinking, theorizing, philosophizing. China has not given beautiful philosophies to the world
-- India has given. Of almost all the philosophies that you can come across anywhere, you
will always find a seed in India. Sometimes it becomes a surprising phenomenon.
You cannot conceive any philosophy in the world which does not have a parallel in India.
Everything that has been thought anywhere else has already been thought in India. In
thinking you cannot compete with Indians. Not of today's Indians -- I'm not talking about
today's Indians. They are just a ruin of a past glory. In fact, India no longer exists. The India
of Buddha, the India of Patanjali, the India of the Upanishads and Vedas, does not exist at all.
They thought and thought and they created magnificent theories about the world, but they
were not empirical, they were not practical.
China is totally different. They were not interested in contemplating about theories;
rather, they were interested in living. They were interested in being, more than in thinking.
And Lao Tzu is the pinnacle.
When Bodhidharma went to China these two currents met -- the Lao-Tzian meditation
and Buddha's contemplation. They met, and one of the most beautiful things was born, that is
Zen. It has the quality of Buddha and it has the quality of Lao Tzu. It is neither Buddhist nor
Lao-ist; it is both. It is the greatest crossbreeding that has ever happened on the earth.
Patanjali is very logical, logical in the world of the mysterious. Step by step he moves,
analytical. He could have satisfied any Einstein, any Wittgenstein or Russell. Lao Tzu could
not have satisfied Einstein, he could not have satisfied Russell or Wittgenstein, because he
would have looked absurd. He was talking patent nonsense. But Patanjali would have
satisfied any scientific mind, howsoever great, because he talked so scientifically and he

moves so gradually, step by step, showing every link.
The teachings are different because Patanjali was born in India, was talking to Indians -- a
very contemplative country. Lao Tzu was talking to mystics, a very meditative country in
those days. Both were talking to different people; different types of disciples gathered around
them. Teaching differs because teaching is for the taught. Teachers don't differ. If you leave
Patanjali alone and Lao Tzu alone they will be just the same, but if Patanjali is with his
students and Lao Tzu with his disciples, they will be different. If Patanjali and Lao Tzu are
silent, they are the same, but if they talk to somebody they will be different. A teacher has to
teach according to the disciple -- his understanding, his training, his aptitude, his intelligence,
his conditioning. He has to bring his teaching to the level of the student; otherwise he is not a
teacher. That's why teachings differ.
And one more thing: there are two types of people. One, who are very, very courageous
and crazy take the jump; in fact, dangerously courageous, irrational. In a certain mood they
can take the jump; they don't bother about the consequence. And then there is another type of
person -- hesitating, will make every certainty about what is going to happen, about the
consequence and the result; only then will he move. Patanjali has appeal to those who would
like to be convinced before the jump. Lao Tzu is for those who don't bother for any
conviction; they are ready to jump. For these tWo different types two different teachings
exist, but the teachers are the same.
The third part: "And why has there not been a Master before you in all the ages who has
combined and synthesized all the teachings of past Buddhas?"
There was no need; now the need exists. The world was, in the past, divided. The world
was very, very big. People remained confined in their own countries. Teachings were not
meeting: a Mohammedan lived like a Mohammedan, never aware of what the Vedas say; a
Hindu lived like a Hindu, never knowing really what Zarathustra has taught. But now the
world has become very small, a global village; the world has shrunken tremendously. Now
everybody knows everything else: a Christian is not just a Christian -- he knows what the
Geeta says, he knows what the Koran says. Now there is confusion; because the Koran says
something, the Geeta says something, the Bible says something else. Now everybody is
aware of everything else that is around. People go on moving from one country to another
country, from one teacher to another teacher. There are many here who have been with many
teachers; now they are a mess.
A great synthesis is needed. In the future, religions will not be able to exist separately, no.
That will become impossible. I am just creating the base for a new temple -- which will be a
church also, a mosque, a gurudwara. I am creating a base for the religious man who will
neither be a Christian nor a Hindu nor a Mohammedan, just religious. Now the time is ripe
for a great synthesis; it was never so.
Buddha was talking to people who were not Mohammedans. Jesus talked to people who
were Jews; Jesus talks as if there exists nobody else other than Jews. He was talking to Jews,
but now to whom am I talking? Here are Jews, Christians, Mohammedans, Jains, Buddhists,
Sikhs -- all are here. You here are a miniature world. Soon, when people will understand each
other more. the differences will be lost. When a Christian will understand the Geeta really,
the distinction between the Geeta and the Bible will be lost; they will become one whole.
That's why I am trying to talk about all the systems and all the Masters, so a base can be
created. On that base will stand the temple of the future, the religious man of the future. He
will not be a Christian. In fact in the future if somebody is a Christian he will look a little

outdated, and if somebody is a Hindu he will look a little stupid, and if somebody still insists
that he is a Mohammedan he will not be a contemporary -- a dead man. The future is for
religion -- in which all religions will mingle and meet and dissolve.
That's why it was not needed in the past. Now it is needed. Now man is just around one of
the greatest turning points. It always happens after twenty-five centuries that humanity takes
a turn; the circle is complete. The human consciousness had taken one turn at the time of
Buddha. Now twenty-five centuries are over and the turn is just in the near future. Those who
are alert will be benefited most by that turn because they can use that tide. They can ride on
that tide; they can reach home easily. When the sea is on ebb it is difficult to reach the shore.
When the sea is on tide the waves are moving towards the shore on their own -- you just
leave your boat with them and they carry you.
Just within twenty-five years one of the most significant points of history will be reached
and human consciousness will take a turn. If you are ready and meditative at that moment,
much is possible which will not be possible again for twenty-five centuries. At Patanjali's
time there was a turn; Patanjali existed twenty-five centuries before Buddha. This has always
been so.
It is just like the earth takes one round of the sun in a certain period of time: the whole
human consciousness moves in a circle and comes to the original source in a certain time,
that is twenty-five centuries. That critical moment is near. It can become very radical. If in
your mind you are synthesized, you will be able to use that turn. If you are not synthesized -you remain a Mohammedan, you remain a Christian -- you remain out of date, you remain of
the past. You are not here; you are not available to the present. To make you available to the
present, to make you capable of understanding what is going to happen soon, that's what this
whole synthesis is all about.
WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY SAYING TO US, "LISTEN TO YOUR INNER VOICE
AND ACT ACCORDINGLY," KNOWING WELL THAT WE HAVE ONLY THE VOICE
OF THE MIND? DOES EMPTINESS HAVE ANY VOICE?
Yes. Emptiness has its own voice. Literally, it is not a voice; it is an urge. It is not a
sound, it is silence. Nobody says something to do; you simply feel like doing. Listening to
the inner voice means leaving everything to the inner emptiness. Then it guides you. You
always move right if you move empty. If you have the inner emptiness nothing will be
wrong, nothing can go wrong. In emptiness nothing ever goes wrong -- that is the very
criterion of being right, always right. Yes, emptiness has its own voice, silence has its own
music, no-movements has its own dance; but you will have to reach to it.
I'm not saying listen to the mind. In fact mind is not yours. When I say, "Listen to your
voice," I mean drop all that society has given to you -- your mind is given by the society.
Your mind is not yours. It is a society, a conditioning; it is social. Emptiness is yours; mind is
not yours. Mind is Hindu, Mohammedan, Christian; mind is communist, anti-communist,
capitalist. Emptiness is none, nobody; it is sunya. In that sunya, nothingness, is the virginity
of your being. Listen to it.
When I say listen to it, I don't mean there is somebody speaking to you. When I say listen
to it I mean be available to it, give your ears and your being to it; and it will guide you. And it
never misguides anybody. Out of nothingness whatsoever comes is beautiful, is true, is good,
is a benediction.
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32. PURITY, CONTENTMENT, AUSTERITY, SELF-STUDY, AND SURRENDER TO GOD ARE THE
LAWS TO BE OBSERVED.
33. WHEN THE MIND IS DISTURBED BY WRONG THOUGHTS, PONDER ON THE OPPOSITES.
34. IT IS NECESSARY TO PONDER ON THE OPPOSITES BECAUSE WRONG THOUGHTS,
EMOTIONS, AND ACTIONS, SUCH AS VIOLENCE, RESULT IN IGNORANCE AND INTENSE
MISERY WHETHER THEY BE PERFORMED, CAUSED, OR APPROVED THROUGH GREED,
ANGER, OR DELUSION IN MILD, MEDIUM, OR INTENSE DEGREES.

THERE are laws, and laws: laws to suppress man, laws to help him bloom; laws to
Prohibit, restrict, and laws to help him expand, increase. A law which simply prohibits is
destructive; a law that helps to grow and increase is creative. The Old Testament Ten
Commandments are different from Patanjali's laws. Those ten commandments prohibit,
restrict, suppress. The whole emphasis is: you should not do this, you must not do this, this is
not allowed. Patanjali's laws are totally different; they are creative. The emphasis is not on
what should not be done; the emphasis is on what should be done. And there is a vast
difference between the two.
In the Old Testament it seems as if the laws are the goal -- as if man exists for them, not
that they exist for man. For Patanjali there is a utility in the laws, but they are not ultimate or
absolute in any sense. Man doesn't exist for them; they exist for man. They are means, and
one has to go through them -- and go beyond them. That has to be remembered; otherwise
you can carry a wrong impression about Patanjali.
Ordinarily, religions have been very destructive. They have crippled the whole of
humanity. They have made everybody guilty -- and this is the greatest crime that can be done
against man. And the whole trick is: first, you make people guilty; when they are trembling
with guilt -- afraid, scared, burdened, living in a hell -- then you help them out of it, then you
come and teach them how to be free. In the first place, why create guilt? And when man is
guilty he becomes so crippled and so afraid of growth, so afraid to move and grow, so afraid
to go into the unknown and the unfamiliar and the strange that he becomes static. a dead
thing; then everybody is there working for his salvation.

Patanjali never makes you guilty about anything. In that sense he is more scientific than
religious, more a psychologist than a religious priest. He is not a preacher. Whatsoever he is
saying. he i8 simply giving you a blueprint of how to grow; and if you want to grow you need
a discipline. The discipline should not be imposed from the outside; otherwise it creates guilt.
The discipline should come out of inner understanding, then it is beautiful. The difference is
very subtle. You can be told to do something, and then you do it, but you do it like a slave.
You can be helped to understand a certain phenomenon: through understanding you do it,
then you do it as a master. Whenever you are a master you are beautiful; whenever you are a
slave you become ugly.
I have heard one old Yiddish joke. There was a tailor named Zumbach. A man came to
him. His suit was ready and he had come to take it, but the man found that one sleeve was
longer than the other. He started fussing about it. Zumbach the tailor said, "So what? Why are
you fussing so much? Look. This is a piece of art, and for just a small defect you are creating
so much fuss. You can pull your hand inside a little, and then the sleeve will be okay."
So the man tried, but when he pulled his hand inside he felt that a bunch of material had
gathered on his back. So he said, "Now this bunch of material has gathered on my back."
Said Zumbach the tailor, "So what? You can stoop a little, but this is a piece of art and I
am not ready to change it. It looks so beautiful."
So the man hunched over and walked out. Just outside when he was going home (it was
very difficult to walk because one hand had to be pulled in, and then he had to remain
hunched over so the suit remains beautiful -- the man is completely forgotten; the coat has
become more important) there came another guy and he said, "Such a beautiful suit. I bet it
must have been prepared by Zumbach the tailor."
The first man was surprised. He said, "How do you know?"
The man said, "How do I know? Only that type of tailor can make such a beautiful suit
for a cripple like you."
This is how it has been happening through all the religions to all humanity. They have
made beautiful laws for you. "So what?" they say if you have to hunch over a little. "It's
okay. You look so beautiful." It is the law that has to be followed and fulfilled: you are not
the end; the law is the end. If you become crippled it is okay, if you become a hunchback it is
okay, if you become ill it is okay -- but the law should be fulfilled.
Patanjali is not giving you laws of that type, no. He understands more. He understands the
whole situation. The laws are there to help you. They are really like a structure which is made
before you start constructing a building, the scaffold. It helps the new building to come up;
once the building is ready the structure has to be taken away. It was for a certain purpose; it
was not the end. All these laws are for a certain purpose: They help you grow.
The first was yam, self-discipline. You must have observed -- the five great vows,
ahimsa, satya, et cetera, they have a peculiar quality about them: you can practice them only
in the society. If you are living alone in a forest you cannot practice them; then there is no
need and no opportunity. You have to be true when somebody else is there. When you are
alone on a Himalayan peak there is no question of truth because how can you lie there -- to
whom? The opportunity does not exist.
Yam is a bridge between you and others, and that is the first thing: that you should settle
things between you and others. If things are unsettled between you and others they will
constantly create worry. "Close all accounts with others" -- that is the meaning of the first,
yam. Hmm?... if you are fighting with people, the tension, the worry will be there; even in
your dreams it will become nightmares. It will follow you like a shadow. It will be wherever

you are. Eating, sleeping, meditating -- the anger, the violence will be there. It will discolor
everything. It will destroy everything. You cannot be at peace, at home.
So Patanjali says, first, with yam, you settle things with people. Don't be untrue, don't be
violent, don't be possessive, so that between you and others there exists no conflict -- a
harmony. This is the first circle of your being -- your periphery, where you touch others'
peripheries. This has to be calmed down so you are in a deep friendship with the whole. In
that deep friendship only, growth is possible. Otherwise, worries from the outside will be too
many, and they will attract attention and they will distract and they will dissipate energy, and
they will not leave you at peace and alone. If you are not at peace with others, you cannot be
at peace with yourself. How can you be?
So the first thing is to be at peace with others so that you can be at peace with yourself.
The periphery has no waves; suddenly a calm, collected phenomenon happens to your being.
The first is between you and others.
Now is the second step: niyam. Niyam means "the law." This has nothing to do with
others; you have done that. Now, something you have to do with yourself. So if you move to
a Himalayan cave, the first step will not be possible because others will not be there. But you
will have to follow the second step there also because it doesn't belong to a social situation -it belongs to your aloneness. Yam is between you and others; niyam is between you and
yourself.
PURITY, CONTENTMENT, AUSTERITY, SELF-STUDY, AND SURRENDER TO GOD ARE THE
LAWS TO BE OBSERVED.

Each has to be understood deeply. First is "purity," shauch. You exist in the world as a
body; embodied, you exist here. If your body is ill how can you be healthy? If your body is
poisoned you are poisoned. If your body carries too many toxins, is heavily burdened, you
cannot be light, you cannot have wings. So now you have to work on your body and its
purity.
There are foods which make you more earth-rooted; there are foods which make you
more sky-oriented. There is a way of living where you are more in the influence of
gravitation; there are ways of living where you become more available to the opposite
phenomenon of levitation.
There are two laws: one is gravitation, another is grace. Gravitation pulls you down;
grace pulls you up. Science knows only gravitation; yoga knows grace also. And yoga seems
to be more scientific about it than science itself because every law must have an opposite. If
the earth pulls you down there must be something which is pulling you up also; otherwise the
earth would have pulled you completely pulled you in -- you would have disappeared. You
exist on the surface of the earth. That means there exists a balance between the law pulling
you down and the law pulling you up. Otherwise you would have been destroyed by the earth
long before -- you would have gone back into the womb of the earth and disappeared. But
you exist. There is a balance between the opposites, and every law is possible only if the
other, the opposite, exists. The name of the opposite law is "grace."
You may have felt sometimes, unknowingly, one day in the morning, suddenly, you feel
light. Hmm?... as if you can fly. You walk on the earth, but your feet are not falling on the
earth -- you are so weightless, featherlike. And someday you are so heavy, so burdened, that
you cannot even walk. What is happening? Then you have to analyze your whole style of life.
Something helps you to be light, and something helps you to be heavy. All that makes

you heavy is impure, and all that makes you light is pure. Purity is weightless; impurity is
heavy and burdened. A healthy man feels light, weightless; an unhealthy man feels too much
burdened by the earth, too much pulled down. A healthy man does not walk; really, he runs.
An unhealthy man: even if he sits he is not sitting, he is sleeping.
Yoga knows three words, three gunas: sattva, rajas, tamas. Sattva is purity; rajas is
energy; tamas is heaviness, darkness. What you eat makes your body and, in a certain sense,
makes you. If you eat meat you will be more heavy. If you just live on milk and fruits you
will be light. Have you observed sometimes being on a fast how weightless you feel, as if the
whole weight of the body has disappeared? If you stand on a measuring machine it will show
your weight, but you don't feel it. What has happened? The body has nothing to digest; the
body is freed from the day-to-day routine. The energy is flowing, the energy has no work to
do -- it is a holiday for the body. You feel relaxed; you feel beautiful.
One has to watch one's food. Whatsoever you eat, it is no ordinary matter. You should be
careful because your body is constituted of whatsoever you have eaten in the past. Every day
you are constituting it with whatsoever you are eating. Eating less or more, or just right, also,
makes much difference. You can be an obsessive eater -- you can eat too much of that which
is not needed -- then you will be very, very low, very weighted down. You can eat just the
right amount: you will feel happier, not weighted down -- energy flowing, not blocked. And
one who is going to fly into the inner world, is trying to reach the inner center, will need to be
weightless; otherwise the journey cannot be complete. Being lazy you will not be able to
enter that inner center. Who will walk up to that inner center?
Be careful what you eat, be careful what you drink -- be careful how you keep and care
for your body. Small things matter. For an ordinary man they don't matter because he is not
going anywhere. Once you start on the path, everything matters.
Whether you are taking a bath every day or not -- it matters. Ordinarily it doesn't matter.
Working in the market, in the shop, it doesn't matter if you have taken a good bath or not. In
fact, if you have been taking a good bath every day it may be a disturbance in your market.
You may feel so light that to be cunning may be difficult; you may feel so fresh that to be
cheating may be difficult; you may feel so virgin, innocent, that to exploit may almost
become impossible. Being dirty may be a help in the market, but not in the temple. In the
temple you have to be as fresh as dewdrops, as clean as flowers; only then can you enter the
shrine. In the temple, where you leave your shoes, leave the whole world and all the burdens
of it. Don't carry them in.
Bath is one of the most beautiful phenomena -- very simple, but if you start enjoying it, it
becomes a meditation for the body. Just sitting under a shower and enjoying it, swaying or
humming a song.... Or humming a mantra -- then it becomes doubly forceful. If you are
sitting under your shower and humming "aum" and the water falls on your body and the aum
falls in your mind, you are taking double showers: the body is being purified by the water, it
belongs to the world of elements, and your mind is purified by the mantra of aum. After the
bath you will feel ready to pray -- you would like to pray. After this bath and the mantra you
will feel totally different; you will have a different quality and aroma around you.
Shauch, purity. means purity about food. purity. about body, purity about mind -- three
layers of purities. And the fourth, which is your being, needs no purity because it cannot
become impure. Your innermost core is always Pure, always virgin, but that innermost core is
covered with other things which can become impure -- which become impure every day. You
use your body every day; dust collects. You use your mind every day; thoughts collect.
Thoughts are just like dust. Living in the world, how can you live without thoughts? You

have to think. Body collects dust, becomes dirty; mind collects thoughts, becomes dirty. Both
need a good, cleaning bath. It should become a part of your style. It should not be taken as a
law; it should be just a way of living beautifully.
And if you feel pure then other possibilities immediately open because everything is
linked with everything else; it is a chain. And if you want to change life always start from the
beginning.
The second step of niyam is "contentment," santosh. A man who feels healthy, whole,
light, weightless, fresh, young, virgin, will be able to understand what contentment is.
Otherwise you will not be able to understand what it means -- it will remain a wold.
Contentment means: whatsoever is s beautiful, the feeling that whatsoever is is the best that
can be. A feeling of deep acceptance is santosh, contentment, a feeling of saying yes to the
whole existence -- as it is.
Ordinarily the mind says, "Nothing is right." Ordinarily the mind goes on finding
complaints -- "This is wrong, that is wrong...." Ordinarily mind is negative: it is a no-sayer, it
says no easily. It is very difficult for the mind to say yes because once you say yes the mind
stops; then there is no need for the mind. Have you watched this phenomenon? When you say
no, mind can think on and on and on because "no" is not the end. "No" has no full stop to it; it
is just a beginning. "No" is a starting phenomenon; "yes" is the end. When you say yes, there
comes a full stop; now there is nothing for the mind to think about, to grumble about, to
grudge, to complain -- nothing. Once you say yes, mind stops; and that very stopping of the
mind is contentment.
Contentment is not consolation, remember it. I have seen many people who think they are
contented because they are consoling themselves. No, contentment is not consolation;
consolation is a false coin. When you console yourself you are not contented. In fact, you
have a very deep discontent inside -- but seeing that discontent creates worry, seeing that
discontent creates anxiety, seeing that discontent leads nowhere, logically, you have
persuaded yourself that "this is not the way." So you have forced a false contentment on
yourself: you go on saying, "I am content. I don't hanker for thrones, I don't hanker for riches,
I don't hanker for this and that..." but you hanker. Otherwise, from where comes this "don't
hankering"?
You hanker, you desire, but you have found that it is almost impossible to reach; so you
are cunning. You are being clever: you say, "It is impossible to reach." Inside, you know it is
impossible to reach, but you don't want to feel defeated, you don't want to feel impotent, you
don't want to feel like a weakling, so you say, "I don't hanker."
You must have heard the beautiful story of one of the old storytellers, Aesop. A fox
comes near a garden. She looks up: beautiful grapes are hanging. She jumps but her jump is
not enough. She falls short. She tries and tries... but she can't reach. Then she looks all
around, just to see that nobody has seen this defeat. Then she walks haughtily. A small hare
who was hiding in a bush comes out and asks, "Aunt, what has happened?" He has seen that
the fox was defeated, she was proved impotent. The fox says, "Nothing. Those grapes are
sour."
This is consolation. Finding that you cannot reach, you rationalize that the grapes are
sour; they are not worth reaching. Not that you are impotent, powerless -- "They are not
worth reaching.Not that you are defeated, but that you have renounced them. I have seen
many people who have renounced the world, and they are nothing but representations of the
Aesop story. I have come across many sannyasins, "mahatmas," but you can see in their

eyes... Still, the desire for the grapes. But they say they have renounced because the world is
futile, it is illusion, maya. They have not read the Aesop fable. They should read it. It will be
more helpful to them than reading the Vedas and the Geeta, and they should try to understand
what has really happened: this is a rationalization of the ego.
Consolation is a trick: contentment is a revolution. Contentment does not mean that
seeing failures all around, you close your eyes and you say, "This world is illusory; I don't
desire for it." One of the greatest haiku poets of Japan, Baso, has written a small haiku. The
meaning of it is, "The man is blessed who, seeing dewdrops disappear in the morning sun,
does not say that the world is fleeting, it is illusory." A rare haiku. I will repeat: "Blessed is
the man who, seeing the dewdrops in the morning sun disappearing, does not say that the
world is illusory, that the world is just a dream." It is so easy to console yourself by saying
that.
Contentment is a positive state of being; consolation is a suppression. But consolation
looks like contentment. A man came to me and he said, "I am a man of contentment. For my
whole life I have remained contented, but nothing happens." I was surprised. I asked, "What
do you want? Contentment is enough. What else do you want?" He said, "I have read in all
the scriptures that if you are contented, everything will happen to you. And nothing happens.
And I have seen people who are not contented, and they have succeeded. I am a failure. I
have been befooled."
This man was trying, through contentment, to attain some desires. The contentment is
false -- he is being tricky. And with existence you can't be tricky. You cannot deceive it; you
are part of it. How can the part deceive the whole? The whole knows before the part starts
deceiving.
I also say that everything happens to the man who is contented -- because contentment is
everything. This is not a result, that you should practice contentment in order so that
everything happens to you -- God and bliss and nirvana -- no. Contentment in itself is the
thing. A contented man comes to know that contentment is everything, everything has
already happened. More and more his yes grows, more and more his being is attuned to
acceptance. more and more he feels everywhere things are as they should be.
If you are pure, contentment becomes possible. What is contentment? It is seeing, seeing
the whole -- how beautiful it is. Contentment comes automatically if you can see the
morning, how beautiful; if you can see the afternoon, how beautiful; if you can see the night,
how beautiful. If you can see that which surrounds you continuously, it is such a wonder,
such a continuum of wonder, every moment a miracle... but you have become completely
blind. Flowers bloom -- you never see; children laugh -- you never hear: rivers sing -- you are
deaf; stars dance -- you are blind; Buddhas come and try to awake you -- you are fast asleep.
Contentment is not possible.
Contentment is awareness of all that is already there. If you can just see the glimpse of
what is happening already, what more can you expect? To expect more will be sheer
ingratitude. If you can see the whole, you will be simply thankful; you will feel a tremendous
gratitude arising out of your being. You will say, "All is good, everything is beautiful,
everything is holy. And I am thankful, because I have not earned it and I was given the
chance, the opportunity, to live, to be, to breathe, to see, to hear -- to see the trees blossoming
and to hear the birds singing."
If you can become aware -- just a little awareness and you will not see that there is
anything to be changed, anything to be desired -- everything has already been given to you.
Because of your complaints -- clouds of complaints, negativity -- you cannot see; your eyes

are filled with smoke and you cannot see the flame.
Contentment is a seeing -- a different seeing -- of life: not seeing through your desires,
but trying to see whatsoever is already the case. If you see through the desire, you will never
be contented. How can you be... because desire goes on and on? You have ten thousand
rupees; the desire says one hundred thousand are needed. When you have one hundred
thousand, the desire has gone away; now it is desiring ten lakh rupees, a hundred lakh rupees.
Whenever you will reach to that point, the desire will always have gone ahead of you. It
travels ahead of you. It is never with you; you will never meet it anywhere. Wherever you go
you will always find it like the horizon -- just there, somewhere in the future. It will always
be so. And there will follow discontent: desire ahead, then discontentment will be your state.
And discontent is hell.
When you have understood this, you look at the reality not through the screen of desire;
you look immediately, you look directly, you put aside the desire and you just see. You open
the eyes and you just see, and everything seems to be so perfect.... I have seen it! That's why I
say this to you. It is so perfect that it cannot be improved upon. It is simply the last thing.
Then contentment descends on you like an evening: the sun, the scorching sun of desire has
set, and the silent breeze of the evening and the silent darkness descend on you -- and soon
you will be enveloped in it, in the warmth of the night, the womb of contentment.
Contentment is a way of seeing; but when you are innocent, light, weightless, only then it
becomes possible.
And after contentment, Patanjali says "austerity," tapa. This is really something to be
understood, very delicate and subtle. You can be austere before contentment; then your
austerity will be through desire. Then through your austerities also you will be desiring
moksha -- liberation -- heaven, God. Then your austerity will also be a means. That's why
Patanjali first puts contentment and then austerity. When you are content then austerity is not
a means; it is just a simple, beautiful way of living. Then it is not a question of having a few
things or more -- that is not the problem then. Then it is not the question at all, having or not
having. Then it is a simple way of living, not a complex way of living.
And this is difficult to understand: if without contentment you try to be austere, your
austerity will be complex.
It happened once, I was travelling in a first-class compartment with another sannyasi. I
didn't know him, he didn't know me, but we were the only two passengers in the
compartment. Many people at a certain station came to pay their respects to him; he must
have been a very well-known man. He had nothing, just a small bag, maybe one or two
dresses, and just a small lunghi, just covering up to the knees; and he was almost naked. And
that lunghi was also made of the most inexpensive cloth possible.
Then, when we travelled together, by and by I became aware of his complexities; he was
a simple man as far as the outward appearance is concerned. When the station passed and the
people had gone and the train started and he saw that I was dozing, I had closed my eyes,
immediately, he pulled something out of his bag. I was not asleep. I looked -- he was
counting notes, somebody may have presented to him. Not many notes, must not have been
more than a hundred rupees, but the way he was counting -- with such gusto, such lust that I
couldn't believe.
Seeing that I was seeing, he immediately pushed the notes inside the bag and sat in a
Buddha-posture again on the seat. Now this is complexity. If you are counting you are
counting. What does it matter if I see or not? Why hide it? Why feel guilty about it? If you

are enjoying counting notes, nothing is wrong -- innocent, harmless. But no, he felt guilty:
that a sannyasi should not touch notes, and he has been caught.
Then, he was to get down at a station which was to come in the early morning, six
o'clock. Wherever the train would stop, he was again and again asking -- two o'clock in the
night and he will lean out of the window and ask -- which station it is. He was disturbing my
sleep so much that I told him, "Don't be worried. It is not going to come before six o'clock.
And this train does not go further than that station -- so you need not worry. Even if you are
fast asleep you cannot miss the station -- that is going to be the last stop." But he couldn't
sleep the whole night. He was so tense; and I could not understand what was the restlessness.
In the morning, when the station was coming nearer, I saw him standing before the
mirror. Nothing to arrange, just one small lunghi, but he was binding it again and again and
looking in the mirror and watching whether it looks good or not. Then he again found me
looking. He was shocked. When I would close my eyes then he would do something else; if I
would open my eyes he would immediately stop it. So guilty about everything.
This man has not attained to contentment, and he has done austerity. He remains an
ordinary man of desire. I'm not saying there is anything wrong in looking in the mirror -nothing is wrong. The wrong happens only when somebody else is looking -- why you are
shocked. It is beautiful, you can look -- it is your face. You can look in the mirror. You are
authorized, at least for your own face. And nothing is wrong in it. One should enjoy -- that
face is also God s face. But he is guilty: he is an ordinary man posing, trying to be a saint.
Without contentment you can pose, you can suffer, you can be austere, you can become
"simple" -- you can leave the house and clothes and become naked; but in your nakedness
there will be complexity, there cannot be simplicity. Simplicity comes only as a shadow of
contentment; then you can live in a palace and you can be simple. Simplicity has nothing to
do with what you have: simplicity has something to do with the quality of the mind.
So restless just for a station, how can this man be restful when death will be reaching? So
afraid of my seeing him, how much afraid would he not be if God were seeing him, and how
much afraid will he not be when he will have to face the creator? He will not be able. He is
playing a game with himself: nobody else is deceived.
Austerity is simplicity: to live a simple life. What is a simple life? It is like that of a child
-- you enjoy everything, but you don't cling.
It happened: One of the greatest saints of India was Kabir. He had a son; his name was
Kamal. He was an even greater man than the father, but nobody knows about Kamal much
because he was really a very, very rare being. Many disciples were there, and much
competition, as it happens with disciples. And many people were against Kamal living with
Kabir because, they said, "This man is blameworthy." People would bring many gifts,
donations, money, diamonds to Kabir's feet -- he would never take them. And Kamal would
be sitting outside, and when they would come back, if they offered, he would take them. So
people said. "Your son is greedy."
Kabir knew him well, that he was not greedy at all; he was a very simple man. That's why
he used to call him Kamal. Kamal means "a miracle." He was a man who was really a
miracle, and it has to be so: bound to Kabir he had to be a miracle-man. But he was really
simple -- just like a child. Sometimes he would even ask: somebody's gift has been refused,
Kabir has refused it -- someone has brought diamonds to give him and Kabir has refused
them -- and the man will be taking them away and Kamal will say. "Beautiful stones. Where
are you taking them? Bring them to me. If my father cannot accept, I can accept."
This was bad. So, finally, disciples persuaded Kabir, against his wishes, and Kabir said,

"Okay, if you think... then I will throw him out."
Kamal was thrown out. He didn't say anything; he simply accepted: a man of
contentment. He did not even argue that people who are complaining against him are wrong.
no. There is no argument in such a man. He simply left, he made a small hut just alongside of
Kabir, and started living there. Thousands of people would come to Kabir, and nobody would
come to Kamal, because he was not known at all; and this was known all over. that Kabir has
thrown him out, so this was enough condemnation.
The king of Kashi, who was a devotee of Kabir, once came. and he asked, "Where is
Kamal?" Kabir had to tell the story. The king said, "But I have never felt that that boy has
any greed in him. He is simple. I would go and see." So he went to Kamal's hut with a very,
very valuable diamond, the biggest that he had.
Kamal was hungry that day, and no food was there, so he said, "What will I do with this
stone? Should I eat it? You should have brought some food because I'm hungry."
The king thought in his mind, "I was right. Hmm? such a valuable diamond and he simply
refuses. So the king took the diamond when he was going back. Kamal said, "If you have
understood that this is just a stone, why carry the weight again? You can leave it. In the first
place you carried it up to here, that was wrong. Now why commit the same mistake again? It
is just a stone."
Now, the king was puzzled, "Maybe this is just t}icky. Maybe this Kamal is interested in
the diamond but being clever with me." But the king thought, "Okay, let us see." So he said,
"Where should I put it?"
Kamal said, "Again, you do the same mistake. If it is a stone, nobody asks about where to
put it. You can leave it anywhere; the hut is big enough."
The king wanted to see the whole thing to the very end, so he put it on the roof of the hut
and left, knowing well, "The moment I have gone a little far away this Kamal is going to take
that diamond back in the hut."
After seven days he came back to inquire what happened. He was certain that the
diamond must be sold by now. He came, he talked about other things, and then he said,
"What happened to the diamond?"
Kamal said, "Again diamond? And I have told you it was a stone. And why should I
worry about what happened to it?"
Now the king thought, "He's really... really cunning. He has sold it or hidden it; now he is
saying,'Why should I worry about it?'"
And then Kamal said, "But you can look wherever you had left it. If somebody has not
taken it yet, it may be there."
And it was there.
This is simplicity. This is austerity. But difficult: a man can live in a palace, and if the
palace is not in him, it is austerity. You can live in a hut, and if the hut has entered into your
mind, it is not austerity. You can sit on a throne like an emperor, and you may be a sannyasin.
You can be a sannyasin and you may be standing naked on the street, and you may not be a
sannyasin. Things are not as simple as people think them to be, and appearances should not
be believed much -- you should look deep down.
Austerity is possible only after contentment, because after contentment your austerity is
not going to be a means to some goal; it will simply be an uncomplicated way of living, a
simple way of living. And why simple? Because it is happier. The more complex your living,
the more unhappy you will be, because you have to manage so many things. Simpler the life,
the happier, because there is no management, really. You can simply live like breathing.

And then comes "self-study," swadhyaya. A man who has attained to purity, contentment,
austerity, only he can study self; because now all the rubbish is thrown, all the rot is thrown
away. Otherwise self-study will not be possible. You have so much rubbish in you, if you go
to study self it will not be self-study, because all that rubbish will have to be studied. It may
become a Freudian psychoanalysis, this is the difference between swadhhyaya and Freudian
psychoanalysis.
Freud's psychoanalysis can continue for years -- five years, three years -- and then too
nothing is finished; the rubbish goes on coming. You can go on and on and on... the rubbish
is endless, because it is self-creating: today you throw the rubbish, tomorrow you come again
for the analysis; in twenty-four hours, again, the rubbish has gathered there; again you throw
it, again it gathers. Unless your whole base of life changes, you will go on accumulating
rubbish. Rubbish is not the point -- you accumulate it. Your way of life is such that you
attract it, accumulate it; you cling to it. Unless that is broken. unless that style of life is
changed, you cannot study self. You are a crowd and your self is lost in the crowd.
Patanjali moves very, very scientifically. After austerity, when you have become very
simple, no rubbish accumulates, when you have become so contented that no desire lives in
you, when you have become so innocent and pure that no heaviness exists, you have become
like fragrance, weightless, on the wings, in the air, riding on the air -- then self-study. Now,
you can study the self.
Self-study is not self-analysis; it is just looking into the self. It is meditating on the self.
And after self-study comes the last step in the second stage. that is. surrender to God."
Really wonderful, the way Patanjali moves. He must have considered every step for years
because exactly it is so. When you have studied the self, only then can you surrender.
Because what will you surrender otherwise? The self is to be surrendered. If you know it
well, only then you can surrender. Otherwise how will you surrender?
People come to me and they say, "We would like to surrender," but what will you
surrender to me? You don't have anything right now. It is an empty thing you are calling
surrender. You have to be there tb be surrendered. In the first place, an integrated self is
needed to be surrendered. Just by saying, surrender cannot happen: you have to be capable of
it; it has to be earned. After self-study, when the self arises like a pillar of light within you
and you have understood it, and all that was unessential has been cut and thrown, you have
passed through the surgery, now only the self exists in its pristine purity and beauty -- now,
you can surrender it to God.
And Patanjali has one more, very rare thing to say, and that is that it is not important
whether God exists or not. God is not a theory for Patanjali; God is not to be proved.
Patanjali says God is nothing but an excuse to surrender. Otherwise where will you
surrender? If you can surrender without God, it is okay, for Patanjali there is no trouble. He
doesn't insist that God has to be believed in. He is so scientific that he says God is not a
necessity, it is just a way to surrender. Otherwise you will be in difficulty where to surrender.
"To whom to surrender?" you will ask.
There have been people like Buddha and Mahavir who have surrendered without God,
but those are rare phenomena, because your mind will always ask. If I tell you, "Love," you
will ask, "Whom?" -- because you cannot love without the object of love. If I ask you to write
a letter you will ask, "To what address?" You cannot just write the letter without the address
because that will look too foolish. Your mind: in the end if there is no God and it is said to

you, "Surrender," you will say. "Too whom?"
Just to give you an address -- God is just an address to help you. God is not the goal and
God is not a person. For Patanjali God is just a help on the way -- the last help. In the name
of God, surrender becomes easy. In the name of God, your mind is not in a puzzle where to
surrender: you have a place to surrender: you have a space to surrender. God is that space, not
a person.
And Patanjali says if you can surrender without God, we are not insisting on it. Surrender
is the thing, not God. If you really understand what I am saying, then, surrender IS God. To
surrender is to become divine, to surrender is to reach the divine. But you have to disappear.
So first you have to find yourself so that you can disappear, first you have to integrate
yourself so you can go to the shrine and surrender yourself into the divine feet, pour yourself
into the ocean, and disappear.
"Purity, contentment, austerity, self-study, and surrender to God are the laws to be
observed." These are laws for growth. They do not prohibit; they help. They are not
restrictive; they are creative.
WHEN THE MIND IS DISTURBED BY WRONG THOUGHTS, PONDER ON THE OPPOSITES.

This is a beautiful method, will be very useful for you. For example, if you are feeling
very discontented, what to do? Patanjali says ponder on the opposite: if you are feeling
discontented, contemplate about contentment, what is Contentment. Bring a balance. If your
mind is angry, bring compassion in. think about compassion; and, immediately, the energy
changes. Because they are the same; the opposite is the same energy. Once you bring it in, it
absorbs. Anger is there: contemplate on compassion.
Do one thing: keep a statue of Buddha. Because that statue is the gesture of compassion.
Whenever you are angry, go into the room, look at Buddha, sit Buddha-like, and feel
compassion. Suddenly you will see a transformation happening within you: the anger is
changing, excitement gone... compassion arising. And it is not different energy; it is the same
energy -- the same energy of anger -- changing its quality, going higher. Try it.
It is not suppression, remember. People ask me, "Is Patanjali suppressing? Because when
I am angry, if I think about compassion, will it not be a suppression?" No. It is sublimation: it
is not suppression. If you are angry and you suppress anger without thinking of compassion
then it is suppression. You go on pushing it down and you smile and you act as if you are not
angry -- and anger is bubbling there and boiling there and ready to explode. Then it is
suppression. No, we are not suppressing anything, and we are not creating a smile or
anything; we are just changing the inner polarity.
The opposite is the pole. When you feel hateful, think of love. When you feel desire,
think of desirelessness and the silence that comes in it. Whatsoever the case, bring the
opposite in and watch what happens within you. Once you know the knack of it, you have
become a master. Now you have the key: any moment anger can be changed into
compassion, any moment hate can be turned into love, any moment sadness can become
ecstasy. Suffering can become bliss because suffering has the same energy as the bliss; the
energy is not different. You just have to know how to channel it.
And, there is no suppression because the whole energy of anger becomes compassion -nothing is left to suppress. In fact, you have expressed it in compassion.
There are two ways of expression. In the West. now, catharsis has become very

important. Encounter groups. Primal Therapy-all believe in catharsis. My own Dynamic
Meditation is a method of catharsis because people have lost the key to sublimate. Patanjali
does not talk about catharsis at all. Why doesn't he talk about it?people had the key. the
knack. They knew how to sublimate. You have forgotten, so I have to teach you catharsis.
Anger is there; it can be transformed into compassion, but you have no idea how to do it.
And it is not an art which can be taught; it is a knack. You have to do it, and learn it through
doing it; there is no other way. It is just like swimming: you have to swim, and err, and
sometimes get into danger, and sometimes you will feel lost, the life is lost, you are
drowning. You have to pass all those, and then the knack comes, then you know what it is.
And it is such a simple thing, swimming.
Have you observed? There are a few things you can Learn but you cannot forget:
swimming is one of those things. Or cycling -- you can learn but you cannot forget.
Everything else you can learn and you can forget. A thousand and one things you learned in
your school; now you have almost forgotten all. The whole school system seems such a
wastage. People learn, and then nobody remembers. Just to take the examination... then
finished. then nothing is remembered, But swimming you cannot forget. If you have not been
to the river for fifty years and suddenly you are thrown in, you will swim again as fresh as
ever -- you will not have a single moment of hesitation about what to do. Why it happens so?
Because it is a knack. It cannot be forgotten. It is not a Learning; it is not an art. And
learning, art, can be forgotten, but a knack? A knack is something that goes so deep into your
being it becomes part of you. Sublimation is a knack.
Patanjali never talks about catharsis; I have to talk about it because of you. But once you
understand, and if you can sublimate, then there is no need for catharsis because catharsis is,
in a way, a wastage of energy. But, unfortunately, nothing can be done right now. And you
have been suppressed for so many centuries that sublimation looks like suppression, so only
catharsis seems to be the way. First you have to relieve -- you become a little weightless,
unburdened -- and then you can be taught the art of sublimation.
Sublimation is using the energy in a higher way, the same energy being used with a
different quality to it. But you can try. Many of you have gone through Dynamic Meditation
for a long time. You can try: next time when anger is there, sadness is there, just sit silently
and allow the sadness to move towards happiness -- just help -- push it a little. Don't do too
much and don't be in a hurry. Hmrn?... because the sadness will be reluctant at first to go
towards happiness. Because for centuries, for many lives, you have not allowed it to move
that way, it will be reluctant. Like a horse whom you are forcing towards a new path on
which he has never been, he will be reluctant. He will try to go to the old pattern. to the old
path, to the old rut. But by and by persuade, seduce. Tell Sadness then, "Don't be afraid. It is
really groovy; come this way. You can become Happiness, and there is nothing wrong in it
and nothing impossible."
Just persuade, talk to your sadness, and one day you will suddenly find the sadness has
moved into a new channel: it has become happiness. That day the yogi is born, not before it.
Before it you are simply preparing.
IT IS NECESSARY TO PONDER ON THE OPPOSITES BECAUSE WRONG THOUGHTS,
EMOTIONS, AND ACTIONS, SUCH AS VIOLENCE, RESULT IN IGNORANCE AND INTENSE
MISERY -- WHETHER THEY BE PERFORMED, CAUSED, OR APPROVED THROUGH GREED,
ANGER, OR DELUSION IN MILD, MEDIUM, OR INTENSE DEGREES.

Whatsoever is negative is dangerous for you and for others. Whatsoever is negative is

already creating hell for you and for others; it is creating misery for you and for others. Be
alert. Even if you think a negative thought, it has already become a reality in the world. It is
not only that when you act it becomes reality: a thought is as real as any action. If you think
to murder a man, you have already murdered. The man may live, but you have done your
work: the man will not be able to live as fully as possible -- as it was possible. You have
killed him a little. And the man may be able to live, but you have become a murderer and
your own energy will carry that murder quality in you.
Thought, emotion, or action -- we don't make any distinction between them. They are the
same. They are just like the seed and the plant and the tree. If the seed is there, already the
tree is thereon the way, it is coming. So whenever you catch a negative thought. immediately
sublimate it, transform it. It is dangerous. Every thought finally becomes action; every
thought finally becomes a thing.
Have you watched sometimes? You come in a new room in a hotel to stay, and suddenly
you feel a change within you. Or you come in a new house and there is a strange feeling that
you are no longer yourself. It happens according to a certain law. In a hotel room many things
go on happening; many types of people come and go. It becomes a very, very crowded place.
A hotel room is a very, very crowded place -- thousands of thoughts are being released in that
room. It is not empty, as you think it is; it is not. Those thoughts vibrate there. When you go
in, suddenly, you are under the influence of so many thoughts.
You move into a new house -- it is strange. It takes almost three weeks, twenty-one days,
for you to settle and to feel that this is your home, because in twenty-one days, by and by,
your thoughts expel the thoughts that were already there and they get hold of the house. Then
things become easier, you feel at home -- as if you have come back to your own self.
Sometimes, if a murderer was living in a room and was continuously thinking about
murder and planning and this and that, and, if within six minutes after he leaves, you go in
the room and you stay there; he may not have committed the murder, but you may commit
murder -- because his thought is so powerful at that moment. Within six minutes the thought
is as powerful as it can ever be. By and by it dissipates. Or, if the man was thinking of
committing suicide, somebody else can commit it. Your thought can become action for
somebody else.
But whenever you think anything negative you are creating bad karma for you and others;
you are changing the nature of reality. The same happens with a positive energy, positive
thought: whenever you send a thought of compassion to the world, it is received. You create
a better world -- just by thinking about it. And if you can attain to a no-mind state you create
a space around you which is empty. In that empty space somebody else can become a Buddha
someday. Hence, so much respect and so much honor is paid and so much reverence for some
places in the world -- Mecca, Medina, or Jerusalem, or Girnar, Kailash. Thousands of people
have become Buddhas from those spots. They have left a vacuum there, a very alive vacuum,
and so powerful that no thoughts can enter into that vacuum. If you can find the right spot on
Kailash and you can sit in that spot, suddenly you will be transformed -- you are in a
whirlpool of no-mind. It will cleanse you. The same happens with negative as it happens with
positive.
Whenever you feel something negative, immediately change it into positive -- sublimate
it. I am not saying force it, I am not saying suppress it -- I am saying allow it, help it, to
become the opposite; help it to move to the opposite. And it is not difficult! One just has to
know the knack.
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IS IT A VERY GOOD SIGN THAT ONE HAS NO QUESTIONS TO ASK?
If really it happens that you have no questions to ask, it is a tremendous phenomenon. It is
one of the most beautiful _ states of mind; because when there are no questions, that
nonquestioning consciousness is the answer to all questions. Not that you get the answers,
but, simply, questions dissolve. The mind becomes nontense, because each question is a
tension, is a worry; it is an anxiety.
And no answer is going to solve the question. The questioning mind is the problem, not
the question. Your question can be answered, but from the answer your questioning mind will
create a thousand and one more questions; you will reduce every answer into many more
questions. It never helps. It helps only when all questions drop, when consciousness
transcends questioning, when you understand that there is nothing to be asked, nothing to be
answered.
Life is a mystery, not a problem -- you cannot ask anything about it. If it really happens,
this is samadhi. This is what my whole effort is all about. You should come to a point where
no question arises. In that silence, in that total beatitude, in that peace, you are transformed:
all anxiety, anguish, disappears.
But the question is if it is real, because you may not be asking questions and questions are
there; then it is of no use. Then it is better to ask. If questions are in the mind and you don't
ask, then you feel shy, that won't help. It is better to ask and be finished with them. Not that
by asking you will get the answers -- nobody has got the answer -- nobody ever had it -nobody will ever have it. The answer is impossible because life is a mystery. It cannot be
solved. The more you solve it, the more you find that it is impossible to solve it. But by
questioning, by and by, you become aware of the futility of questioning.
Then one day in a subtle moment of awareness, in an integrated moment of
consciousness, you transcend questions. Just as a snake goes out of the old skin -- the old skin
is dropped, the snake moves on -- one day your consciousness moves and the old skin of
questions is left behind. Suddenly, you are fresh and virgin -- attained. You have become a
Buddha. A Buddha-consciousness is not that consciousness which has all answers; it is a

consciousness which has no questions.
IT HAS BEEN SAID THAT IN TIMES OF GREAT STRESS -- SOCIAL, ECONOMIC,
RELIGIOUS -- THAT GREAT GOOD IS POSSIBLE. IS THIS FORMULATION
REFLECTIVE OF WHAT WE ARE IN POONA EXPERIENCING IN YOUR PRESENCE?
Yes, a time of crisis is a very valuable time. When everything is established and there is
no crisis things are dead. When nothing is changing and the grip of the old is perfect, it is
almost impossible to change yourself. When everything is in a chaos, nothing is static,
nothing is secure, nobody knows what is going to happen the next moment -- in such a
chaotic moment -- you are free, you can change. You can attain to the innermost core of your
being.
It is just like in a prison: when everything is settled it is almost impossible for any
prisoner to get out of it, to escape from the prison. But just think: there has been an
earthquake and everything is disturbed and nobody knows where the guards are and nobody
knows where the jailer is, and all rules have dissolved, and everybody is running on his own
-- in that moment if a prisoner is a little alert he can escape very easily; if he is foolish, only
then will he miss the opportunity.
When the society is in a turmoil and everything is in crisis, a chaos pervades -- this is the
moment, if you want, you can escape from the prison. It is so easy because nobody is
guarding you, nobody is after you. You are left alone. Things are in such a shape that
everybody is bothering about his own business -- nobody is looking at you. This is the
moment. Don't miss that moment.
In great crisis periods, always, much enlightenment has happened. When the society is
established and it is almost impossible to rebel, to go beyond, not to follow the rules,
enlightenment becomes very, very difficult -- because it is freedom; it is anarchy. In fact it is
moving away from society and becoming individual. The society doesn't like individuals: it
likes robots who just look like individuals but are not individuals. The society doesn't like
authentic being. It likes masks, pretenders, hypocrites, but not real persons because a real
person is always trouble. A real person is always a free person. You cannot enforce things on
him; you cannot make a prisoner out of him; you cannot enslave him. He would like to lose
his life, but he would not like to lose his freedom. Freedom is more valuable to him than life
itself. Freedom is the highest value for him. That's why in India we have called the highest
value moksha, nirvana; those words mean freedom -- total freedom -- absolute freedom.
Whenever society is in a turmoil and everybody is tending his own business -- has to tend
-- escape. In that moment the doors of the prison are open, many cracks are in the walls, the
guards are not on duty... one can escape easily.
The same situation was at the time of Buddha, twenty-five centuries before. It always
comes in a circle; the circle completes in twenty-five centuries. Just as a circle completes in
one year -- again summer comes back, one year's circle and the summer is back -- there is a
great circle of twenty-five centuries. Every time after twenty-five centuries, the old
foundations dissolve; the society has tb lay new foundations. The whole edifice becomes
worthless; it has to be demolished. Then economic, social, political, religious -- all systems -are disturbed. The new is to be born; it is a birth pain.
There are two possibilities. One, one is the possibility that you may start fixing the old
falling structure: you may become a social servant and you may start making things more

stable. Then you miss, because nothing can be done: the society is dying. Every society has a
life-span and every culture has a life-span. As a child is born and we know the child will
become a youth, will become old, and will die -- seventy years, eighty years, at the most a
hundred years -- every society is born, is young, becomes old, has to die. Every civilization
that is born has to die. These critical moments are moments of the death of the past, the old;
moments of the birth of the new. You should not bother; you should not start supporting the
old structure -- it is going to die. If you are supporting, you may be crushed under it. This is
one possibility: that you start supporting the structure. That is not going to work. You will
miss the opportunity.
Then there is another possibility: you may start a social revolution to bring the new. Then,
too, again you will miss the opportunity, because the new is going to come. You need not
bring it. The new is already coming -- don't bother about it; don't become a revolutionary.
The new will come. If the old is gone nobody can force it to remain, and if the new is there
and the time has reached and the child is ripe in the womb, the child is going to be born. You
need not try any Caesarian operation. The child is going to be born; don't bother about it.
Revolution goes on happening by itself; it is a natural phenomenon. No revolutionaries are
needed. You need not kill the person; he is going to die himself. If you start working for a
social revolution -- you become a communist, a socialist -- you will miss.
These are the two alternatives in which you can miss. Or you can use this time of crisis
and be transformed, use it for your individual growth. There is nothing like a critical moment
in history: everything is tense and everything is intense, and everything has come to a
moment, to a peak, from where the wheel will turn. Use this door, this opportunity, and be
transformed. That's why my emphasis is for individual revolution.
NOWADAYS, RIGHT FROM BIRTH TILL DEATH EVERYTHING IS BEING
CONTROLLED, GUIDED, DICTATED, INFLUENCED, GOVERNED, HANDLED BY
POLITICS. SO UNLESS AND UNTIL POLITICS IS SET RIGHT, ALL THE EFFORTS
OF RELIGION AND SCIENCE MAY PROVE FUTILE; BECAUSE ff TODAY'S WORLD
IS A PLACE OF CHAOS AND DISORDERS, PAIN AND SUFFERINGS, IT IS ONLY
BECAUSE OF DIRTY POLITICS, ISN'T IT?
The question is in two parts. Humanity is not dirty because of dirty politicians; dirty
politicians are there because of dirty humanity. You have to understand it well. Don't throw
the responsibility on the politicians. They simply represent you, nothing else. This is absurd:
first you choose them, then you call them dirty. And when you choose you choose the
dirtiest. You vote for them, and then you call them dirty. How do they come? From where do
they come? They come from you. They are there with your support; they will fall if you don't
support them.
Don't call them dirty. This is an old trick of the mind: always throw the responsibility on
somebody else and you feel guilt-free. You are the real culprit. If dirty politicians exist they
exist because of your dirty mind. Somewhere in your mind they have their roots; from there
they are nourished. So just by changing the politicians nothing will change. For thousands of
years man has been changing politicians, nothing else, but nothing happens -- because man
has not changed himself. You go on changing the politician but who will choose the next?
You will choose the next again.
And whenever a politician is out of power he looks very beautiful, good, innocent,
because without power you cannot be dirty -- you need power. So whenever a politician is

not in power he looks so humble, so sincere. Just give him the power, and immediately he is
transformed, he is no longer the same person -- because politics is a power trip. The man was
after power: he had to be humble to persuade you, to seduce you, that he is a humble, saintly
man. Once he is in power he doesn't care about you. He, in fact, never cared before; he was
just playing a game with you. He was seducing you, exploiting you. Now he has attained his
goal -- why should he bother about you? Who are you? He doesn't recognize you. Now the
long-cherished power is in his hands; he starts using it. Then you start calling him dirty.
And you have been changing politicians for centuries -- nothing has changed. Rather,
change yourself. It is time -- enough time now -- you must understand that no social
revolution can be a revolution. No political revolution Can be a revolution. At the most it can
give you a temporary relief, but that's nothing, nothing of any worth. Unless you change,
nothing changes: the human individual has to be changed.
And, the second part of the question. You think that today, nowadays, right from birth till
death everything is being controlled by politicians -- "guided, dictated, influenced,
governed." Do you know any time when it was not so? Why do you call it "nowadays"? It
was always so; always man was guided, controlled. In fact today the control is not so strong;
that's why the question arises. In the days of Rama the question would not have arisen -- the
control was perfect. Go further back and the control is so perfect that you cannot even ask the
question. Now you can ask the question because the control is a little loose. You can raise the
question: at least that much freedom has happened in the world. The further back you go, the
more conditioned you will find people.
There has never been a moment in the past like this moment. It is the best up to now.
Hitherto, this is the best moment you are living, and this should be so. The past was not better
than the present -- it can't be. Now, at least, a facade of freedom exists in the world: at least
you are allowed to talk; at least you are allowed to question. This is one of the greatest
physiological insights to be understood.
For example, in India sudras, untouchables, have existed for thousands of years, but never
in the past history was there ever a question raised against their slavery. Why? -- the control
was perfect. The control was so perfect, the conditioning was so absolute, they couldn't even
feel that they were controlled. Who will feel it? How will you feel if the conditioning is total?
You will think this is the only life there is; there is no possibility of any other life to be
compared with it. Sudras accepted that this was the only possibility. They lived one of the
ugliest lives on the earth, but they were never aware. The conditioning was perfect.
You cannot find greater conditioners than brahmins; and they have to be the best because
they are in the trade for the longest. They have been in the trade for the longest -- nobody
knows more tricks than they know. The whole world has to learn from brahmins how to
condition. They are the oldest brainwashers. They conditioned so perfectly that sudras, a
great mass of people, simply believed that this is because of their past bad karmas that they
are suffering; so there is no question of any revolt -- you have to suffer it. If you suffer
silently there is a possibility in the next life you may not be born a sudra; if you create trouble
then in the next life also you will be born a sudra, even worse than this. They not only
conditioned one life, they conditioned the whole chain of lives. And the sudras were not
allowed to read because when you start reading you start questioning. They were not allowed
to know anything about the Vedas, the scriptures, because if you know the same secrets as
the oppressors know then it will be difficult. They were never allowed to have any
understanding of any sort. They lived like animals.
That slavery was perfect; and this has been so all over the world. It is for the first time

that man has got a little freedom, a little rope. So don't say "nowadays," because in that
"nowadays" there is a condemnation of the present and appreciation of the past; that's not
right. The present is always better. It has to be because it has grown out of the past: more
experienced, richer, future will be better. But conditioning is there; it has always been there.
Society lives on conditioning; it conditions everybody. The methods may differ -- in China
they condition in a different way, in Russia in a different way, in India in a different way -but the conditioning is the same.
And what do you think?... what have religious people been doing? Do you think only
politicians have been conditioning people? Religion has been the greatest politics in the
world; it has also conditioned people. How are you a Hindu? What is being a Hindu or a
Christian or a Mohammedan? It is a conditioning. The child is born: the politics will be able
to catch hold of the neck of the child very late, when the child goes into the school -- only
then. By that time he will be seven years of age. Now scientists say that by the time of the
age of seven the child is already eighty percent conditioned. So who is doing that
conditioning? -- the parents, the priest, the temple, the church. From the very beginning they
are loading your mind that you are a Hindu, that you are a Mohammedan, that you are a
Christian -- or, that you are a Communist.
Every religion is interested in children, to teach them. Immediately, the moment they can
understand words, they have to be taught. Immediately -- because once they miss the
opportunity of teaching them early, there is danger; your unconscious should be completely
conditioned. And that affects your whole life. Whatsoever you become, that conditioning will
be there always, coloring your attitudes, your mind. If you have been a Hindu, a born Hindu,
then by studies, intellectual understanding, meeting with other peoples, knowing other
religions, other scriptures, you may become a little aware that not only Hindus are right, that
there are other people also who are right -- the Koran is also good, not only the Veda is good
-- but if you look deep down in the unconscious, you will always find a hierarchy: the Veda
will always be at the top. You may appreciate Christ, but Krishna will be at the top.
Even a man like Bertrand Russell, who became absolutely agnostic in his later life,
became religionless, stopped believing in God or in any future life -- even he says that he
knows well that Buddha seems to be the greatest person ever born in the world, but
intellectually he can say that: his heart goes on saying, "No, how can Buddha be so great -greater than Jesus? Not possible." So he says, "At the most I can put them on the same
pedestal, but I cannot put Buddha higher. And I know intellectually that Buddha seems to be
a greater phenomenon than Jesus" -- but the childhood training goes on clutching your heart.
Religions have been conditioning you, politicians have been conditioning you: you are a
conditioned mechanism. Only through meditation is there a possibility to uncondition the
mind. Only a meditator goes beyond conditioning. Why? Because every conditioning works
through thoughts. If you feel you are a Hindu, what is it? -- a cluster of thoughts given to you
when you were not even aware of what was being given to you. A cluster of thoughts and you
are a Christian, a Catholic, a Protestant. Only in meditation thoughts dissolve -- all thoughts.
You become thought-less. In that thought-less state of mind there is no conditioning: you are
no longer a Hindu, nor a Christian, nor a Communist, nor a Fascist. You are no longer
anybody -- you are simply yourself. For the first time all conditioning has been dropped. You
are out of the prison.
Only meditation can uncondition you. No social revolution will help, because the
revolutionaries will again condition you in their way. In 1917 Russia went through a
revolution. Before it, it was one of the most orthodox Christian countries. The Russian

Church was one of the most orthodox -- more orthodox than the Vatican -- but [hen,
suddenly, Russians changed everything. Churches were closed -- they were converted into
schools, Communist Party offices, hospitals -- religious teaching was banned, and they
started conditioning people for Communism. Within ten years everybody was an atheist. Just
in ten years! By the year 1927 the whole of religion disappeared from Russia; they
conditioned anew.
But to me it is the same: whether you condition a man as a Catholic, Christian. or you
condition a man as a Communist, it makes no difference to me, because the whole question is
of conditioning. You condition, you don't give him freedom -- what difference does it make
whether you live in a Christian hell or a Hindu hell, or you live in a Christian slavery or a
Hindu slavery? What difference does it make? There is no difference. If you live in a Hindu
prison, hmm?... just the label. Then someday there comes revolution: they tear away the
label; they put "Communist Prison." Then you are happy and rejoicing that you are free -- in
the same prison! Only the words change. First you were taught there is a God, he created the
world; now you are taught there is no God and nobody has created the world; but both things
are being taught to you.
And religion cannot be taught. All that can be taught will be politics. That's why I say
religion itself has been the greatest politics in the past. And there is no possibility of any
social revolution, because all revolutions will again condition you.
There is only one possibility: that is individual flowering of no-mind. You attain to
thoughtlessness. then nobody can condition you, then all conditionings drop. Then, for the
first time, you are free. Then the whole space is yours: without any limitations, without any
walls, in life you move, you live, you love, you rejoice, you delight.
AF WHAT POINT CAN CATHARSIS BE DROPPED?
It drops itself when it is finished. You need not drop it. By and by you will feel there is no
energy in it. By and by you will feel that you are doing catharsis but they are empty gestures,
the energy is not there -- in fact, you are pretending to do it, acting it; it is not happening.
Whenever you feel that it is not happening and you have to force it, it has already dropped.
You just have to listen to your heart.
When you are angry, how do you know when the anger has disappeared? When you are
sexual, how do you know that the sexuality has gone? Because the energy from the thought is
no longer there. The thought may remain, but the energy is no longer there; it is an empty
thing. You were angry a few minutes before: now, your face may be still a little angry, but
deep down you know now there is no anger, the energy has moved. In fact, you have been
angry at your child: you cannot smile, otherwise the child will misunderstand you, so you are
pretending that you are still angry; but you would like to laugh now and you would like to
bring the child near you, kiss the child, love the child. But you are still pretending. Otherwise
the whole point will be lost -- your anger -- and the child will start laughing, and he will think
it was nothing. You are pretending, just the face, but deep down the energy has moved.
The same will happen in catharsis. You are doing catharsis; it is an energy phenomenon.
Many emotions are suppressed -- they are uncoiling, they are coming up, bubbling up. Then
there is much energy. You are screaming -- there is energy. And after the screaming you feel
relieved, as if a burden has disappeared. You feel weightless; you feel more at ease, calmed
down, slowed down. But if there is no suppressed emotion, then you can do the gesture --

after the gesture you will feel tired, because you were unnecessarily wasting the energy.
There was no suppressed emotion, nothing was coming up, and you were unnecessarily
jumping and screaming; you will feel tired.
If the catharsis is true, you will feel rejuvenated after it; if the catharsis is false, you will
feel tired. If the catharsis was true, you will feel very, very alive after it, younger than before,
as if a few years have disappeared -- you were thirty, now you are twenty-eight or
twenty-five. A load has disappeared -- you are younger, livelier, fresher. But if you are just
making the gesture, you will feel tired -- you were thirty: you will feel thirty-five, old.
You have to watch. Nobody else can tell what is happening within you. You have to be a
watcher. Continuously watch what is happening. Don't go on pretending -- because catharsis
is not the goal; it is just a means. One day it has to drop. Don't go on carrying it. It is just like
a boat, a ferry boat: you cross the stream and then you forget about it; you don't carry it on
your head.
Buddha used to tell a story again and again that once it happened, five fools crossed a
river. Then they pondered over the matter because their boat had helped them so much. It was
rainy season and the river was flooded and it was almost impossible to cross it without the
help of the boat, so they said, "This boat has been so beneficial that how can we leave it here?
We should show our respect and gratitude." So they carried the boat on their head in the
marketplace. People asked, "What are you doing?" They said, "This boat has helped us so
much, how can we leave it now? We will carry it our whole life. Even then the gratitude will
not be enough. This boat has saved our lives."
Buddha used to say, "Don't be foolish like those five fools." Religion is a boat; life is the
goal. Religion is the boat; ecstasy is the goal. All methods are methods, remember -- don't
forget that. No method should become the goal. The whole of Patanjali has to be dropped one
day because it is all methodology. And when the whole of Patanjali has been dropped then
suddenly you will discover a Lao Tzu hidden behind -- he is the goal. The goal is to be. The
goal is not to do anything; the goal is to be. All methods are to do something, they help to
bring you home, but when you enter the home you forget about the cart that brought you or
the donkey on which you came or the boat. All methods drop outside: you have reached
home.
Remember, catharsis can become your obsession. You can go on doing it, and then it can
become a rut, a pattern. It is not to be made a pattern. Watch, when it is needed, go on
watching. By and by you will become aware -- it is a very subtle awareness because the
phenomenon is very subtle -- that now there is no energy: you scream but really the scream is
not coming, you jump but you have to make effort. Then allow it to be dropped; don't carry
the boat.
At what point can catharsis be dropped? It drops itself. You simply remain alert and
watch it. And when it wants to drop, don't cling to it; let it be dropped.
WHY HAS MAN LOST THE CAPACITY OF SUBLIMATION SINCE PATANJALI'S
TIME?
Because of too much repression. The mechanism has to be understood. Patanjali's times
were very primitive, natural, primordial; people were like children, innocent. Now,
everybody is civilized, cultured. The child within you has been crushed, completely crushed.
The civilization is like a monster: it goes on killing and murdering the child within you. All

that is natural has been perverted; all that is natural has been condemned.
There are reasons for it. For example, every culture, every society, has to pass through
many wars. If sex is not suppressed then an army cannot be created. A soldier has to suppress
his sex; only then the same energy becomes the fighting energy. No country allows its
soldiers to take their wives and girlfriends to the front -- except America. And America will
get defeated everywhere because then there is no built-up energy. A soldier needs frustrated
energy. If he has the girlfriend or the wife with him he is satisfied. Why should he fight?
Have you watched? Whenever you suppress sex, more anger happens. Go and look at
your monks, your so-called sadhus, and you will always find them angry. Anger is their style
of life now because they have been suppressing sex. Suppress sex: then the energy has to be
released from somewhere. If you close one door another door opens immediately -- and the
other door will be perverted. The first was natural. Close the second door, then the third door
opens -- the third will be even more perverted. And by the time you open the fourth, you will
be in a madhouse.
All societies use sex energy; that's why all societies are against sex. If everybody's sex is
fulfilled, happy, beautiful, who bothers to fight? You cannot send hippies to the war. The
only reason is they are so happy, living their life so naturally that not only will they not go.
they demonstrate with placards -- "Love, not war." And they are right. If people are allowed
to love. war will disappear from the world.
This is very complex. Even religions like Jainism, which teaches nonviolence, also teach
repression of sex. This is absurd. If sex is suppressed war will be there, violence will be there,
because where will the energy go? If really you want no war in the world then the energy
should be allowed to move in a natural way. But no society can allow, because war is
necessary; otherwise others will jump on you. They won't think that you are good people so
no need to trouble you. If India allows total sex freedom and becomes a hippy land, China
will come. It is not possible. If China allows, the fear is there, Russia will come. If Russia
allows, America is waiting there. So everybody is after everybody else, and nobody can allow
life to flower in natural ways. To be natural has become the most difficult thing in the world.
Then, if you want to teach a child, you have to suppress sex because near about thirteen,
fourteen, a child becomes sexually mature. Then nature has given him the ticket, now he can
reproduce children -- but college has to be finished. If he starts getting married by the age of
fourteen then how will he become a doctor, an engineer? No, he has to become a doctor, but
to become a doctor he will have to wait. By the twenty-fifth, twenty-sixth year he will be an
engineer or a doctor or a professor; then he is allowed to get married -- because the same
energy has to be used for learning. If you allow girls and boys to live in the same hostels,
universities will disappear; they cannot exist. They exist on a subtle mechanism of
suppression. Sex should be suppressed; only then is there energy available for something
else. Then the boy and the girl put their energy into the examination. They don't like it, but
what to do? The energy is there.
Then all the societies are against masturbation, because if you don't allow girls and boys
to live together, the boys will masturbate, the girls will masturbate. Societies have to be
against it because they are leaking energy. The energy has to be forced into the university;
they have to become engineers. They are not to enjoy themselves. So all societies create guilt
around masturbation. And all societies go on praising, that if you conserve sex energy you
will become very, very great. Of course, in a way, one becomes: in the world of ambition. If
you have not suppressed sex you cannot become a great political leader, because who
bothers? It is such nonsense that who wants to go to Delhi or to the White House,

Washington? Nobody bothers. What is the need? Your small house is the "White House."
You live beautifully and you enjoy. and why should you waste your life travelling towards
Delhi or Washington? No, then you cannot become a great political leader.
The sex energy has to be frustrated; then you become great artists. The sex energy has to
be frustrated; then you become great scientists. Freud says that people who have very, very
repressed sex energy, they become scientists; because to try to find out the secret is a sexual
curiosity -- a small boy trying to know how the nude girl looks, curious. All boys, all over the
world, play a game called "doctor." They become the doctors and the girl becomes the patient
-- small girls, small doctors, small patients -- just to know how the girl looks inside the
clothes. And a doctor, of course, is allowed; he has to check the body. This curiosity is the
same curiosity as a scientist's curiosity. If sex is repressed, by and by, the scientist will be
trying to poke his nose everywhere -- to undress nature, to know the secrets, what are the
secrets. He wants the whole world, the whole existence, to be nude so he can know every
secret, every nook and corner.
If sex is allowed.... For example, there are primitive societies all over the world, a few
primitive societies. They have not created any great scientist. They cannot. In Bastar, in
India, I have been to a small community of very primitive people. They have a small house, a
community house, in every town. Every boy and girl after the age of twelve is allowed to go
the community house and sleep there; all girls sleep there, all boys sleep there. And no
restriction on their sexuality -- they enjoy. There is only one restriction, that is wonderful,
that is no boy should move with any girl more than three days, so that he comes to know all
the girls of the town so he can decide, and every girl has to know every boy of the town. So
they can decide with whom to live their whole life. This looks really beautiful, simple, and
very human. Every boy is allowed every freedom, every girl is allowed every freedom -- no
suppression.
Once they have known all the boys and all the girls of the community they can decide.
Once they decide, then no freedom. In fact. there is no need. They are such authentic lovers
as you cannot find anywhere in the world. Once a boy and a girl decide to get married they
forget about other boys and girls completely. There is no point: they have known all and this
is their choice. They have found their partner -- finished! They are never unfaithful to each
other -- never has it happened in their history that a husband has been found making love to
some other woman or being interested in some other woman or a woman secretly becoming a
beloved of somebody else. No, this simply doesn't happen. It need not happen.
But they have not created great scientists or great poets or great artists or great warriors.
No, they have not produced any great men of any sort. They have produced ordinary, simple,
natural men. In fact all sorts of greatness are a sort of abnormality; and, somewhere, the sex
energy has to be used, because that is the only energy.
In Patanjali's days people were simple, natural. No need for catharsis; nothing was
repressed. There was no need to go into catharsis. But now everybody is repressed. And
everybody is repressed in so many ways that years of catharsis will be needed: only then you
become natural again. You have collected so much garbage in the unconscious, it has to be
thrown out. Right now you cannot move on the path -- first you have to unload yourself.
You must understand society has its own needs, every nation has Its own needs. They are
not necessarily the needs of the individuals. this is the problem. The individual's need is to be
happy, to be blissful -- to delight in this small life that has been given to you. That is the
individual need, but that is not the social need. Society doesn't bother whether you are happy
or unhappy: the society wants you to be more productive, the society wants you to be great

warriors so that you can protect the society, the society wants you to be great scientists
because science is power. The society has its own needs, and the individual has totally
different needs.
In a perfect society there will be no society, only individuals. In a perfect state there will
be no state, no government, only individuals. At the most, a minimum of government can be
allowed. For example, a postal service has to be looked after by a central agency, or the
railway has to be looked after by a central agency. that's all. A government should run
railways and look after the post office, and things like that. And a government should be a
negative force. When I say "negative force" I mean a government should see that no
individual interferes with any other individual and any other individual's freedom and life,
that's all. Government should not impose any positive rules on people. This much is enough:
that everybody is allowed to live his own life, to do his own thing, and nobody interferes. If
somebody interferes, then the government comes in, otherwise not. But that seems to be just
a utopia. The word "utopia" is very beautiful. It means "that which never happens." Utopia
means a nowhere-land which doesn't exist, and doesn't seem to exist; the very thing seems to
be impossible.
So I am not teaching you to desire any utopia. All that can be done, and all that is
practical, is to become alert so you get out of the mess. And you, please, don't be worried
about others, because nobody can bring them out of their mess if they don't want. If they are
enjoying let them enjoy. If they are feeling happy in their misery let them be miserable, that
is their freedom. Don't try to impose anything on anybody -- that is transgression, trespassing.
That is violence, to me. Allow everybody his own being and his own freedom; then there will
be no need for catharsis. But right now everybody is interfering in everybody else's life;
nobody wants to leave you alone.
And such subtle techniques have been used, unless you are very, very alert you will not
be able to know what type of techniques have been used to make you a slave. Religions say
that wherever you are, God is looking at you. That means nowhere is there any possibility to
be alone and to be yourself. This God seems to be a peeping Tom. Wherever you are -- even
in your bathroom -- he is there looking at you. Even there, you cannot hum a song, even there
you cannot make faces in the mirror, even there you cannot have a little dance of your own,
no. God is looking. And "God" means very serious: an old man -- white hair, white beard -and always a long face and serious, and he is looking.
I have heard about a nun who used to take her bath without removing her clothes. So
somebody asked, "What are you doing? In the bath you can remove your clothes." But she
said, "God is looking everywhere, so how can I be naked? That will be insulting." But if God
is looking everywhere, he must be looking under the clothes. So what is the point? You can
be naked anywhere. that means. God is looking everywhere: you cannot escape. Forget about
him.
These are subtle techniques. The society has created conscience in you, so whatsoever
you do, the conscience goes on functioning in the service of the society. And the society has
taught you, "This is your inner voice." This is not your inner voice. If you have been born in
a Mohammedan family then you can have four wives, and your conscience will never
interfere -- up to four. With the fifth there will be danger. With the fifth wife your conscience
will start stirring, and it will say, "This is not good." But if you are a Hindu or a Christian
then only one wife is allowed. With the second wife, trouble would arise. Your conscience
will start saying. "This is bad, this is not good, this is immoral. What are you doing? You
should love only one woman -- and forever and forever."

What is conscience? A Mohammedan has a different conscience? A Hindu has a different
conscience?
In my childhood, in my house tomatoes were not allowed, because I was born in a Jain
family, and the tomato looks like meat -- just looks like! There is nothing in it. Hmm?...
tomato is so innocent and harmless, but in my childhood I never ate tomatoes because in my
family it was not allowed. And when for the first time. visiting a friend's house, I was offered
a tomato, I vomited. The whole conscience: I couldn't believe that people are eating
tomatoes. Tomato is such a dangerous thing -- looks like meat. How can you eat it?
Conscience is nothing but a trickery of the society. It gives some ideas to your inner
mind, and from there they start functioning. They are like Delgado's electrodes. Very subtle...
wherever you go the society follows you, hidden behind you, within you. If you do anything
against, the conscience pricks.
This is not the real inner voice -- because the real inner voice cannot be different for a
Hindu and a Mohammedan and a Jain and a Christian, no. The real inner voice will be the
same because the real inner voice is not produced by the society. The real inner voice comes
from your innermost core of being, but to discover that, one has to pass through all the phases
of meditation. Unless all thoughts dissolve, you cannot hear your own voice. Society has
filled your mind so much that whatsoever you hear will be society trying to manipulate you
from within. From without it manipulates through the policeman and the judge. From within
it manipulates through God, conscience, morality, hell, heaven. and a thousand and one
things.
Hence, there is a need of catharsis. You are not natural, and only through catharsis will
you be able to unburden yourself from the society, will you be free from society. Free from
society, you become available to nature; available to nature, you become available to
existence. And, to me, existence is God.
WHY DO YOU EMPHASIZE THAT ONE SHOULD JUMP DIRECTLY INTO THE
SEVENTH STEP, THAT IS DHYAN, AND THEN FINISH THE OTHER STEPS SO AS
TO BE TOTAL TO REALIZE SAMADHI?
For a specific reason. I insist first to jump into dhyan, into meditation, and then complete
all the other steps because you have lost the taste of dhyan. of meditation, so completely that
unless you regain the taste you will not take the trouble of fulfilling all other things.
In Patanjali's time meditation was an accepted fact. Everybody was meditating. Every
child was to be sent to gurukul, into a forest monastery. There the basic teaching was of
meditation; everything else was secondary. When he is twenty-five he will come back to the
society, but he has learned meditativeness. He will live in the marketplace, but live
meditatively. By the age of fifty, he is again ready to go back to the forest. And by the age of
seventy-five he will not do anything else other than meditation.
So if you just look at the whole span of life, if it is a hundred years: in the first
twenty-five years, in the beginning, the taste of meditation has been given -- one knows the
flavor of it, the flagrance of it. One knows the beauty of it, the benediction of it -- and then
one comes into the world. Now, one will never be part of the world; one knows something
beautiful exists there in the forest. One has known aloneness; now being together in a crowd,
in a world, one will never be at home. One has tasted... now all other tastes are not of any
worth. One will be in the world as a duty.

That's what Hindu scriptures say, that one has to be in the world as a duty. Your parents
reproduced you: you have to fulfill your duty and reproduce others so that the society and the
chain continues and the river goes on flowing -- you should not block the river. But the call
goes on coming. The man works in the shop, lives in the market, raises children, gets
married, a thousand and one things he does, but the call goes on coming. In certain moments,
in the morning when the market is silent and the world is still asleep -- he gets up... he takes a
dip in that meditation he has been allowed to know in his first twenty-five years. In the night,
when everybody has gone to sleep, he sits in his bed... the call goes on following him like a
shadow.
By the age of fifty, he has to move again because now his children are almost
twenty-five; they are coming back from the forest. Now they will take care of the world; now
his duty is fulfilled. But at the age of fifty he does not go to the forest, actually. The Sanskrit
word is vanprastha: he turns his face towards the forest. He does not leave the house, because
for a few years he will be needed for the children who are coming back, to give them his own
experience of life, to let them settle. Otherwise this will be a very unsettling phenomenon -they come home and he goes, then there will be no link with the world. They have learned
something about existence; now they have to learn something of the world from the father.
But now the father will be secondary; the children will become the primary forces. The
father will step back, the mother will step back... the daughter-in-law comes, the son comes.
Now they become the real householders, and father and mother are there just if they need
some advice. The advice can be given, but now their faces are towards the forest; they are
getting ready.
When they are seventy-five, their children will be almost fifty. Now the mother and father
are getting ready to turn towards the forest -- they leave, they go to the forest again.
The Indian life started in the forest, then ended in the forest; started in loneliness, ended
in aloneness; started with meditation, ended with meditation. In fact -- seventy-five years for
meditation, only twenty-five years for the world: the world cannot be too much... the inner
current continues. In fact the whole life was meditative -- only for twenty-five years did one
take something as a duty to be done.
In those days there was no need to give you a taste of meditation, you had already known
it, but now things are totally different. You don't know what meditation is. When I say
"meditation," just a word rings in your ears -- there is no response. If I say lemon" the saliva
starts flowing in your mouth, but when I say' meditation," nothing corresponds. When I say
"God" the mouth remains dry. You have not tasted; the word is meaningless.
Hence, I say first meditate. That is, just take a little taste, just have a little glimpse. Then
you will start on your own, and then you will start fulfilling other steps. You need a glimpse,
it was not needed before; hence my emphasis on meditation directly. Once you are meditative
everything will follow. I need not talk about it; you will start doing it by yourself.
When you are meditative, you would like to sit silent and still: asan will follow. When
you are meditative, you will come to the understanding that breathing has a rhythm of
silence: pranayam will follow. When you are silent, meditative, enjoying aloneness, your
character will change; you will not interfere in anybody's life: you will be nonviolent. You
will be true because whenever you will be untrue your inner balance will be lost. By being
untrue you may save five rupees, but by being untrue you will lose so much -- inside, a new
wealth now you have to lose. I have never seen such a person who would be so foolish -- that
just for five rupees he would lose the inner treasure, which is more valuable, infinitely
valuable. Then yam follows. When you become more and more silent, life becomes

spontaneous: niyam, an inner discipline, comes automatically. Just a little help from you, and
understanding, and things start falling in line. But the first thing is to know what meditation
is; everything else follows.
Jesus said, "Seek ye the kingdom of God first, then all else shall follow." The same I say
to you.
OBVIOUSLY, I HAVE DODGED ALL THE PAST BUDDHAS THAT I CAME
ACROSS, BUT I NOW KNOW THAT AS LONG AS I AM IN THIS BODY I AM NOT
GOING TO LEAVE THIS ONE. BUT, THEN, A LURKING FEAR REMAINS LEST I
LEAVE, OR YOU LEAVE, THE BODY BEFORE NONPHYSICAL COMMUNION IS
ESTABLISHED.
That fear is natural, and, in a way, good. Nothing to be afraid of in it; that fear will help.
All fears are not bad, and all fearlessnesses are not good. Sometimes fearlessness is simply
foolishness; sometimes fear is wisdom. This fear I call wisdom, because you know this is
possible. You have been missing many Buddhas in the past -- more possibility is there that
you will miss me also, because you have become so trained in missing. The fear is good. That
will help. The fear is wise; that will not allow you to relax and become unaware -- that will
not allow you to miss again.
Be thankful to the fear, and always remember, fear is not always bad. When you find a
snake on the path, what do you do? You simply jump. Are you afraid? Are you a coward?
Some idiot can tell you that you are a coward, but what do you think?... what will Buddha
do? He will jump faster than you, that's all. Because he is more alert he will see the snake
before you can see; he will see the danger before you can see. You may take a little time
because you are so deeply asleep. A Buddha will jump faster, that's all. But is a Buddha
afraid of the snake? No, the question is not of being afraid or not. He is simply alert, and out
of alertness he acts.
This fear is a sort of alertness. Don't call it "a lurking fear"; rather, call it "an arising
alertness," because the way you call a Thing makes much difference. If you call it "fear" you
have already condemned it. If you call it "an arising consciousness" you have already
accepted it, appreciated it.
And if you are alert, this time you will not miss. The whole thing is alertness. If you are
aware. you will not miss. You missed in the past because you were in a deep sleep, in a
hypnotic state. Your eyes were closed. You missed because you couldn't understand that
there was a Buddha. Once you understand that there is a Buddha. how can you miss? Once
you know that this is a diamond, you cannot throw it. You may have thrown other diamonds
thinking that they are just pebbles....
I have heard a Sufi story. It happened: A fakir. a poor beggar, was passing along the shore
of a small lake. He stumbled upon a bag. It was early in the morning. The sun had not risen; it
was still dark. He opened the bag, felt what was inside; there were just stones. Sitting on the
shore of the lake, not having anything to do, he started throwing those stones in the lake.
They splashed, they created ripples... he enjoyed. Then, by and by, the morning came nearer
and nearer, darkness disappeared. By the time it was light enough to see what he was doing,
the last stone was left. It was a diamond. He started crying and weeping. They were all
diamonds. But now he cannot throw it.
You may have thrown the whole bag of stones and Buddhas. This time if a small alertness

has come to you and the light has dawned. how can you throw it? It is impossible.

